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Printed in ltalyForeword
This is the l9th annual report on the agricultural situation in the Community and is published in conjunction with the XXVIIIh  General Report on the Activities 
-of 
the European
Communities. It is presented  in accordance  with the procedure laid down in the Declaration
on the system for fixing Community  farm prices contained in the Accession Documen ts of 22
January 1972. rt was completed in January 1994, somewhat later than usual.
As in previous years, the report falls into two parts. The first presents the agricultural
situation  and the year's outturn.  However,  departing slightly from previous preseniation, the
report opens with a brief overview of the main policy developments during the year before
giving a broad description  of weather and production patterni across the -ommunity.
Policy developments and their implementation are then reviewed in greater detail and the
trends on principal markets,  issues affecting rural development,  financing of the common
agricultural policy and external  trade relations are discussid.
Delay in publishing the report means that it has been possible to include  a description of the
results of the agricultural  chapter of the Uruguay  Round multilateral trade negotiations
launched in 1986. These negotiations,  which held particular importance for the Community
across a wide range of sectors in addition to agriculture, rvi." brought to a successful
conclusion  on l5 December.
The second  part of the report provides the more important statistics. The statistical annex
gives, in a form that has now become standard, updates of the tables produced in previous
reports.
Unfortunately  this year it has still not been possible to include all of the statistics concerning
the former German Democratic  Republic.  However,  some of the tables include data coverin!
all of Germany. Production  and consumption  data have been drawn up covering the whoti
Community, i.e. including the five new kjnder.
The statistics  are based mainly on data supplied  by the Statistical Office of the European
Communities (Eurostat).  The Directorate-General  for Agriculture has updated some oi the
figures and has sometimes added estimates when final figures were unavailable  because of
the report's publication date.4  FOREWORD
As in earlier years, certain subjects  covered by the report have also been dealt with in other
commission documents.  The reader will thus find refeiences  to various publications  available
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ACP  =  African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
AWU =  Annual work unit
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FADN =  Farm accountancy data network
GATT =  General  Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
MCA =  Monetary compensatory  amount
MGO =  Maximum  guaranteed quantity
NVA  =  Net value-added
UAA  =  Utilized agricultural  area
USDA =  United States Department of Agriculture| - 
The agricultural year
A major turning point
Agriculture and the European Union
/. . There is no question that the 1993 agricultural year marked a crucial and positive turning
point for Europe's farming sector,  as this was the year in which the political  decisions, takei
unanimously in 1992, to reform the common  agricultural policy began to be actually
implemented.
This clear change in direction for agriculture took place against the wider background  of
other substantial and constructive  developments in the European union.
The Maastricht Treaty was ratified, the single market came into being and the Uruguay
Round multilateral trade negotiations were brought  to a successful and balanced concluiion.
Thus, in spite of some general erosion of self-confidence  which undoubtedly  took place, the
year' nevertheless,  merits recognition as one which provided solid foundati,ons  noi only for
the future development of agriculture but for the union as a whole.
2.  I January 1993 marked the first day of a single European market and whilst citizens of
the Union might still not enjoy total freedom of movement, a market of 345 million people
without internal barriers  was opened for goods, services and capital.
This event certainly  holds consequences for the agriculture  and food sector but perhaps not to
the same extent as the two major events of the year affecting agriculture - 
implementation
of the CAP reform and the GATT agreement.
3.  The long and complex Uruguay Round negotiations,  which had started in 1986, were
finally completed only hours before the deadline of 15 December  1993. The agricultural
component of the deal (described in more detail in Chapter VI) was, as was the overall
settlement,  well balanced and, in addition to being compatible with the reform of the
common agricultural policy, presented  European Union agriculture with opportunity as well
as challenge.  The settlement  helped end a great deal of the uncertainty  and anxiety which had
been apparent since the Round started, and, by integrating agriculture into the agreement,8  THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
shelters the Union fiom attacks by its trading partners on the substance  and mechanisms of
its reformed  common  agricultural policy'
4.  Regarding other developments at international  level, agricultural trade with the emerging
democracies  and economies of Central and Eastern Europe continued to evolve and
negotiations intensified  on the agricultural aspects of future accession to the European Union
b/Sweden,  Finland, Norway and Austria (see Chapter VI)'
Reform of the common agricultural poticy
5.  Before describing  the implementation  of thr: common agricultural policy reform which
got under way in tgSZ, it mlgtrt Ue useful to briefly review the landmark  decisions taken in
the summer of 1992. These w-ere described  in more detail in that year's edition of this report.
It will be recalled that the council's decisions were primarily aimed at improving balance on
agricultural markets through more effective control of productionl at increasing the
clmpetitiveness of Europ"uln fur111 products thrgugh a three-year programme  of substantial
price reduction but with compensation paid directly to farmers provided production was cut
back via set-aside;  at encouraging increised respect for the environment;  at facilitating some
redistribution of support to*uid, more vulnerable  holdings and at maintaining a sufficiently
high number of farmers on the land, thus helping to preserve  rural society' In broad terms'
thI reform represented  a fundamental  change irr that it marked  a decisive  move away from
supporting farmers through guaranteed  prices towards supporting  them by direct payments
u..olnpunl"o by measures designed to influence their production methods.
6.  Much of the more detailed legislation  nerlessary  for the practical application of the
reform had been adopted in 1992, but some modifications were made during the year under
review, particularly in the arable sector. These were, for the most part, designed  to introduce
flexibility into the arrangements  but without, i:n any way, diluting their effectiveness.  The
first, the-Council's  decision to fix the rate of non-rotational and other types of set-aside5
percentage points higher than that fixed for rotational set-aside, gave substance to this
possibiliiy *ti"f, nua akeady been foreseen  in the previous  year's decisions'  This enhanced
rate, which is to apply from the lgg4lg5 markeling  year, is intended to ensure a reduction  in
production 
"o*p*ubi" 
with that resulting from rotational set-aside' It was proposed by the
Commission on the basis of an independent study carried out by institutes in Member States'
In certain cases (in Denmark and the United Kingdom) the non-rotational rate was
provisionally  set only 3 percentage  points higher'
7. Further modifications to the set-aside alrangements, once again with the objective of
improving  flexibility but without reducing effectiveness, were agreed in December, 
I
I  Council Regulation  (EC) No 231194'  OJ L 30' 3'2'1994THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR 9
following the wide-ranging  debate which took place following the Commission,s  discussion
paper circulated in May. t  These modifications covered changes in the method of
establishing  tegionalization  plans; an increase in set-aside compensation as from the 1994/95
marketing  year from the equivalent of ECU 45 to ECU sz p". tonne of cereals; the
possibility of combining rotational and non-rotational  set-asiOe  Uut at the higher non-
rotational rate and, in certain cases, the possibility of transferring set-aside  obligitions.
8'  A further point, and one which had been outstanding for a number of months, was also
resolved at the Council's  December session. This relateJ to oilseeds and stemmed  from the
Blair House Agreement reached more than a year previously  in Washington. It was agreed by
the Council that, if plantings  exceeded the maximum  ur"u of 5.128 million hectares, penalties
would be applied only to those Member  States exceeding  their national reference  areas.
National reference areas would be adjusted as from 1995 and the Commission  was asked to
review the situation at the end of 1996.
9'  In other sectors covered by the reform decisions af 1992, a number of adjustments were
made. These included:
Beef: The maximum output of 60 000 kg of milk and milk products which set a limit on the
number of beef producers able to benefit from the sucklei cow premium was increased  to
120 000 kg; the reference in Regulation  (EEC) No 805/68 to 'maG bovines' was changed to
'steers' thus further encouraging  deseasonalization and transitional derogations  were-intro-
duced for beef producers in the new German kinder enabling them to adapt to the new
system.2
Sheep: It was agreed: that, in the light of monetary  upheavals,  1992 should be considered
as the last year of transition to the single premium in Ireland and Northem Ireland  and that
the premium paid in less-favoured  areas should be increased from ECU 5.5 to ECU 7.
Milk and milk products: The milk co-responsibility levy was eliminated as from I April
1993a in line with the Council's 1992 decisions on CAP reform. When it took those
decisions,  the Council also asked the Commission to draw up a report s on the market
situation in the milk sector and to present  appropriate proposals. As a result, and particularly
in view of the unsatisfactory  situation  on the milk-fat market, intervention prices for buttei,
skimmed-milk powder and certain cheeses were reduced as part of thi  1993/94 pice
package.
other changes in the milk sector during the year included  adjustments  to the guaranteed total
quantities 
- 
with a flat-rate increase  for all Member States except Spain, Greece  and Italy
I  COM(93) 226 final. 18.5.1993. :  Council Regulation  (EEC) No 125/93, OJ L 18, 27.1.1993. 3 Council Regulation  (EEC) No 363/93, OJ L 42, 1g.2.tgg3. a Council Regulation  (EEC) No tO29/93, OJ L 108, 1.5.1993. 5 COM(93) 109 final.IO THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
where specific increases were provisionally introduced. I Legislation was also adopted
following  judgment by the court of Justice, regarding 'sloM', producers with special
referencJ quantltles  being allocated and compensation  offered to certain producers'  2
t0.  Implementation  of the reform programme 6ccasionally took place against  a background
of local resistance,  although it was rarely made entirely clear whether these demonstrations
were directed against the Jhortcomings of the old system  or the new untried  one which is on
the point of being introduced  and specifically rlesigned to address those failings'
Much more seriously, implementation  also coincided with pronounced disturbances on
cuffency markets. tilese not only placed great strain on the exchange-rate  mechanism
(BR\,,t);  leading to its reconstruction, but posed a substantial threat both to the success of the
ieform p.ogru--" itself and to the realization  of a truly single market. They also introduced
an elemeniof uncertainty  for farmers and in terms of budgetary  implications.
However, conditions appeared to stabilize somewhat towards the end of the year and the
Council, in accepting tirat farmers  should enjo'y some protection from the undue effects of
currency fluctuations  but should not be totally i.nsulated from monetary reality, followed  the
Commission  in its proposal not to reintroduce  the switch-over mechanism.
Reform: encouraging earlY results
11. The first tangible results of reform in the arable sector began to emerge towards the end
of the year. They were encouraging, showing not only a substantial increase in the amount of
land withdrawn from production as a result of the new set-aside  programme  introduced by
the reform but also a l'993 harvest significantly lower-despite  increased yields-than woulc
normally have been expected from the pre-refrrrm  trend'
Based on data available at the end of the year, c,ereal production  was estimated  at 165 million
tonnes, well down on the 181 million tonnes grown in 1991 and even below the 168 million
tonnes harvested in 1992, a year widely regarded as not very satisfactory for grain growing'
If reform of the sector had not been introducedL,  it is more than likely that production would
once again have reached 180 million tonnes or more'
12. Whilst it is never simple to identify the precise factors responsible for a fall in
production,  there can be little doubt that the setting-aside of 4.7 million hectares  under the
ieform played an important  role. And althougtr hasty conclusions.should  not be drawn, it is
not unlike$ that with further price cuts and a substantial increase in set-aside premiums over
the next two years, these early trends should be confirmed'
I Regulation  (EEC) No 1560193, OJ L 154, 25.6'1993'
2 ReEulation  (EEC) No 2055/93, OJ L 187' 29"7'1993'
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13' In addition,  there were clear signs that the disturbing  fall in the use of cereals in animal
feed experienced over so many years had been halted und 
"u"n 
reversed.  It is estimated  that
an additional  4.5 million tonnes of cereals will be used this year with a consequent  decline in
imports of grain substitutes. Purchases  of fertilizers and pesticides were also considerably
lower.
14' Stocks of grain which exceeded  30 million tonnes in 1992 had been reduced  to around
25 million tonnes at the end of 1993. This may represent progress but stocks remain too high
and the Union must persevere  with its reform programme if it is to introduce some balance
into the cereals market.
15' Beef intervention stocks were also down, falling impressively  from l.l million tonnes
to less than 450 000 tonnes at the end of 1993. Howevei, whilst reform measures  such as
intervention price reduction, the introduction  of regional premium  quotas and a limit on
carcass weights for intervention have undoubtedly  had some impact, most of the improve-
ment was due to the natural  evolution of the production cycle. ihir te"to, will have to be
kept under the closest scrutiny.
Rural development
16. The Structural Funds, which had already been reformed in 1988, were f'urther reformed
in 1993 with the aim of .intensifying the impact and effectiveness of structural  policies in
priority areas and increasing the range of measures eligible for funding. In December  1992,
the European  Council had allocated ECU 141 billion, or one third of the Community's
budget, over the next six years to the Structural Funds in order to achieve these wider goals.
The year also saw prograrnmes  being financed in Objective I and 5b areas, via Objective  5a
and through the Leader initiative.
17. By the end of the year the Council had adopted  measures concerning the protection  of
animals during slaughter and to extend the ban on the marketing and use of BST until 3l
December  1994. other veterinary measures  are more fully described in paragraph 3g.
Unreformed sectors
18. Reform of the wine sector-one of the three major sectors unaffected by the 1992
decisions-was brought  closer by the Commission  sending a communication  to ihe Council
and the European Parliament I on the development  and future of wine-sector  policy. This
discussion  paper first described the present situation of serious imbalance on the wine
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market, probable future trends, the inadequacy of reform measures in the past, the importance
of this sector for many regions and thin tffe,rs for consideration a number of possible
approaches  aimed at solving the considerable problems  facing this sector'
19. Sugar, another of the three major sectors yet to be reformed,-saw little of any great
significalnce  during 1993. Production  quota arrangements,  which.had already been extended
in-1991 for the lggl/g2 and 1992193 marketing years, were again renewed in 1993 for one
more year - 
that of 1993194r. And in December2 the Council decided that, as the reform
of the arable sector and the single market hadi both only recently been put into effect' it
would be appropriate to extend the arrangements  for yet another  l2-month period until the
end of th;-lgg4lgs  marketing year. It was also decided to extend production quota
arrangements  to inulin.
20. Proposals for the reform of these two sectors'  as well as for fruit and vegetables,  will be
made during the course of 1994.
Weather and Production Patterns
21 .  After abnormally dry conditions in many important production areas of the European
Union durin g 1992, 199i witnessed a return to more normal weather patterns in most
regions. The autumn rains of 1992 provided good soil conditions for planting and enabled
winter crops to become established.
In the first quarter of 1993, rainfall tended to be sparse in southern  regions with winter crops
suffering from inadequate  moisture. However,  in most northern, westem and central regions'
conditions  were generally favourable for winter crop development. Dry weather continued in
southern Europe during it" lut" spring with heavy rains in parts of .Spain 
and Italy arriving
too late to help matteis to any gieat ixtent. But in most other regions normal rainfall and
mild temperatures  favoured spring planting and crop development'
The summer  months from July to September  saw relatively high temperatures  in Greece  and
Italy but generally normal temperaiure  and p'recipitation values. elsewhere.  Harvesting of
winter-sown crops got off to a good start in most regions but widespread rain in Germany
provoked  some Oelay. The end of the year saw many areas of the Union experiencing  heavy
and persistent rain.
22. The overall effect produced  by these weather  patterns  was generally favourable for
cereals, with yields regiitering an increase o'ver previous years but with total production
Regulation  (EEC) No 1548/93, OJ L 154, 25.6'1993
Regulation  (EC) No 133194, OJ L 22, 2'l -1.1994'THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR  13
lower due to reduced areas. Prolonged dry spells tended  to depress oilseed yields in southern
Europe but these were maintained  at normal levels in the north.
Early wine production estimates  suggest that the long dry spells in Spain and France  during
July and August, followed  by violent rains in September,  pushed production sharply lowerl
Fruit yields tended to develop positively whilst those for vegetables tended upwards in
northern Europe.
23. Taken as a whole, 1993 was a relatively average year with above-average yields of
cereals, fruit, vegetables  and sugar, and below-average yields of wine, oilseeds  and olive oil.
Broadly speaking, northern  areas fared rather better than those in the south.
24. In looking back on 1993 it has to be recognized that, in spite of a number of serious
difficulties affecting many areas of economic  activity,  not least widespread recession  across
the European Union, the year, judged from the point of view of agriculture, was one of
definite progress. After years of internal difficulties and external tension, much uncertainty
was cleared away and there were two major achievements providing firm foundations on
which to build the future of agriculture and rural society.
A satisfactory GATT deal has been achieved  which recognizes  the legitimacy of the reformed
CAP and its mechanisms, and excludes  direct income payments  from the programme  of
progressive reduction.
Reform of the CAP got off to a good start with encouraging early results indicating that it
was well on track. There was a distinct move towards  a healthier market balance. Farmers
had started to receive their direct income payments  and early revenue data indicated that
those sectors subject to reform experienced  a significant increase in earnings. The full
programme  has another two years to run and will only remain on track and produce  the
desired results if reform is fully and fairly implemented in every Member  State, and if
concessions are avoided which would risk enfeebling the historic decisions  unanimously
taken in the summer of 1992.
Prices and market organization
25' The Council's decisions on the CAP reform agreed unanimously in 1992 made
traditional price proposals superfluous in a number of major sectors for 1993/94. This was
particularly true for tobacco, oilseeds  and protein  crops where no proposals at all were made
and for cereals and beef where only a small number of relatively minor proposals  were
required.
However,  in the milk sector, where the reform had also fixed prices and quotas for 1993/94
and 1994/95, the Commission  felt obliged, because of the situation on the market for milk
fat, to propose bringing forward by one year the cut in butter prices so that the full 5Vo14 THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
reduction would apply from 1993/94 and to defer the quota cut so that the full 2Vo teduction
would not apply until lgg4l95. In most other respects the package of price proposals
submitted to the Council in February consisted mainly of a roll-over of most existing
measures except where specific changes  were required.
In May the Council  reached agreement on the overall package  as part of a compromise which
also included fixing the rate of non-rotational set-aside  to be applied as part of the arable
crops regime, the 1993194 sugar regime and dairy quotas.
26. The principal elements of the final agreemernt  were:
(i)  monthly  increments for cereals were reduceclby  5 Vo (as opposed to the l0 7o proposed)
to reflect the cut in intervention prices. It was also agreed that the whisky refund
system would be continued;
(ii)  the rarget price for rice was reduced by I.5Va (compared with the 3 7o proposed). Aid
to encourage conversion  from the japonica to the indica variety was retained for a
further year but at a reduced rate of 50Vo as proposed;
(iii)  the intervention  price for olive oil was reduced by 2.5Vo and part of the consumption
aid was transferred to production aid;
(iv)  linseed was included in the arable crops rregime  and the Council agreed that, as a
transitional  measure for 1993/94, the basiic amount of the aid should be fixed at
ECU 85 with no set-aside obligation as opposed to the Commission's  proposal of
ECU 87 which would have included such an obligation;
(v)  the Council left the pigmeat basic price unchanged although the Commission had
proposed  a reduction of 24Va mainly to takrl account of the substantially  lower cereals
prices resulting from the reform;
(vi)  as from lg94l95 non-rotational  set-aside will be at the level of rotational set-aside, plus
57o (but only plus 3Vo in certain conditions) - 
see point 6.
(vii) the Council also invited the Commission  to propose that the set-aside compensatory
payment in the arable crop sector be increased by ECU l2ltonne from the 1994195
marketing  year onwards and that the growing of sugar beet for industrial purposes on
set-aside land without a compensatory payment be permitted;
(viii) the butter intervention price to be reduced by 3 Vo in 1993194 and 2 7o the following
year compared  with the Commission's  proposal of a straight5To  cut in 1993/94. This
reduction  also necessitated  changes in some other institutional prices in the sector. In
addition, in order to allow additional  quantities to be allocated to certain priority
categories  of producers, milk quotas were increased by 0.6 7o for all countries  except
Spain, Greece and Italy for which provisions  had already been made. ECU 40 million
will be made available from the EAGTGF Guarantee Section to finance  quota
restructuring measures. The co-responsibility  levy was abolished with effect from
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(ix)  the Commission will submit reports on the market situation for beef and sheepmeat by
30 November 1993 accompanied, if necessary,  by appropriate  proposals. It will alsl
re-examine the arrangements  for the male bovine, suckler cow and ewe premiums;
(x)  pending the adoption of new proposals for the reform of the sector, the current
arrangements for sugar were prolonged for the 1993/94  marketing year and it is
intended that inulin syrup will be incorporated into the sugar regime with effect from I
IuIy 1994.
27. The Commission's  estimate  for EAGGF-Guarantee  expenditure in 1993 taking account
of its proposals was ECU 35 091 million compared with the guideline  figure of FICU Ze eSl
million. The extra cost of the final package was estimated  at ECU 53 million in 1993,
ECU 313 million in 1994 and ECU 577 mltlion in 1995.
The following table sets out the main prices and aids applicable  for the lg93lg4 marketing
year, including those which were already decided as part of the reform in 1992.
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Flat-rate  aid (ECU/ha)
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Unless  otherwise  indicated  these arc in ECU per tonne  and do not inclu,le agri-monetary  adjustments.
No valid compaison can be made tn tfri ire"f'r  sector  where  prices wre r'eduie-d  by.betuien i0 and ?0 % depending  on the product  as pan of
tte Cep refoi- but this reduction  was  uompensated for by the introduction of a direct, q9llt99lare  compensatory  paymenl.
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il"-;,d"h;;;"?"  i;";""tl,l  tiv .".tr a significrnr  am.unt  in order lo co;npen.ate  for the abolition of lhe aiJ 'cheme for 'eedr.
some  of lhe prices fi\ed as pan of rhe refor rRegulation  {tECl  No 2072/92)  have  been  modrlred.
No uutia 
"o"iputi.on 
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Agri-monetary  measures
28. The Council established a new agri-monetary system from I January 1993.r
The principles governing the system are:
(i)  the ecu (temporarily affected by a correcting  factor of 1.207509 - 
value on 2 August
1993) is used as the unit of account for fixing the prices and amounts, while payments
are effected in national currencies;
(ii) the ecu (corrected by the correcting factor) is converted into national currency  using a
rate close to reality:
the (corrected) central rate in the case of fixed currencies,
a rate barely differing from the average (corrected)  market rate in the case of floating
currencies;
(iii) the agricultural conversion  rates, with some exceptions,  are adjusted during cuffency
realignments.  For floating currencies they may also be altered at the beginning of the
month or, more rarely, on the I I and 12 of each month;
(iv) the conversion rate applicable to a particular  price or amount is valid when the operative
event comes into play, i.e. when the economic aim of the measure in question is
achieved; however, some advance fixing is possible in quite limited circumstances;
(v) the prices and certain amounts  fixed in (corrected) ecus are reduced  where the correcting
factor is amended;  the consequences  on income of this reduction, or of the reduction in
the agricultural conversion  rates of floating currencies, may be compensated  for by an
increase in certain amounts fixed in (corrected)  ecus, or by degressive aid.
Under the new system, the monetary gaps between the conversion  rate used for applying
common  agricultural policy measures  and the real daily exchange  rate are kept sufficiently
nalrow to avoid market distortions  between Member States and the attendant need to apply
monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs).
MCAs have been abolished and those fixed earlier were done away with as of I  Jan-
wry 1993.
It should be noted that the temporary  use of the ecu correcting factor in fixing the agricultural
prices and amounts does not lead to any distortions in trade since the mechanism  used
maintains the real value of all the bilateral conversion rates between any two national
currencies.
The detailed rules for the application of the new agri-monetary s)'stem2 lay down the
necessary rules for adjusting  the agricultural conversion rate on the basis of the trend in real
I  Regulation  (EEC) No 3813192,  OJ L 387, 31.12.1992, p. l. r  Regufation  (EEC) No 1068/93, OJ L 108, 1.5.1993, p. 106.18 THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
exchange  rates. Fuftheffnore,  they revise the operative events for the agricultural conversion
rates with effect from the beginning of the 1993194 marketing  year and lay down the
conditions  for the advance  fixing of these rates.
The purpose of establishing  the operative events and restricting the advance fixing of the
agricultural conversion rate is, in particular, to lprevent the creation of significant monetary
gaps-and  thus the real reason for the former l4CAs-between the value of the applicable
rate for a price or amount to be paid in connection with an operation and the value in force
when the economic aim of the operation in question is actually achieved.
Where necessary, the general provisions  relating to the operative events were clarified,
supplemented or replaced in the case of a particular price or amount or particular market
organization  so as to take account of the specilic characteristics of the sector concerned.
29. The monetary upheavals at the end of 199t2 continued  into the first half of 1993 with
two realignments within the EMS and significant movements by most of the floating
currencies.
The agricultural conversion rates of currenci,es which were considered fixed from an
agri-monetary  viewpoint, with the exception of the Irish pound, remained  stable due to the
increase in the correcting factor affecting  the ecu. This correcting factor increased from
1.195066 on I January 1993 to 1.201509 from 14 May 1993 onwards.
The devaluation of the Irish pound on 30 Januarll  1993 resulted in an initial increase of 8.9 7o
in its agricultural  conversion rate on 3 February 1993; the residual 2.000 point monetary gap
was eliminated  on I July 1993 with a new increase  in the agricultural conversion  rate. The
agricultural conversion rate ofthe Irish pound increased by ll.lVo in total in 1993.
Trends varied in the case of currencies which were floating from an agri-monetary
viewpoint:
(i)  the Greek drachma underwent a gradual rrinor devaluation;
(ii) the Spanish peseta and the Portuguese escudo were both devalued  after the culrency
realignment  of 13 May 1993;
(iii) the Italian lira and the pound sterling were relatively stable after their progressive
devaluations at the beginning of the year.
Lastly, in view of the trend in the ecu correctinrg  factor during the 1992/93 marketing year,
both prices and most amounts fixed in ecus frell. This drop amounted to 1.29 7o in most
sectors, for which the new marketing year began on 1 July 1993.
30. The decision on 2 August 1993 to vriden the fluctuation bands of the EMS
exchange-rate  mechanism  to 15 7o led to the agri-monetary  rules for floating currencies being
applied to all Community currencies from that date on.THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR I9
The outcome has been an increased  risk of rises or falls in all agricultural conversion rates.
To offset certain undesirable consequences  on the common agricultural policy, the Council
decided at the end of 1993 to adjust the basic agri-monetary Regulation. It adapted, in
particular, the definition of the margin within which the real rates can change withoutiausing
an adjustment in the agricultural conversion  rates.
In the period preceding this Council decision, the Commission froze the rules for
automatically  adjusting the agricultural conversion rates as a safety measure, while managing
the system in such a way as to avoid trade distortions.
Rural development
31. The Community rural development policy continued  to be implemented  in 1993 with
the application  of the operational  prograrnmes financed by the Structural  Funds, both in the
less-developed  (Objective 1) regions and in rural areas (Objective  5b), the financing of
horizontal measures (Objective 5a) throughout  the Community and the Leader initiative.
The year saw the end of the programme  period (implementation began in 1989) and the
revision of the Structural  Fund Regulations  in preparation for the next phase.
The revised versions of the six Regulations  governing the Structural Funds for the period
1994-99 were adopted by the Council on 20 July. With a budget of ECU 141 billion over the
six-year  period or one third of the Community's  total budget, the Structural  Funds are the
principal tool of the policy for economic  and social cohesion and an expression of
intra-Community solidarity.
The amendments to the legislation  involve:l
the Framework Regulation;
the coordinating Regulation  for all the Funds;
a Regulation  for each Fund;
the financial instrument  for fisheries quidance (FIFG).
I Regulation  (EEC) No 2052/88,  OJ L 185, 15.7.1988, p. 9, amended by Regulation  (EEC) No 2081/93, OJ L 193,
31.7 .1993.
Regulation  (EEC) No 4253188, OJ L 314,31.12.1988,  p. l, amended by Regulation  (EEC) No 2082193, OJ L 193,
31.7 .1993.
Regulation (EEC) No 4254188,  OJ L 3'14,31.12.1988, amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2083/93,  OJ L 193,
3t;7.1993.
Regulation (EEC) No 4255188,  OJ L 374,31.12.1938,  amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2084/93,  OJ L 193,
31.1.1993.
Regulation (EEC) No 4256188,  OJ L 374,31.12.1988,  amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2085/93, OI L tg3,
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The amendments  have been adopted with a view to consolidating  the principles underlying
the first phase of the reform of the Structural Funds. These new changes are far less
comprehensive than the basic reform of 1988. The four major principles adopted in 1988
(conientration, partnership, planning and additionality)  are maintained  or reinforced.
The revised Regulations provide for a new six-year programme  (1994-99)  with the close of
the programme  period coinciding with that ol' the financial perspective  decided upon in
Edin-burgh. Certain amendments  had to be made, however, in the light of experience gained
over the period 1989-93 in order to improve the effectiveness of Community  measures.
32. The list of eligible Objective I  and 5b regions was adopted for six years. The
Community  support frameworks  (CSFs) for those Objectives  and for Objective 3 will also be
adopted for six years.
For Objectives 2 and 4, on the other hand, there are to be two three-year phases, with the
possibility of making  adjustments  to the list of eligible areas and the CSFs at the end of the
first phase.
In order to simplify procedures,  Member  States will be able to submit aid applications  at the
same time as plans and the Commission will take simultaneous  decisions  on the support
framework and on the grant of aid.
The list of regions eligible  under Objective I was amended:
(i)  Cantabria and large parts of the Highland.s and Islands now covered by Objective 5b
will come under Objective l;
(ii) some new regions were added: Hainaut in l3elgium, the five new Lrinder and East Berlin
in Germany, the districts of Valenciennes, Douai and Avesnes in France and Flevoland
in the Netherlandsl
(iii) the Abruzzi region will now be on the list of Objective  1 regions for three years only
(1994-96).
The criteria for the delimitation of Objective 5b areas remain the same but their order of
priority has been changed in order to take better account of low population density and a
significant depopulation  trend. Areas affected by the conversion  of the fisheries sector are
also included.
On the basis of these criteria, on 26 January 1994 the Commission  adopted the new list of
Objective 5b areas representing  8.2Vo of the Community's population  and 26.6Vo of its
territory. The appropriations available for this new phase total ECU 6 296 million (see
Chapter IV, point 16l).
33. The main changes affecting the EAGGF  Guidance Section  are as follows.THE ACRICULTURAL YEAR 2I
The accompanying measures adopted as part of the reform of the CAP, financed henceforth
by the EAGGF Guarantee Section (agro-environmental  measures, l early retirement from
farming 2 and forestry measures 3) will receive no funding from the EAGGF Guidance
Section.
Greater precision  has been given to EAGGF  Guidance  Section measures as regards:
(i)  the promotion  of quality and the diversification of activities, including the production of
non-food agricultural produce;
(ii) the improvement  of the living and working  conditions of farmers and their spouses;
(iii) the improvement  of animal health conditions, stockfarming hygiene and animal
welfare.
Regional measures applied in Objective I  regions and Objective 5b areas may also
include:
(i)  promotion,  quality labelling and investment for quality local or regional agricultural and
forestry products;
(ii) the renovation  and development of villages and the protection and conselation of the
rural heritage;
(iii) the introduction  of appropriate instruments for preventing natural disasters, especially in
the outermost  areas particularly at risk;
(iv) financial engineering:
(v) agricultural and forestry research  and technological  development.
The scope of EAGGF Guidance Section activity enables greater account to be taken of rural
development in the financing of the preparation  and assessment of pilot and demonstration
projects. It also enables eligibility to be extended to the dissemination of knowledge,
experience and the results of work undertaken.
Following  these amendments,  the range of measures eligible for financing under Regulation
(EEC) No 4256/88  should permit greater account to be taken of the needs of rural areas
which are of vital importance  for their development.
I  Council Regulation  (EEC) No 20'78/92,30.6.1992,  OJ L 215,30.7.1992.
:  Council  Regulation  (EEC) No 20'79/92,30.6.1992,  OJ L 215,30.7.1992.
1 Council Regulation  (EEC) No 2080/92,30.6.1992, OJ L 215,30.7.1992.22  THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
Agricultural income aid
34. The Commission  approved six new income aid programmes in the remaining
three-month period before the expiry of basic Regulation (EEC) No 768/89r on 31 March
1993. Five of these programmes cover a number of regions of Spain (Castilla-Le6n,  Castilla
la Mancha, Andalusia  and two areas of Extremadura)  and a further one covers the whole of
Greece. Eight Member States  have thus participated in the scheme since its inception in 1989
(Belgium,  Denmark, Germany, Greece, France,  Itzrly, the Netherlands and Spain). As mooted
by the Commission in its 1992 report on these arrangements  to the European Parliament  and
to the Council, z this system of agricultural income aid has not been prolonged.
Promotional measures
35. The Commission decided on the financing of an initial series of measures for the
promotion and marketing of quality beef and vezrl and table olives.
The measures for the promotion  of olive oil, milk and milk products, nuts, flax fibres, apples,
citrus fruits and grape juice were continued.
Special measures conceming the quality and the promotion of dried grapes were also
proposed to the Council.3
Ouality policy
36. The Council Regulation  on the protection  o{ geographical indications  and designations
of origin for agricultural  products and foodstufl's  a and the Regulation on certificates of
specific character for agricultural products and foodstuffs s entered into force on 26 July.
They lay down new arrangements  at Community bvel. They enable producers and processors
who wish to do so to increase  the market value of, and promote, their typical regional and
traditional  products. The respective  detailed rules of application were laid down in two
I oJ L 84. 29.3.1989.
'? SEC(92) 1864 final.
3 OJ L C 211, 5.8.1993, p. 20.
a Regulation  (EEC) No 2081/92,  OJ L 208, 24.7.1992.
s Regulation  (EEC) No 2082192,  OJ L 208, 24.7.1992,  p. 9THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR 23
Commission Regulations. I A scientific  committee assists  the Commission in applying the
arrangement.2
Consumer interests
37. In 1993, as in previous years, the Community continued its food aid programme for the
needy.: Since Germany, like last year, did not participate in the programme,  about
ECU 150 million was shared among the 11 other Member States to assist the distribution of
foodstuffs  through social and charitable organizations. The breakdown of this amount and the
quantities which may be removed from intervention storage in each of the Member States are
shown in the followine table.
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Soarce:  DG VI.
I The total amounts  to ECU 150 million, with ECU 2 million to tinance transporl
Regulation  (EEC) No 2037/93,  OJ L 185,28;7.1993, p.5; Regulation  (EEC) No 1848/93, OJ L 168, 10.1 .1993,
p. 35.
Commission Decision of 2l December 1992, OJ L 13,21.10.1993,  p. 16; Decision of ll  May 1993 on the
composition of the committee,  OJ C 154, 5.6.1993,  p. 5.
Regulation  (EEC) No 3780187,  Ol L 352, 15.12.1987 and Decision 92/534/EEC,  OJ L 192, 11.6.1992.24  THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
Harmonization of legislation
Veterinary legislation
38. Important decisions were adopted this year in the veterinary and animal health fields.
On 14 and 24 June respectively, the Council adopted Decision 93l384lEEC  amending
Directive  80/217\EEC  I introducing Community measures for the control of classical  swine
fever and Directive 93153/EEC introducing minimum Community measures for the control of
certain fish diseases. The Council also adopted Directives 93/52/EEC and 93l54lEEC on 24
June and Directive 93l60lEEC on 30 June wtrich concern bovine embryos, aquaculture
animals and products, and fresh bovine semen, respectively. The Commission  adopted on 18
October a proposal for a Directive to subject pure-bred  animals from third countries,  their
semen, eggs and embryos to the same conditions  as those already applicable to intra-
Community  trade in these products and animals. The Commission  also adopted  proposals on
the transmission of Newcastle disease and on the financing of veterinary inspections on l5
March and 7 April respectively.
On 13 July the Commission  adopted  a proposal l.or a Directive on the transport of animals,  2
and on 22 December the Council adopted Directive 93lll9/Ec3 on the protection of
animals at the time of slaughter. The general issue of animal protection was dealt with in a
Commission communicationa of 22 July and a Parliament resolution of 26 May.: fhs
issue of residues in meat was discussed  by Parliament  on ll  February6 and 26 MayT and
was the subject of a Commission communication8  adopted on 21 April and of three
proposals e for regulations  adopted on 22 Septernber with a view to clarifying the existing
authorization  system, prohibiting certain substanr;es  and strengthening the penalty system. A
communication  on bovine somatotrophinr0  was adopted by the Commission  on 13 July and
the Council extended  the ban on its marketing  and use until 31 December  1994 by means of
Directive g3/llglEEc, rr adopted on 22 DecemLber.
I oJ L 4'/,21.2.t980. r coM(93) 330.
3 0J L 340, 3t.t2.1993. I  COM(93)  384.
5 0J C 176, 28.6.1993.
6 0t c 72, 15.3.1993.
1 0J C 1'76, 28.6.1993.
8 COM(93)  167.
e coM(93) 441.
r0 coM(93) 331.
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Phytosanitary and animal feedingstuffs  legislation
39. In the areas of plant health, pesticides, organic farming, seeds and propagating material,
and animal feedingstuffs  further steps were taken to facilitate the free movement of goods in
the single market, building upon the measures already adopted under the White Paper
programme.
40. In the plant health area, the new plant health regime, adapted fully to the requirements
of the internal market concept, came into force throughout  the Community on I June 1993
following the adoption of Council Directive 93/1-9tr,EC. r A number of detailed application
measures were adopted by the Commission  during the year to facilitate the uniform
implementation  of the regime by Member States. These included measures on the recognition
of protected zones, rules for the movements of certain plants through  or within a protected
zone, the standardization of plant passports,  details for registration of producers and
imponers,  and the specification  of certain plants for consumption  (potatoes  and citrus fruits)
the producers of which, or the warehouses  in which they are stored, should be registered.
The Council adopted a Directive 2 on the control of potato ring rot, repealing Council
Directive 80/665/EEC  3 on the same subjecr
Two measures remain to be adopted: a Directive aimed at introducing  the principle of
Community financial solidarity and Member  States' liability into the plant health regime and
a Regulation  on the protection of new plant varieties.
41. In the pesticides area, the community regime, adopted under the white paper
programme, for the authorization of plant protection  products also came into force in
July 1993. The first stage of the lO-year collaborative programme between the Commission
and Member States for the re-evaluation of existing active substances  in plant protection
products began on I August 1993. In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, the
regime provides for Member States to authorize individual preparations under harmonized
rules. Proposals  for detailed uniform principles  to be applied by Member  States in evaluating
these preparations  were submitted  to the Council in April 1993. As a further step in the
Commission's programme  for the control of pesticide  residues in agricultural products,  the
Council adopted two proposals fixing maximum residue levels to ensure both the free
circulation of agricultural  products and a high level of consumer protection  (Directives
93157 IEEC4 and 93/58/EEC s).
I OJ L 96, 22.4.1993,  p. 33.
1 OJ L 259, 18.10.1993, p. I r OJ L 180, 14.7.1980, p. 30 I OJ L 2ll,23.8.1993, p. L
5 OJ L 2ll, 23.8.1993,  p. 6.26  THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
42. With regard to organic farming, the new Community regime provided for in Regulation
(EEC) No 2}g2lglr essentially came into forr:e on I  January  1993. The Commission
adopted  several implementing measures under this legislation and also submitted to the
Council a proposal to amend the Regulation  with a view to improving  the labelling
provisions.
43. In the seeds and propagating  material sectc)r, the Commission adopted the first set of
implementing measures  under the White Paper legislation on the propagating  material of
fruit, and ornamental and young vegetable plants.
44. Finally, with regard to animal feedingstuLffs,  the Council  adopted a Directive  on
13 September 1993 establishing specific rules on feedingstuffs for particular nutritional
purposes2 (commonly refened to as 'dietetic fi:edingstuffs').
Veterinary inspection
45. In addition to visits to establishments prodlucing fresh meat, visits were organized  to
establishments  producing meat products both in the Member States and in third countries.
Inspection  visits were also made to certain third countries (Canada, Argentina, Chile and
fhailand) in order to establish the health conditions necessary for the import of fishery
products.
All border inspection posts preselected for veterinary checks  on animals and animal products
were visited in order to check compliance wittr Community  rules and to amend the lists
drawn up at CommunitY  level.
Temporary measures were taken for the approval of US establishments  under the Agreement
between the Community and the United  States.  Definite improvements  were seen on the most
recent visits which, although further  progress  is required, were taken into account in drawing
up the list of establishments from which fresh meat may be imported.
46. In addition  to routine  animal health checks., following the outbreaks of foot-and-mouth
disease in Italy, visits were organized to neighbouring  and/or exporting third countries, with
consideration  being given to the possibility of fraud. Inspection visits were carried out
following  outbreaks of diseases affecting  pigs, in particular in the Netherlands  and Italy
(swine vesicular disease), in Germany (classical swine fever) and in various third
countries.
The health conditions and the veterinary certification  required  for the import of sheep and
goats, registered equidae, equidae for breeding and production, and equidae for slaughter
I OJ L 198, 22.1 .1991, p. l.
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were laid down. Given the number of events involving horses throughout the world, the
health conditions to be fulfilled for the readmission  of registered  horses after temporary
export for such events also had to be laid down.
The heatlh conditions for the import of swine semen were harmonized and the list of
approved collection centres was drawn up.
Finally, in the area of poultry imports,  criteria were established  for the classification  of third
countries with regard to avian influenza and Newcastle  disease.
Plant health inspection
47. A range of activities considered as priorities  were carried  out in 1993, including:
(i)  the continuation  of technical visits to Member  States in order to assess the plant health
situation in each with regard to various organisms harmful to plants and plant products
(ring rot, Thrips palmi, Bemisia tabaci and brown rot);
(ii) the continuation  of work on the drafting of the plant health vade-mecum for inspectors
in the Member States with a view to improving and harmonizing inspection  methods
and plant health checks at Community level;
(iii) the gradual establishment of the computerized plant health communications  and
information network linking the Member States and the commission  (Europhyt);
(iv) help with the training of national and regional inspectors and officials responsible for
plant health checks in the Member States (Italy, Ireland and the United Kingdom);
(v) the development of contacts  with third countries (Morocco,  Egypt, the United  States  and
the Mercosur countries) to inform them of the new Community plant health require-
ments and of the possibility of drawing up bilateral technical arrangements for plant
health checks on trade in plants and plant products with the Community.
48. Inspection visits were made to Member  States to check on the correct application  of the
new Community plant health strategy, introduced  on I June, particularly with regard to the
rules for the issuing of plant health passports,  the registration  of producers and the
carrying-out of health checks at points of entry into the Community  on plants and plant
products from third countries.
State aids
49. Council Regulation  (EEC) No 2018/92 on agricultural production methods compatible
with the requirements  of the protection of the environment and the maintenance of the28  THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR
countryside, I which was introduced as part of the reform of the CAP, is of particular
relevance  in the context of State aids. It allows l\4ember States to introduce additional State
aid measures with different conditions  and higher amounts of aid than those provided for in
the Regulation. In assessing  these State aid schemes, the Commission has to take into
u".ounf the basic criteria set out in Regulation  (EEC) No 2078192.In comparison  with the
criteria which were applied earlier, under Council Regulation  (EEC) No 2328191'  the
following changes are noteworthY:
(i)  aid can also be given for the maintenance of certain farming practices including  those
not under any immediate  threat;
(ii) aid programmes  can cover whole regions and are not restricted to environmentally
sensitive areas;
(iii) the aid rate (e.g. premium  per ha) can provide an incentive  and thus be higher than any
income losses or possible additional  costs arssociated with the requirements of environ-
mental protection.
The full extent of the new parameters  set by this legislation  are yet to be defined. However,  it
is already evident that a wide spectrum of conditions may now be considered as conferring
environmental  benefits. Consequently State aid can now be the source of additional income
for the agricultural sector in those Member Stal.es prepared to offer their farmers  the new
possibilities opened up by Regulation (EEC) Nt> 2078/92.
50. As a general rule, it is Commission  policy to raise objections to aids which concern
market support measures of a type provided for in the different common market organiza-
tions. This is done because  normally  these national aids per unit of output or input risk
disturbing Community market mechanisms and, as operating  aids, have no lasting effect on
the deveiopment  of the sector concemed. In ttris context, the Commission took negative
decisions against  two Italian aid schemes, one ol'them concerning  aid to olive oil producers
which wenibeyond the total amount of aid permitted by the market organization  for oils and
fats, and the other related to aid for the private storage of nuts.
For the same reasons, the Commission initiated  the procedure  provided for in Article 93(2) of
the EEC Treaty with regard to an Irish aid for the export of mushrooms. According to the
information available to the Commission,  this aid is based on the quantity of mushrooms
exported and reduces the exporters'  costs. Thus this aid is regarded as not being in
conformity with an aid scheme of which it is part and which was designed  to compensate  for
losses in 
"*po.t 
earnings for small and medium-sized  enterprises due to the depreciation  of
the pound sterling. The Commission  raised no olrjections to this aid scheme in 1992 because
products  such as mushrooms for which common market organizations  exist were excluded
from direct support to avoid an infringement ol'the market  organizations.
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51. Concerning  aids to investments for improving the processing and marketing of
agricultural  products, Community  policy is laid down in Council Regulation (EEC) No
866/90 and further defined in Commission Decision 90/342/EEC  of 7 ilune 1990 on the
selection  criteria to be adopted for these investments, called 'sector limits'. Although Council
Regulation  (EEC) No 866/90 allows Member States to introduce aid under different
conditions through Articles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty, this freedom is limited by rhe
selection criteria under Regulation  (EEC) No 866/90 applied by analogy for the assessment
of State aid.
This is Commission  practice  because these sector limits were established  to take account of
the Community  market situation for the products concerned  and not to reflect relative priority
for use of Community  funds. Thus, for reasons of consistency of Community  policy, it would
be inappropriate to encourage investments  in sectors which are excluded from aid as a
consequence  of Community market and structural policy by admitting  State aids in these
restricted  sectors.
52. The Commission  had to deal with several cases which concerned aid for the
modernization  of undertakings  in excluded  sectors (grain mills, oilseeds processing) in the
new kinder. The Commission decided to open the procedure provided for in Article 93(2) of
the EEC Treaty because it saw no reason to allow derogations from the abovementioned
limits if motivated solely by the general argument of the special situation in the new kinder.
Derogations might, however, be warranted for a given case provided there is a solid
justification based on an economic  analysis which included the Community interest.
53. In the case of aids financed by parafiscal  taxes, the Commission  has to examine the
financing of the aid as well as the aid itself. The case of a German aid scheme for publicity
financed by parafiscal  taxes ('Absatzfondsgesetz')  provided new aspects for the examination
of these kinds of aid. The Commission raised no objections against this aid scheme, although
for some products (e.g. oilseeds) only that part of production which benefited from the aid
was taxed (in this case oil production).  In this case the aid was used exclusively  for
promoting  oils on the domestic market. Thus the exclusion  from the tax of production either
for export of for uses other than oil extraction was not considered as indirect operating aid
for these exempted products.ll  Economic situation and farm incomes
in 1993
General overview
53. Several factors, some specific to farming and some general,  affected the development of
the economic  situation in Community agriculture in 1993.
54. Taking the overall economic situation first, 1993 was marked by one of the most severe
recessions since the beginning of the 1970s. This was manifested primarily in negative
growth rates in most Member States,  unprecedented job losses and persistently rising
unemployment  rates, which reached new peaks in 1993. The pronounced  deterioration in
economic  activity, which became more acute from the second half of 1992 onwards,  had
adverse repercussions on the agricultural economic  situation,  notably by putting a brake on
consumption  in general and consumption  of agricultural and food products in particular. In
1993 overall domestic demand fell sharply in most Member States, to an extent unparalleled
in the last 20 years. This was the consequence  (but, to some extent, also the cause) of the
slowdown  in economic activity and of job losses, as well as the fiscal and budgetary policies,
designed to reduce budget deficits, of certain Member States. The only bright spots in this
generally gloomy picture were the fall in inflation to levels lower than had been seen for
many years and the fall in interest rates.
55. Apart from the impact of the general economic climate, the economic situation of
farming in 1993 was also significantly  affected (in quite a positive way in some Member
States) by the very pronounced  shifts in exchange rates, in particular from autumn  1992
onwards, and by their effects, via the modification of the green rates, on the institutional and
market prices of agricultural products. As a result of the changes decided on within the EMS
from September 1992 onwards, and of developments  in the exchange rates for floating
currencies since then, the support prices of many agricultural products went up very
substantially  in some Member States, which in turn had a significant  impact on producer
prices.
The decisions on the agri-monetary system adopted in December 1992, which came into
force on I January 1993, accentuated this phenomenon  and at the same time protected32  ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES  II.I 1993
producers in Member States whose currencies had been revalued from the effects of any
iesoltant falls in prices in their national currencies. The impact of these factors on producer
prices varied acc-ording to Member State and prroduction sector. For example,  the average
institutional price increase  for common wheat, resulting from agri-monetary  movements in
the 12 months between  September 1992 and September 1993, was approximately  6Vo fot the
Community  as a whole. However,  the price did not rise at all in Member  States whose green
rates did not change (Germany  and thi Benelu>l countries),  and increases  elsewhere ranged
from 1.1 7o inFrance,to approximately  4qo in Denmark, llVo in Ireland, 157o in Spain and
the United Kingdom, nn^in Greece, 23Vo in ltaly and 267o in Portugal' Of course'  these
price variations  do not correspond exactly to actual market price changes,  which were also
influenced by factors other than the green rate adjustments (changes in institutional prices in
ecus, market factors,  etc.).
56. When considering the market factors that affected the economic situation of agriculture
in 1993, it should first be noted that weather ,conditions for crops were generally normal.
However, weather conditions did deteriorate  in the second half of the year, which had a
negative impact on the quality of some crops (e.g. common wheat) and on the production
level of others (e.g. wine).
In the livestock sector, market conditions  del.eriorated primarily for pigmeat, essentially
because of the exceptional increase in the pig herd well beyond the normal cyclical upswing'
For beef and veal, on the other hand, the cyclical fall in production brought  some
improvement.  Nevertheless, the beef and veal market still shows major structural surpluses
and there is a danger that these will increase over the next two years.
57. In addition to all these factors, it should be emphasized that 1993 marked  a decisive
turning point not only in the common agricull.ural  policy (CAP), but probably also in the
development of European agriculture.
While the effects of these changes introduced  lby the reform can only be appreciated in the
medium and long term, they have already produced a tangible impact on the situation  of the
agricultural sectof and on the economic  resultt; of the 1993 farming  year.
58. With regard to land use, and, more particularly, the use of arable land, overall, it may
be estimated that for the 1993 harvest approrimately  6.2 million hectares were withdrawn
from production for the Community as a lvhole, of which 4.7 million hectares were
withdrawn as annual set-aside under the reform of the CAP and 1.5 million hectares for the
multiannual  set-aside provided for under rules already in force (Regulation  (EEC) No 2328l
e1).
In comparison with the previous year, this is equivalent to an overall increase of 3'6 million
hectares of land set-aside, given that in 1992 u,nder voluntary annual set-aside  and five-year
set-aside approximately  2.6 million hectares were set aside. Production potential,  particularly
for cereals, was rhus substantially reduced in 1!)93. This is all the more significant in that, for
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nevertheless  be noted that the loss of potential  income caused by withdrawing this area frorn
cultivation  was to some extent offset by the compensation aid granted to producers.
The effects of the reform were felt in all the sectors whose mark et organization  had urdergone  changes (cereals, oilseeds, protein crops, tobacco, milk, beef and veal, and
sheepmeat), and its impact often extended beyond the sectors directly concerned (e.g.
example, the pigmeat and poultry sectors were affected by the reduction in the cost of animit
feed, and in some regions fruit and vegetables  came under increased  pressure  as a result of diversification by some producers of arable crops).
Production levels and price trends
59' Community  cereal production for 1993 is estimated  at approximately  165.3 miltion
tonnes, representing a drop of about 2vo on the previous year. This percentage  is far smaller
than the percentage drop in the sown area, which was more than 8 vo. The substantially
increased yields (7 vo up on the previous year) to a large extent offset the impact 
"f ;;;.i;;
the production  area. There are two basic explanations-for  the improved level of 1993 yields in comparison with those of 1992.
(i) Above all, yields (and production) in many Member States were relatively low in 1992
because of bad weather conditions, in particular the drought which afflicted  several
regions of the Community. The 1993 increase must thus be seen in the context of the
substantial decrease in 1992.
(ii) A second, less decisive, factor was the entry into force of the new mandatory land
set-aside  scheme  introduced  under the refgrm. This obligation probably prompted  many
f'armers to withdraw their least-productive land frori production, 
-which^indirectly
contributed  to the increase in the average yield.
It should, however, also be noted that the increase  in cereal yields in 1993 was in line with
the general trend for recent years.
In the light of the above, it would be a mistake to conclude that in the first year of
application of the reform of the CAP, the obligation ro set aside 15 vo of arable land had only
a slight impact on cereal production.  Firstly, it should be pointed out that this obligation onli
applies to commercial farms (farms producing more than 92 tonnes) and not, thLrefore, to
small farms. This means that in practice  the set-aside  rate for all Community cereal farms
taken together was less than 9 7o. Secondly, one should not lose sight of the fact that,
essentially thanks to the new set-aside scheme, almost 3 million hectares less land was
cultivated  forcereal  crops in 1993 than in1992.  Without this mandatory set-aside, even with
yields at 1992 levels'  1993 Community cereal production would have been about 14 million
tonnes  higher. More probably, given the increase in yields resulting from improved weather34  ECONOMIC  SITUATION  AND FARM INCOMES  IN 1993
conditions, without the CAp reform Community cereal production would have once more
exceeded 180 million tonnes in 1993'
production of common  wheat was down by 2.5vo on 1992, durum wheat by 17.'Tvo,maize
by 2.lvo, barley production  remained relatively  stable and production  of other cereals
increased  slightlY.
60. overall, Community production  of oilsee,cs in 1993 was 5.2 7o down on 1992' This fall
was the result of a slight increase in the toterl land cultivated (+2'1 Vo) and a substantial
decrease in yields (-7"2Vo). Rape production increased slightly, despile a reduction in the
area under cultivation. Sunflowei production rvas 2.3 Vo down on the previous year' despite
the sharp increase in the area cultivated,  in Spain in particular.  In Ita1y, the main Community
fioO*"., the entry into force of the reform and thi exclusion of land on which a second
harvest  is gathered from eligibility for aid brought  about a steep decline in the soya area and
soya production.  In the Coimunity  u, u whole, the soya area contracted by about 5OVo and
proOu.tlon by 45Vo. On the othei hand, Contmunity  production of peas, beans and sweet
iupins is estimated to have been 2l Vo up on 1992 levels'
61. The community  wine harvest, which in the summer of 1993 looked set to be as
abundant  as that of l992,turned  out to be sutrstantially poorer (down by 14 million hl)' The
fall in wine production  in 1993 affected all the principal producgl countries'  and France and
Spain in particular. It was the result of the bad weather which hit many production regions
during the grape-ripening  and harvest period, and which also affected the quality of part of
the ciop. Despite tms Arlp, the 173 mittion hectolitres  produced in 1993 were still far more
than could be sold on tle market, so that it was once more necessary to adopt strong
measures on distillation  to support the market'
62. The vegetable market  was, on the who,le, fairly depressed,  with the exception of the
tomato market which, after going through  a rather difficult period,  revived well' despite the
fact thatproduction was up 6n ttt. relatively low lgg2levels'  Although fruit production fell'
the market situation *u, ntt much better for the main varieties. The stagnation, or even fall'
in consumption due to the recession  and the increasing pressures on family budgets, further
depressed  ihe market. Community apple prorluction was estimated to be 20 Va down on the
record crops of 1992. However, prices were only slightly up on.those of 1992, which had
fallen by more than 30 Vo to disastiously low levels. Peach production  was slightly lower than
in l992.Prices were relatively satisfaciory in the main producer countries with the exception
of Greece  and Spain, where there was a serious crisis in August'
The 1993 Community  production  of potatoes  was 4.4 Vo down on 1992, but was still well up
on 1991 levels. Substintial  reductions in production are expected in Italy, Spain' France'
Germany  and the United Kingdom.  Prices, on the other hand, have risen markedly  since
1992, aithough they have not achieved the relatively sustained levels of 1991'ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993 35
63' Milk production in 1993 was estimated to be very slightly down on the previous  year (-0'2%), although it varied considerably  from one Mem6er Stut" to the next. The same
applied to milk deliveries  to dairies, which accounted for more than three quarters of total milk production.  The upward trend of Community deliveries in the first quarter fell off in the
second and third quarters. The level of deliveries for the year as a whole was therefore practically the same as in 1992. This is explained by the faci that while yields rose steadily,
the dairy herd was correspondingly  reduced. Accoiding to the first provisional figures, the
increase in yields made it possible to reduce the dairy herd by r.4vo in 1993. For ihe period April to September 1993, deliveries  were 4.7 vo ielow quotur. However,  this gap was
expected to narrow subsequently. In the first 10 months of tsg:, butter production fell by 0-'3%' cheese production  increased by l.2To and milk-powder  production by 6.6Vo aftir falling for several years.
64' Community beef and veal production, which rose in 1990 and 1991, reaching a volume of 8'7 million tonnes, fell by 3.8vo in 1992 and a furrher 6Vo in 1993. This fa'tt ls parrty
explained by the cyclical nature of production in this sector, which has been in a downturrr
phase since 1991, and also by the tendency to accumulate assets observed on certain stock
farms after the reform 
_of the CAP was adopted in May 1992. This phenomenon took the
form of keeping animals on the farm in ordir to increase the reference herd for premiums
introduced by the reform, since 1992 was included  by the Council in the reference  period for
determining the number of eligible animals. Another factor that also contributed to the
spectacular  improvement  in the beef and veal market, in particular in the second half of 1993,
was the import ceiling of 425 000 head put on calves for fattening. The situation was also
improved by the major increase in exports of live cattle for slaug-hter in 1993.
Despite the fact that intervention  stocks exceeded  I million tonnes throughout the first half of
1993' the fall in production increasingly made itself felt on the martet, resulting in some
firming-up of prices. However, from autumn onwards, prices fell, as they do every lear when
the herds are brought in from pasture, in particular  for cows and oxen, but the fall was not so
sharp as in the past.
65' Because of the cyclical increase  in the pig herd, which exceeded I l l million head in
August  1993 (an increase of 1.3Vo on August 1992), as well as the increase in slaughter
weight, pigmeat production increased by more than 4 Vo in 1993 in comparison with the
preceding year. Total pigmeat production in 1993 was almost 15 million tonnes, marking a
new record, but the year was also one of the sector's most disastrous in economic  terms.
Pigmeat prices for 1993 were, on average, 26Vo down on the preceding year. The crisis
started in mid-1992 and became acute in the second half of that year. After becoming
relatively stable in the first half of 1993, pigmeat prices began deteriorating  markedly  in the
summer and by the end of October reached  their lowest level for several  years. Sinie then,
prices have improved slightly as a result of the major reduction in supply on the market
following  restrictive  measures introduced in Germany and Belgium because of an outbreak of
swine fever in those Member  States. At the end of 1993, pricei were thus slightly lower than
at the end of 1992' but approximately 35 7o lower than it  the end of Decernber  1991.36  ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES I]\ 1993
Producer Prices
66. On the basis of information available on 30 November, it is estimated that the index of
nominal producer  prices for all agricultural products increased by an average of O'7 Vo in
1993 compared with the previous year. This corresponds to a fall o.f 4'2Vo in real prices'
However, 1993 was the first yeai of the reform bt ttt" CAP and one of the principal
instruments of this reform is th! reduction  of institutional prices compensated  for by direct
aid. For methodological  reasons, the trend in producer prices does not take these compensa-
tory payments into account.
Deflated  indices of producer prices for agricultural  products
(198s = t00)











































































































Deflated input price indices (lotal intermediate consumption)
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Changes  in nominal agricultural  input prices
.loanes. Eurostat  and DC VI/F.I
Intermediate  consumption
(goods  and sewices)
Investment
(goods  md seNices) Total



































































































































Changes  in nominal producer prices
of agricultural  products  in 1992 and 1993









































































































This said' it may be noted that in comparison  with 1992 the index of real prices for crop
products fell, in real terms, by 4.6Ea on average. This fall reflects negative  trends in real
prices for most crop production  and in particular  for cereals (-5.5Ea),wine (- l0.l zo), fruit (-1.l%o) and forage root crops (-5.4Vo).  Lower-than-average  ialls were recorded for
vegetables  ( - 2-9 va), olives and oils ( - 2.9 vo) and flowers ( - o.+s"1.38  ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES  IN 1993
The index of real prices for livestock products is estimated  to have fallen by 4vo, ptincipally
becauseof afallintt"it"oipig-"*  (-23.3vo).Thetewasalso.aslightfallinthereal
price of milk (-1.87o)'and  pouitfi (-.l.Svo). onthe other hand, it is estimated that real
prices increased  for "*f. 
f *i  O Vo1, calves (+ iL.27o), sheep ( + 2'5 %) and eggs (+ 4'I7o)'
producer  price indices fell substantially  in real terms above all in Denmark (-ll'87o' in
connection with the pigmeat crisis), Germany ( - 11'1 7o), Belgium ( - 8'6 Vo)' the Nether-
lands ( -i.B7o), eortufi 1- i.sEd;,France  i-s.qcd and Luxembourg ( -5.9Vo)' Lower-
than-average  pri"e ."Or.i.tions, o*iight in"r"ures,  were estimated for Italy (- l'7 7o)' Spain
(+l.3Vo),theUnitedflrrgO"i"t  +iZEo)^arrdlreland (+4.2Vo),i.e. inmostof theMember
States that benefited f-ni,ft" positive effects of the devaluation of their respective  green
currencies on support prices in national currenc:ies'
Input prices
6T.Theindexofpurchasepricesforstaplegoodsandsgl^ige.sinagricultureinthe
Community  as a whole is estimated to have risenly 3.07o in 1993 in nominal terms' but to
have fallen by 1.5 vo in real terms. This fall is principally the result of the fall in the prices of
livesrock  for rearing (- 10.0%), animal feed i-  t.gq") and' above all' fertilizers  (-7'OVo)'
Energyprices,ontheotherhand,areestimatedtohaverisenbyanaverageof4'27o'mainly
because of the big increase in Italy (+52Vo) resulting  from increased  taxes on fuel used for
farming purposes  introduced  at the ieginning of the year' th9 i1d:" of real input prices is
esrimared to have fallen in all Membei  States exceptireland (+5'5Vo)' Italy (+ 5'O7o) and
the united Kingdom (+1.57o). The biggest falls were recorded in Portugal (-6'9Vo)'
Germany (-5.[q") and the Netherlands (-4'8Vo)'
Trends in farm incomes
Short-term trends in farm incomes
68. The annual movement of farm incomes (net value-added at factor cost in real terms and
per annual work unit) aefenos on several factors. without going into exhaustive detail, these
iu.tors may be summarized under three mairL headings:
(i)changesinquantities(ofproductionand'intermediateconsumption):
(ii) changes in output and input prices;
(iii) changes in other factors involved in the calculation of overall income and income  per
workunit(,u"r,ussubsidies,depreciation,thefarmlabourcostsandtherateof
inflation).ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993 39
First estimates indicate.that final agricultural production volume fell by 1.7vo in lgg3 as compared with the previous year, as the result it a z.zvo fall in crop production  and relative
stagnation  in livestock production.  Intermediate consumption  is also estimated  to have fallen in volume (-1.8Vo,  though with a much sharper fall for fertilizers).
The.movement  of producer and input prices has been examined above. A comparison of the producer and the input price indices shows that in 1993 the price spread deteriorated for the fourth consecutive year (-3.5Ea), but less than in lgg2 (-6.2u"7.'tn lgg3 thedereriorarion of the price spread was particulady  marked in Denmark (* r0-gzo), Germany (-1.2Eo),
Belgium (-6.2Ea), Greece (-6.lEa), France (-5.1vo), ftaly (- 4.9va)and  the Nerherlands (-4.7vo). on the other hand, the price spread improved in Spain (+r.ovo),Ireland
( + 6.0%) and the United Kingdom  ( + l.t Vo).
It should nevertheless  be pointed out, as in the case of the producer price index, that, since the reform of the CAP, this indicator has lost much of its economic  significance,  since, for certain products'  the impact of the deterioration  of the price spread on farmers' incomes has been partly offset by a parallel increase in production  iubsidies  through  the introduction of compensatory aid to producers.
Among the other factors lffecling farm income trends in 1993, subsidies played a key role. Following  the reform of the CAP, the reduction in institutional prices fbr arable crops and beef and veal was compensated  for by aid to producers. The same applies to the mandatory
set-aside  imposed on large-scale cereal, oilseed and protein-crop farms. All this aid comes under the heading 'subsidies', provided that it really is paid to producers before the end of the year. Since payments were delayed in some Member  States, and these subsidies  are now a key component of farm incomes, farm income trends in t993, on which at present only partial and very provisional estimates are available,  are likely to be very different from one Member State to the next. In Member States where the aid irovided fbr by the reform was paid before 31 December 1993, it is estimated that farm incomes increased, often substantially, in comparison with lgg2 (united Kingdom, Ireland,  spain, France, Denmark).
By contrast,  the delay in the payment of 'reform aid' seems to be the main explanation of the expected fall in income in the other Member  States. Generally speaking, it ,uy thus be assumed that for most of the Member  States, the loss of income causea uy tle reform of the CAP-in 1993 through price reductions or lower production levels after set-aside,  was offset overall through  direct aid in the cases where thit aid really was paid out to farmers.
However, this does not mean that farm income trends in 1993 can be explained  purely in terms of changes in subsidies.  The following factors should also be noted: the pigmeat crisis, which had a negative impact on farm incomes in the northern Member  States; difficulties  on the fruit market; the positive impact on producer  prices and incomes of price increases  in national  cunencies resulting from the devaluation  of gr""n rates adopted in certain Member
States since September 1992.40  ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993
Farm incomes over the last 10 Years
69. Despite the deterioration  in farm income s in 1992 ( - 5.6 Ea on avetage)' their level is
cunently higher than it was at the beginning  of the 1980s. The net value-added at factor cost
per work unit (see Figure t; in"r"ur"Jby ti.zu" berween '1981' (average for 1980, 1981 and
1982)and.1991,(averagefor1990,1991and1992),i'e,atanaverageannualrateinreal
terms of 1.27o. Thesame  rate of growth was rec<lrded for the net family farm income'  i'e' for
the income remaining after dedu-ction of wages ' rent and interest paid'
This is, to a great extent, the result of the consiclerable  reduction  in the farming labour force
over the last l0 years ( -3Vo pet year in terms of full-time labour units) and' consequently'
of increased  labour productivity. The productivity of intermediate consumption'  on the other
Net value-addedt per person employed (NVA/AWU)
in agriculture 
2
' 1985' 3 
== 100
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Source: Eurostat - 
Sectoral income index analysis'
1 At factor cost in real terms (deflated usirrg the GDP implicit price index)'
2  Measured in annual work unit'
3  '1985' - average for 1984, 1985 and 19i36'
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hand, as well as the agricultural price spread,  hzLve been stable over the long term, with a
slight deterioration over the last few years. Thr3 most serious negative factor during the
decade was the growing imbalance on both the C,ommunity and world markets, and the need
to carry out reforms of agricultural policy in order to try to re-establish a degree of balance
between supply and demand for agricultural prodlucts. The slowdown in the restructuring  of
agriculture, rendered more difficult by an economic environment that was generally less
favourable than in the past, also had a damaging effect on the development of farm
incomes.
These general considerations should not cause one to lose sight of the fact that the
Community agricultural sector is made up of a huge number of farms (estimated at around
eight million) and the situation  therefore varies greatly between Member States and, within
"uih "ount 
y, between regions and between different types of farm. Changes in farm income
in the Member States since 1980 are shown in Figure 2. This can only give, however,  a very
rough idea of the variations in income that can erist in Community agriculture.  Around 80 7o
of final Community  agricultural  production  is supplied by a relatively small number of farms
(arotnd 207o).
The level and distribution  of incomes  betweeni farms is obviously closely linked to the
structure  of agricultural  production.  There follou's a more detailed analysis of the disparities
in incomes in Community agriculture.
Incomes per farm (FADN)
70. In order to monitor the economic performarnce of farms, the Community established, as
of 1965, the Farm Accountancy Data Netwcrk (FADN). Today, the network collects
accountancy data from almost 60 000 farms throughout  the Community.  t It relates only to
commercial  farms, i.e. farms which market the bulk of their production and which exceed  a
minimum level of economic activity. Such actil'ity is measured  in European size units, and
the threshold used varies from region to region, according  to the agricultural  structures.
The results of the FADN sample are extrapolatect to all farms. Thus, the network coverc 95 Va
of the total value-added in agriculture, producerl by 56Vo of all Community farms.
FADN data supply a great deal of information, including information on incomes 2 and
costs.
71. Incomes  vary according to the type of h.olding. Figure 3 shows that differences in
incomes have changed  little in recent years. O,rer the period 1987/88 to 1991/92, incomes
r The data for Germany  relate to its territory  before 3 Oct'cber  1990.
2 ExceDt where otherwise  indicated,  incomes  shown  here are measured in real terms,  in ecus at 1990 values.ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993 43
varied from ECU 27 000 for pig and poultry farms to ECU 7 700 for specialist cereals farms,
with the figure for all farms averaging out at ECU 11 000.
30-
20-
Real income per farm by type of farming






source: FADN - 















72. Incomes vary more markedly,  however, with the economic  size of holdings  (Figure 4):
over the five years under consideration, very large holdings had an incoire av-eraging
ECU 66 000 whilst that of rhe very small farms reiched ontf ecu : soo.44  ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993
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73. One great advantage  of the FADN is that it is possible to observe the distribution  of
incomes and not simply averages. Figure 5 shows how family labour is distributed among
various classes of family income per family work unit for the year 1991192. It shows clearly
the considerable  extent to which income varies both within and between the Member States.
The average family income per person thus varies from ECU 2 100 in Portugal to
ECU 21 000 in Belgium, averaging out for the Community as a whole at ECU 8 800. The
proportion of very low incomes (less than ECU 4 000) varies enormously: ftom 9 7o in
Belgium, with 39 Vo for the Community as a whole, culminating at 847o in Portugal.
Conversely, where one Portuguese family fatm worker out of 100 obtains an income
exceeding ECU 32 000, this proportion is one irr four in the Netherlands - 
a country whichECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993 45
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is a good example  of how unrepresentative  averaiges are: in the Netherlands, the average farm
incote p", p"rron is ECU 17 000 but 21 7o of workers earn less than ECU 4 000 and 25 To
more than ECU 32 000.
74. The following paragraphs  dealing with thr: wine sector illustrate the usefulness of the
FADN for this important sector.
Wine production in the CommunitY
75. Of the farms covered by the FADN, whiclh number close to 4.5 million, approximately
1.3 million have vineyards and cover a total area of 2.8 million hectares. For the large
majority of these farms, however, viticulture is only a side activity. There are only about
ZSO OOO specialist wine-growing  holdings but they account for half of the Community's
wine-growing  area and for more than two tlhirds, in value terms, of the Community's
production.
Besides the five southem Community countries (including France),  Germany and Luxem-
bourg have fairly large wine-growing sectors.  ,A.t the level of the Community (see Figure 6
and the table below), of the farms which are engaged in some wine-growing, half are ltalian,
but almost half the value of production is accounted for by France, since holdings there are
larger and productivity per hectare higher. l-uxembourg  and Germany, however' score
highest when it comes to productivity per he:ctare. I

















































































Sourt:e:  l99ll92  FADN  results - 
provisional weighting:  '1984' SGMS - 
198? structure  survey
r The particularly high result for Luxembourg  is due to the fact that FADN holdings  market  theif products directly,
with6ut going ifrrougtr cooperative  channeli, for example.  For the whole of the wine sector in Luxembourg'  the
results should be similar to those in Germany.ECONOMIC  SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES IN 1993 47
Value of wine production


















76- The breakdown oj wine production by type of holding varies from one country  to
another (Figure 7). In l,uxembourg, Germany and France, the bulk of the wine produced
comes from specialist wine-growing holdings (and more particularly those specialized in the
production  of quality wine). Quite the reverse is true of Portugal and Spain, where over three
quarters of the wine produced comes from non-specialist  farms. In Italy and Greece, there is
more specialization  but it is insufficient for producing quality wine. In Greece and Spain, a
sizeable proportion  of the wine produced comes from farms which also grow other permanent
crops.
Incomes on specialist wine-growing holdings
77  On average, specialist wine-growing  holdings have a family farm income which is
slightly higher than the average for all farms in the community (higure  3).
rl
80  100
Farm specializing in quality wine
Other specialist wine farms
Other farms growing permanent crops
Other types of farms
results - 
provisonal weighting: '19g4' SGMs _  19g7 structure
ttt
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Structural data on wine-growing broken down
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Figure 7
over the period 1986-88 to 1989-91, the income of specialist wine-growing holdings
generally rose in real terms. It fell, however, in Spain for farms specializing  in quality wine
and in Italy for other specialist holdings'
Closer study (see table below) shows that thr:re are marked differences between (a) the
countries and (b) the holdings specializing in the production of quality wine and the other
specialisr yyine-growing holdlngs. Over the period l989l9} to 1991192, the average income
for French holdings specializin!  in quality wine is 14 times that of the corresponding Greek
holdings.  Only in Greece is it iess profitable to produce quality wine than other wine-based
































source:Average of FADN results over the period 19g9/90 to 1991/92.
Figure 8
Gross output and structure thereof in farms
specializing in quality wine
Total gross output per farm
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Trend in real terms of faLmily farm income
per holding for specialist wine-growing  holdings
(EUR 12 average  for specialist wine-growing  holdings  from 1986 to 1988 = 100)
EUR 12 Deutschland France ltalia Luxembourg Ell6da Espaia Portugal
Average for 1986/87
to 1988/89
JI 100 96 201 '71 t43 62 46 L-)
3il t50 96 276 86 t43 26 "t8 24
312-314 69 99 67 66 34 20
Average for 1989/90
to l99ll92
JI 123 l16 290 72 290 aa 42 35
311 185 l16 356 93 290 26 59 44
3t2-314 8l r83 64 '76 40 27
NB: 3l = specialist  wine-growing holdings  ol which:
3ll = holdings specializing  in quality  wine
312-314  = other specialist  holdings.
Sorrcer FADN.
78. The structure of costs varies enormously from one Member  State to another, reflecting
the diversity of the production systems. Figure 8 illustrates this in respect of farms
specializing in quality wine. Family farm income accounts for more than half of gross
production in Italy and Greece, whilst in Germany it only accounts for one quarter. The
income per farm in Germany  is higher, however, as output per farm is greater. Italy and
Greece feature as having relatively low expenditure on wages, rent and interest payments. In
Portugal, the share of gross output devoted  to the remuneration of paid labour is considerably
higher than it is in the other countries. In Spain,, depreciation  especially  represents  a heavy
burden. Intermediate  consumption  accounting  fo,r almost 407o of gross production reflects
the highly intensive  nature of German and Luxermbourg viticulture.lll  Agricultural markets
79. This chapter reviews the world and Community markets for the main agricultural
products, covering price trends and the main market management measures  proposed  or
decided at Community level. Recent developments, due to the implementation  of the reform
of the common  agricultural policy, are explained  in Chapter I.
Gereals
80. World production in the 1992/93 marketing year was much higher than in lg9llg2,
particularly of feed grains, which reached a record level in the United States. Both wheat and
coarse grain production  were up on the low l99l/92 levels in most major producers,
including China, the United States, Australia and the CIS (Commonwealth  of Independent
States) countries,  but fell in Canada and the Community.
World cereal production for 1992193  was | 423 million tonnes, 5.3 Vo up on the I 35 I million
tonnes of l99l/92: wheat production  rose from 545 to 562 million tonnes  ( + 3.1 va) and feed
grains from 806 to 861 million tonnes (+6.87o).
World wheat consumption  during the 1992193 marketing year is estimated at 556 million
tonnes, i.e. 6 million less than the harvest and slightly less than the l99l/92 figure of
562 million tonnes. For feed grains, the estimate is of a l.4%o rise from l99l/92 to
825 million tonnes, 36 million less than the harvest.
The volume of world trade fell 9.67o from 199 million tonnes in l99l/92 to around
191 million tonnes in 1992/93,largely owing to better harvests in China and the CIS, which
between  them accounted for only 23.5Vo of import volumes compared with 35 7o in l99l/92.
The fall in CIS feed grain imports of 9.2 million tonnes from the 17.7 million imported in
1991192  was partly offset by the substantially  higher import requirements of certain African
countries  seriously  affected by drought.
Trade in cereals with the CIS continued to be highly dependent  on the availability  of credits
from exporting countries.  Delays in repayment by Russia led to a suspension  of Canadian
exports and a halt in the granting of new credits by the United States.52  AGRICULTURALMARKETS
Forecasts for 1993/94 indicate lower world production (l 355 million tonnes against
I 423 million in 1992193) with world consumption relatively  stagnant. World trade is
expected  to fall to 175 million tonnes, down 16 million on 1992193,  with wheat down from
lO2 to 92 million  tonnes.
8/.  Community  production for 1992/93 is assessed at 168 million tonnes, much below the
trend of recent years and in sharp contrast to the l8t million tonnes of the 1991/92  ctop.
Only maize, up from 27 million to a record high of over 30 million tonnes, is higher. The
barley harvest fell by nearly 10 million tonners, this being the dominant cereal in areas
affected by drought in 1992/93 (Spain, Denmark,  north Germany).
The movement of production varied by Membe.r State. In Spain it fell by 5 million tonnes
owing to the drought, and by more than 3.5 milllion tonnes in Germany, 2 million tonnes in
Denmark, I million tonnes in Greece and 5Ct0 000 tonnes in Portugal and the United
Kingdom. Italy, the Netherlands and France, on the other hand, saw slight increases.
The area used for cereals during 1992193 was 3,5.2 million ha, i.e. around 2Vo lower, wder
the impact in particular of a voluntary set-aside,  scheme for 1992193 taking in 700 000 ha.
Community  cereal consumption continued to drop owing to falling utilization  as animal feed.
Total consumption, estimated at 140 million tonnes in 1991192, fell to 136 million in
r992t93.
The drop in cereal prices under the reform decided on in May 1992 provoked an inflow of
cereals  to intervention at the end of the 199219l\ marketing year. Of a total of 33.4 million
tonnes held by Community intervention agencies when the marketing year ran out (up from
an opening figure of 21 .7 mlllion tonnes), almost half (14.6 million tonnes) was common
wheat, followed by 8.8 million tonnes of barley and 3.6 million tonnes of maize. The
volumes of rye and of durum wheat were both 800 000 tonnes lower.
82. Community  cereal exports were particularl,T  high in 1992/93, rising to nearly 36 million
tonnes (including processed products, food and humanitarian  aid) from 34 million in
1991192. Of this, 19.6 million tonnes was conlmon wheat and 9.2 million tonnes barley.
Commercial  exports  amounted to 17.5 million tonnes of common wheat (including flour),
8.9 million tonnes of barley (including  malt) and 3.1 million tonnes of durum wheat and
meal; 1.7 million tonnes of rye was also exportFd.The  1993/94 marketing year is the first
year of application  of the new agricultural polircy to arable crops.
83. On 1 July 1993 intervention  prices fell frorn ECU 153.68/tonne  for common  wheat and
maize, ECU 207.62ltonne for durum wheat and ECU 146.01/tonne for other feed grains to
ECU 115.49ltonne. The reduction is offset by aid per hectare of ECU 25 multiplied by a
regionally set standard yield in tonnes  per hecta.re.  For durum wheat the aid is increased  by
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These compensatory  payments are granted only in return for a 15 Vo set-aside of land, from
which smail produieis are exempt. The total area set-aside  amounts to 4'7 million  ha'
The 1993 cereals area is estimated at 32.3 million ha, down some 8.5 Vo on 1992'
Rice
84. With good Asian harvests, particularly in Indonesia, China and Myanmar (Birmania),
the 1992 world crop was up on 1991, ftom 514.7 to 520.2 million tonnes.
This abundant harvest in consuming countries helped satisfy world demand, despite an
increase in consumption,  and strong competition between exporting countries  saw a fall in
prices.
85. In the Community, the 1992 marketed  crop, equivalent  to 1252 546 tonnes of milled
rice, was the lowest of the last three years. A r;maller area was sown in Spain and Portugal
owing to serious drought and in Italy poor weather during growing affected grain quality and
reduc-ed the milling yield. The overall result was a marketed crop, expressed  as milled rice,
which was 8.5 7o down.
The area devoted to indica rice was only 68000 ha, 9Vo less than the previous  year
(74687 ha), since the drought particularly  affected Andalusia, where indica production  is
concentrated.
86. Producer prices were greatly affected by the monetary events commencing in
September  1992. With the successive devaluations of the lira and the lower harvest, prices on
the Italian market rose by nearly 5OVo.
Ecu prices fluctuated at around lloVo of the intervention purchase price.
87. Trade with third countries fell in the cotrrse of the marketing year.
Imports (mainly of indica) were down owing  rto the disposal of Italian milled indica to the
othir Member  States. With the lower harvest and sustained  demand within the Community,
exports fellby 58Vo.
During the 1992193 marketing  year no rice was offered for intervention.  Since the harvest in
September, the successive devaluations of the lira have made Italian rice increasingly
attractive. The opening intervention  stock of 18 389 tonnes of paddy rice was sold during the
year.
Imports of processed rice from the Netherlands Antilles (OCT) rose to 111915 tonnes
expressed as husked rice. Imports from this CrCT are free of levy.AGRICULTURALMARKETS  55
88. Over the period October to December  1992, prrces  made by indica rice producers  in the
most representative Community zones became  depressed as a result of this competition. On
25 February 1993 the Commission took protective action by setting a minimum  price of
120Vo of the levy on semi-milled  rice. On 14 April this was replaced  by a minimum price of
ECU 550/tonne on rice imports from the Netherlands Antilles. This measure was repealed  on
17 June.
89. Forecasts for the 1993194 marketing  year indicate a reduction in area to 330 000 ha and
poor production figures for indica. The substantial shortfall will have to be met by imports
from third countries.
Sugar
90. The overall surplus on the world market since 1989/90 improved during the 1992/93
marketing year in that world production,  estimated at 110.3 million tonnes (raw sugar
equivalent) was well exceeded by consumption, estimated provisionally at 112.6 million
tonnes. Thus, for the first time in three marketing years, world stocks began to decline.
World market situation for raw sugar
Although consumption continued to grow steadily, this did not alter the trend in prices on the
world market. The level of stocks, which together add up to 35.8 7o of consumption
following three years of sulplus, has held prices down. The decline in prices begun in
1990/91  thus continued into 1992/93 and, except for intermittent instances  when the supply
and demand were finely balanced,  the price of raw sugar continued to fluctuate  between 8.0
and 10.0 cents/lb.
(iltil/i'il  ft'tilk.\  )
Production Consumption Surplus  or
deficit
Stock  as o/a
of consumption
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Average spot prrce:
Paris Stock  Exchange (white sugar):
New Yorker Stock  Exchange (raw sugar):
2,1.23/100  kg in 1991/92
2\ .9 | / 100 kg in 1992/93  ( - 9 .6 Ea)
16.39/100 kg in t99rl92





Furthermore, the world supply balance for 1992193 was again marked by a fall in impon
demand, estimated at 1.75 million tonnes  less tkran in 1991192.  Apart from the sharp drop in
demand in Russia, and the slowdown in imp,ons of Cuban sugar for refining in Eastern
Europe, the fall-off in trade can be explained by the attitude of the industrialized countries,
the United States and Japan in particular. A new reduction in the US import quota to 1.25
million tonnes (from an estimated 2.4 million tonnes in l99l/92) and the Japanese
Government's  policy of stimulating isoglucose production have come on top of the general
saturation as regards sugar consumption  in the industrialized countries.
Market conditions, which appeared very unfavourable at the beginning  of the marketing  year,
have improved  as a result of the very small Cuban harvest and less-than-forecast production
in Thailand and India. The poor Cuban harvest  has slowed down the restructuring  introduced
on the world market after the break-up of the socialist bloc: for many years the former USSR
alone accounted for half of all Cuban sugar exports. Community  exports of sugar have
accordingly  found a significant  market in the countries of the CIS, thus filling the gap left by
other expofters.
The first estimates  for the 1993/94  harvest indicate  a new production deficit compared with
world consumption. The level of stocks couLld thus drop into the range of theoretical
equilibrium,  situated between 25 and 3OVa of r:onsumption. The anticipated  small improve-
ment in market prices will accordingly result From a pick-up in demand in the developing
countries, which are especially  sensitive to price levels.
91. Areas under beet in the Community in 1992 (1.988 million ha) have remained
practically  stable ( +O.7 Vo) compared  with the previous marketing  year and the average sugar
yield per hectare reached 7.90 tonnes. In white, sugar equivalent,  production totalled 16.01 I
million tonnes, of which 15.696 million tonnes came from beet,296 000 tonnes from cane
and 19 000 tonnes from molasses.
Sugar consumption in 1992/93,  which was r:stimated  overall at 11.950 million tonnes,
remained  practically stable compared  with 1991192, given the inclusion  of the Canary Islands
in the figures. Community sugar prices in ecus 'were maintained in 1992/93  at the level of the
previous marketing year. Moreover,  since the entry into force of the single market on I
January 1993, Spanish sugar prices have definitively aligned with those of the Commun-
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Olive oil
92. World production is about 1 800 000 tonnes on average, of which the Community
accounts for 80 Vo (about I 450 000 tonnes). The other main producers are Turkey and
Tunisia (80 000 tonnes each), Syria (55 000 tonnes) and Morocco (35 000 tonnes). Pro-
duction  varies considerably from one year to another but generally the world market closely
mirrors that of the Community.
93. Estimated  Community production in  1992/93 was I 300 000 tonnes as against
| 728 500 tonnes in l99I/92:. the area remains practically unchanged.  Figures currently
available  suggest an area of 4.9 million hectares,  equivalent  to 66Vo of the total area under
cultivation in the world and 3.3 7o of the Community's utilized agricultural  area. Some
estimates put the number of cultivated and abandoned  olive trees at 450 million. Some two
million farms are engaged in olive cultivation.
ln l99ll92 Community consumption  was I 360 000 tonnes (77 Vo of world consumption).
Estimates at the end of 1993 suggest  that consumption  should remain at around the same
level in 1992/93. Particularly  as a result of the introduction of consumption  aid in 1979, most
of the Community uptake of I 250 000 tonnes is in the form of small containers.  At the
beginning of the 1992/93 marketing  year interv,lntion stocks stood at 57 '736 tonnes and are
expected  to have risen to 170 000 tonnes by thLe end of the year.
Greece and Spain are the main suppliers  and although Italy both produces and exports it
remains the main purchaser. Apart from exceptional cases, imports are restricted to the
Tunisian quota of 46 000 tonnes. Exports, which have been increasing since 1981, amounted
to 162 000 tonnes in the 1991/92 and 1992193 marketing years.
94. Developments  in Community policy: A stabilizer was introduced from the 1987/88
marketing  year with a maximum guaranteed  quantity (MGQ) of 1.35 million tonnes. When
output exceeds the MGQ plus, where applicable, the carryover from the previous  year,
production aid is reduced  proportionately. The MGQ was exceeded  in l99ll92 for the first
time since 1987/88, so aid was reduced by 1.457o. Estimates for 1992/93 suggest that the
MGQ is not likely to be overrun this year. As a result of the high output in l99ll92 and
average output in 1992/93, which had a tangible effect on prices, the Commission made
arrangements in February 1993 to award private storage contracts for a maximum  of 180 000
tonnes so as to stabilize  the market  pending  the start of the public intervention period.
Consumption  seems to be less affected than in the past by price competition from other
vegetable oils. It appears to be more sensitive to fluctuations in the price of olive oil,
increases in consumer incomes and efforts to improve product quality and promote
consumption. For these reasons, and with a view to the proper management  of the
consumption aid scheme, the Council decided to adjust the aid for 1992/93.  This adjustment
was achieved without a negative effect on c:onsumption,  which firmed throughout  the
Community.AGRICULTURAL MARKETS  59
Olive oil production in the Community
Olive oil
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NB j World  production  about  50 million tonnes.









95. Oilseeds yield cake for animal feed and oil. This means that the economic position of
the sector depends on price trends for seed, oils and cake. The oils may be consumed  without
further processing or as prepared oils and fats such as margarine.  They may be used as
animal feed, for human consumption  or for technical  purposes.
The Community  is a net importer  of oilseeds,  vegetable  oils and cake, annual import volumes
being largely dependent on the relative prices, of seeds, cake and competing animal feed
products (cereals, corn gluten feed, etc.) and on the opportunities  for exporting oils and cake
from the Community.
Average oil supply balance for the Community 1991-93
(figures in bracl(ets  1989-91)
(million  t oil equivalent)






























Average cake supply balance .for the Community  1991-93
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N8; World  production  about 120 million tonnes.
I  Rapeseed.  sunflower. soya, cotton, linseed,  groundnut,  sesame  and palm kemel.AGRICULTURALMARKETS 6I
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96. ln the 1992193 marketing  year a total of some 26 million tonnes of oilseeds were
crushed in the Community: 15 million tonnes of soya (up 1,4 million on l99ll92), 6.0










































97. From 1993194 the support  anangements lbr oilseed growers (rape, sunflower,  soya)
form part of the new support scheme for arable crop (cereals,  oilseeds, protein plants)
requiring  a15Vo land set-aside. A specific  compensatory payment is granted on oilseeds, set
at ECU 359lha (except for sunflower in Spain and Portugal and producers opting for the
simplified scheme). The amount actually paid to growers is regionally  differentiated
according to historic yields of cereals or oilseeds  and will also be adjusted in line with world
price fluctuations  beyond a certain margin. Etor 1993/94 Community support has been
granted on some 5.5 million  hectares of oilseecls.
98. Community oilseed production in 1992193i was almost 11.5 million tonnes compared
with 13 million in 1991192.  The crop estimate for 1993/94 is 10.8 million tonnes.
The support affangements  for oilseed growers were radically  altered with effect from
1992193. Processing  aids and intervention  were abolished and growers' incomes protected by
a direct payment per hectare.
Dried fodder, peas, field beans and siweet lupins
99. These products,  which go chiefly to the animal feed industry, compete with a wide
ranse of other raw materials.,ACRICULTURAL  MARKETS  63
Peas, field beans and sweet  lupins
(l 000 t)













Owing to the change in the support anangements,  1992/93 production was sold with some
difficulty at the end of the marketing year.
From 1993194 aid to processors and minimum prices are abolished and growers' incomes  are
protected under the same scheme as for cereals and oilseeds involving a land set-aside  of
l5%o.The  regionally differentiated aid is ECU 65 multiplied  by the historic cereals yield.
For 1993/94 the protein crop area for which Community support is being given amounts to
some 1.3 million  hectares.
Dried fodder production in the Community again reached a record level.
Dried fodder
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Fresh fruit and vegetables
100. There may not be a world market, in the exact sense of the term, in fruit and
vegetables, but there is nevertheless a large volume of international trade in citrus fruit,
apples and pears. In all three cases it is the Community market that exercises  the strongest
influence  on trade, above all trade in citrus fruit. ln 1992/93 world production  of citrus fruit
totalled  70 million tonnes, a 5 Vo increase on l99l/92. The proporlion of fruit processed rose
from about 327o around l9l5 to 367o in 1989/90,  particularly in the case of citrus fruit, the
production of concentrated orange juice being the fastest growing form of processing.
l0l.  The data available on Community  production of fresh fruit and vegetables in the
1992/93  marketing years do not provide an adequate  basis for a full assessment. The most
striking factor was an unprecedented  level of apple production (10.58 million tonnes). The
biological phenomenon of biennial bearing was partly responsible for the 365 7o increase  in
German  production,  but the Benelux countries and France also saw very substantial increases
in production  in 1992 (194 and 829o rcspeclively).  Withdrawals  from the market by producer
groups in 1992 totalled 1.69 million tonnes (16Vo of production).  As a result, the institutional64  AGRICULTURALMARKETS
prices of apples were reduced by 5Vo in 1993 after the intervention threshold was exceeded.
The indications are that the 1993 apple harvest will be smaller, but still above average.
However, production is changing to adapt to marl<et requirements: new varieties of apples are
being introduced  to meet changing consumer demand.
In the citrus fruit sector, almost 6 million tonnes of oranges were produced in the 1992193
marketing year, representing  an increase of l',7 Vo on l99l/92 production.  Production of
clementines  in Italy and Spain rose by 21 and 22 7o respectively, but fell in France. In Greece
production remained stable. Spain, which at present supplies  nearly all the satsumas produced
in the Community,  saw a slight fall (5 7o) in the production  of this fruit. Satsuma withdrawals
remain at a very low level, less than I Vo of production.  Production  of lemons fell by 5l Vo in
Greece but increased  by 24Vo in Spain.
In the important  nuts sector, walnut production iincreased by 467o in France, but production
remained  stable in ltaly. Hazelnut production ltell by 24Vo in Italy, which is the biggest
producer, and increased  by almost  50 7o in Spain.
Community pear production exceeded  the initial estimates and reached 3.2 million tonnes.
Only in the United Kingdom did production fall (by 327o), whlle in Italy, Spain and
Germany harvests exceeded  1992 levels by 61, lj5 and 238Vo respectively. Pear withdrawals
totalled 236 100 tonnes, or 87a of production. lt appears that the 1993 harvest will also be
above average.
Production of peaches and nectarines  did not increase as sharply as in the case of pomaceous
fruit, but it has been rising over the last few years (with the exception of 1991), and in 1992
almost 3.6 million tonnes of peaches and 1.1 million tonnes of nectarines were produced. In
all 871 400 tonnes of peaches (247o of productio'n) and 348 400 tonnes of nectarines  (32Vo of
production) were withdrawn from the market.
102. Production levels for fresh vegetables in 1992193 were similar to those of the
preceding few years, increasing in the northern  Member States (Germany,  the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom)  and falling in Italy. Cauliflower  production continued to rise in
Italy, Belgium and the United Kingdom,  but showed  signs of stabilizing elsewhere  (Germany
and the Netherlands).  Withdrawals totalled 122500 tonnes and represented about 5Vo of
production. Tomato production fell in some lMember States, but the quantities of fresh
tomatoes supplied to the market did not chang,l significantly.
103. Internal trade in fruit and vegetables,  which had been expanding at an annual rate of 5
to 6Eo over the previous few years, continued to do so in 1992, with the exception of apples,
for which the volume of trade fell by 6 to'7%, against 1991.
On the level of extemal trade, imports were generally  stable in 1992, but there was a fairly
substantial increase in exports, mainly accounted for by oranges. However, the balance of
trade in fresh fruit remained negative, with 1992 imports at I l0 7o of 1985 imports.AGRICULTURALMARKETS 65
Vegetable exports, which are far lower
steadily,  with the exception of cucumbers.
Market management
than fruit exports, are increasing gradually  but
Tomato imports increased slightly.
104' The Council has kept all basic prices and purchase prices for fresh fruit and vegetables at their previous levels for the 1993/94 marketing year. However, the rules goverriing the stabilizer scheme led to a fall in these prices foicauliflowers (-Svo),peaches (_l6va),
nectarines  (-207o),lemons (-2vo), apples ( - 5vo) and oranges (- 15vo). These reducrions
were in addition to those caused by the currency realignments-in  September l992,November
1992, January 1993 an_d 
_May 1993. The prices in iorce in the Community of ren were applied in Spain from l January 1993 and in porrugal from I April 1993.
The Council extended  the aid scheme for processing oranges to small citrus fruit (mandarins,
satsumas and clementines).
Processed fruit and vegetables
105' only certain products in this sector are covered by a Community support  scheme.
Although a large volume of prunes is produced in the Community, prices rose sharply in the 1992/93 marketing year. Imports, mainly from the USA, remain rnor. o, ress equivarent to community  production, 
-alllo]rch they fell by 6vo in 1992. Exporrs rose sharply but are still at a relatively low level (2 700 tonnes). The firmness of the market made it possible to
increase  minimum prices by 2.5Vo and reduce production aid by 2.73Vo.
Production of peaches in syrup has risen sharply over the last two marketing years and
reached 697 OOO tonnes tn 1992/93, which represents a 14.5 vo increase on the l99ll92 level.
Prices remained stable but trade within the -ommunity  fell by 7.5vo.  Exports,  on the other hand, increased substantially, by 5rva, but external trade piices were row, especially for exports to the USA. Import prices rose (+l3vo against l99l prices), in particutai for products originating in South Africa, which is the Community's piincipal supptier (+16% from l99l to 1992). with regard to market management,  the minimum price for peaches for processing for 1993/94 has followed the development of withdrawal prices for fre.sh peaches,
which fell by l0vo because the intervention  threshold was exceeded. lt was decided to lower
the minimum price by 13 Vo for peaches for processing.
The big pear harvest in 1992 did not greatly influence the market for pears in syrup. But production aid was reduced  after the intervention threshold was exceeded and minimum
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The commission  modified the minimum  import price system for soft fruits adopted in the context of the Association  Agreements with Hung-y,  Poland (the biggest exporter)  and the former Czechoslovakia.
Processing aid for pineapples was increased by 6.l Zo following the establishment  of processing facilities in Martinique. But the minimum price rcmained  unchanged. An effort is being made to orient community production- towards higher quality products to distinguish
h"f 
u"-  products from the Fai East, with which trrJ community ls in ai.ect conipeti-
within the communill: rlu9: in dried figs stabilized at 47lg ronnes and production  ar l4 500 tonnes in 1992/93. of the three Community  producers, Greece produced 7 000 tonnes, Spain 5 500 tonnes  and Portugal 2 000 tonnes.  community  exports increased in l992for the second consecutive year (+26vo), as did unit values ( +"zan).Import  prices rose by only 5 %' Imports come almost exclusively from Turkey . por 19d3/94 the minimum  price has been kept at the 1992/93 level, but pioduction  aid has been reduced by 29vo.
Production  of dried grapes in 1992/93 remained at practically  the same level as in the two preceding years (82 000), but far below pre-1990 proiuction 1i:s oo6 tonnes). There were no problems regarding productiol,  particularly in the case of sultanas. However,  there was a fall in demand for currants resulting  from changing patterns of use. Trade in dried grapes within the community rose by l6vo against 1991, and prices were stable. Greek consignments increased by l0vo, but prices fell by 57o andthere *a, an increase in consignments of small packs, although levels rema-ined low compared with imporrs. E*;;;r totalled 9 594 tonnes, an increase  on 1991 but still lower than i990 levels (r4686 tonnes). Imports fell (2ll l7o tonnes)' Since 1993/94 is the last year of the transitional period for replacing  the minimum price scheme and aid to producers with the system of aid per hectare, the provisions  of the Community scheme  were therefore left unchansed.
Common  organization of the market in bananas
106' The common organization  of the market in bananas came into force on I July 1993,r completing  the single market in the sector. It distinguishes between bananas produced in the community  and bananas originating in third countries, and within the latter category, it distinguishes between traditional imports from ACP States and import, fiom other countries (so-called 'dollar' bananas coming principally from Latin American countries).
The coM rules regarding  trade with third countries  provide for the opening of an annual tariff quota of 2 million tonnes for bananas from third countries other than traditional ACp bananas'  for which quantities  are laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 404lg3. The customs duty is ECU 100 per tonne, except for ACp bananas,  which are exempt from duties.  The
I  Regulation  (EEC) No 404/93, 13.2.1993, OJ L 47,25.2.1993, p. I68  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
quota may be revised by a commission  decision in response to changes in consumptton
patterns evaluated on th; basis of a forecast  supply balance' For imports in excess of this
tariff quora, the tariff l, gCU 850 per tonne foi imports from non-ACP third countries  and
eCu iSO per tonne for non-traditional imports lfrom ACP States'
Banana imports from third countries are subject 1.o import licence arrangements' Provision is
alsomade^fortheapplicationofasafeguardclausetoallbananaimports.
The coM also includes provisions concerning the production .and 
marketing of bananas
within the Community. Tiis involves, in particular, compensation  for loss of income by
community  producers; a premium for ceasing  tc) produce bananas;  measures to promote  the
formation of producer gioup, and structurai m,easures, to be financed under Community
support  framework ur.ui'g",,,'"n,r,  to improve the banana sector as a whole' The internal
arrangements  also cover t]he introduction of quality and marketing standards so that bananas
from a variety of origins can be distributed sati.sfactorily on the community market'
Finally, the Regulation  provides that the_ Commission must submit to the European
Parliament and the Councii a first report on the operation of the COM Regulation  after it has
been in force for three years, with proposals lf  necessary, and a second report on 31
December 2001.
Wine
107. The community is the leading wine economy  in the world, accounting fot 6ovo of
proAu.tion  and 55 7o oi'consumption,  ahead of the former USSR, Argentina,  the USA and the
countries of Eastern  Europe taken as a whole (Bulgaria, Hungary,  Romania,  and the former
Czechoslovakia, the former Yugoslavia)'
Although  wine is traded internationally, produ,cer  countries are in general close,to  100 7o
self-sufficienr.  world production  (below :oo mittlon hl) and consumption  (below 250 million
hl) have been dropping for a decade now, causing structural  surpluses  which mainly end up
being distillea, tfri cost of which is borne in large measure  by the Community'
In 1992,gg3l 2gl hl of wine were exported, an increase of 3'6Eo ovet l99l'France (2'9
million hl:29.297o),  Spain (2.8 millionhl;27.27Vo) andltaly (2.3 million hl:23'llva)  are
the main exporters, while the most important  trading partners are the EFTA countries
(30.31Vo), tn! United States (19.89 Vo) and Canada (9'93Vo)'
Wine imports in 1992 amounted to 2600905  hl, an increase of l3'23Ea over the previous
year. Germany and the United Kingdom import.ed 1.2 million and 0.9 million hl respectively'
or 46.10 and33.647o  of Communlty imports. Eastern Europe (59'337o), the United  States
(5.96Vo)  and EFTA are the main community suppliers. Imports from third countries into the
Cotn-.,nityincreasedsignificantlymorethatdidexportstothirdcountries,AGRICULTURAL MARKETS  69
108' community  rules^ henceforth apply in Portugal to, all measures. However,  specific prwisions  in respecr of oenologicat piattices have" been adopted in that country r*  ir,. 1991192 and 1992/93 marketing y"ati. th" exemptions granied to spain as regards  the coupage of red and white table wines within Spain and the*minimum acidity of table wines produced and marketed there were extended until 31 December  1993.
The following data concern the 1992/93 wine year, portugal included.
Production
109' The harvest of all types of wine (table wines, quality  wines psr (product of specified region) and other wines) is provisionally  estimated uf tgz-^ltlon hl, which is an increase over rhe l99l/92 harvesr (l5l million hl).
Consumption
I I0'  Direct human consumption of wine remained stable at the level of previous years (127 million hl). Industrial uses seem to have increased  slightly (37 million hl, excludin! ,rurutory distillation).
Stocks
I I I  At the beginning of the marketing  year, production  and marketing  stocks amounted  to l19 million hl. Ar the end of the yearlhey wLre down slightly (l15 milrion hr).
Market management: The Community measures to stabilize the markgt have sometimes  been hampered by national aids to increase the intervention price.
Ma.rket prices.' The guide prices were fixed at ECU 3.21/"lhl for table wines of types AI, RI and RII' Quotations for table wines have differed significantly  depending on trre proauciion region, ranging  between 55 and gOVo of the guide prices.
Distillation:  Significant quantities  were distilled under community market intervention
measures  (preventive,  compulsory and support distillation) - 
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Long-term  storLge (nine months).'Between 15 December 1992 and 15 February  1993, long-term storage contracts covered 13 423 64j hl (table wine: l0 127 493 hl, musts: 2971960 hl, concentrated and rectified concentrated  musts: 324 lg4 hl). producers  were allowed to apply for early withdrawal up to a maximum limit of 90vo of the amounts under c.ntract, the aid then being paid for the effective period of storage.
112' Grubbing  up in exchange for premiums  (the permanent abandonment  of wine-growing
areas) has continued to increase (320 000 ha having been abandoned between 19gg and 1993), so the Community  area under vines is steadily Jiminishing. However, this drop in area has not as yet brought about market stability, but has co;pensated for the drop in consumption  and the rise in yields. Given current  trends, to reach a situation of balance in 1999 at least 800 000 additional hectares will need to be abandoned  between now and then. The effectiveness  of the- scheme for the permanent  abandonment of wine-growing  areas depends  on controlling planting rights and prohibiting  new plantations,  which is monitored by means of the vineyard  register. The vineyard iegistei is not yet operational in all Community countries, however. Furthermore,  some of the Community vineyards qualify for restructuring aid under the Structural Fund prograrnmes  (Objective 1 and 5 regions) which, to a certain extent' results in land redevelopment  and the planting of alternative  vine varieties which are better suited to the qualitative needs of the market.'
I 13' The medium-term  outlook for the wine sector is for a serious surplus (estimated at 39 million hl out of a total production of 178 million hl by the year 2000) caused by the anticipated stagnation of exports, a drop in consumption uni insufliciently controlled production  in this context. The Commission  has therefore presented  a discussion paper to the Council  with a view to preparing a reform of the common organization of the market in wine. This reform will include an increase in distillation, baseJ on national reference  figures, stricter rules on the enrichment  of wines and regional programmes to adjust wine-growing
that will give regions or Member  States  the power to demarcate  the surplus vineyards that are to be grubbed  and to make this measure puft or an overall upp.ou"h to ,ountry planning (regional  priorities regarding  the environment,  land use and ruial development;.
l
Cotton
1t4' According to USDA (United states Departmenr of RgriJulture;,  rhe rotal world area sown to cotton in 1993/94 is around 32 million hectares prod-ucing an esrimared 19.2 million tonnes (87'5 million bales)'t as against 32.7 million-hectarJs"(17.9 million ronnes) in 1992/93' An increase in both production and consumption  is e*fecieo in the new marketing year, with stable but considerable  stocks at the end of tn" y"*i
I  One bale = approximately 217.1 kg12  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Prices, which reached the relatively high level of 81'44 cents/pound  at the beginning of
tggfJlgt, fell from l,tuy telt to ,iacnlZS cents/pound at the beginning of l99l/92 and
stood at only 56.25 cents/pound on I Septembet  1942 and 54.9 cents on I September 1993'
Unginned  cotton is not traded internationally but the Community, with a spinning capacity
*uZh g."ut", than its fibre production, imports rlonsiderable quantities:  for 1986 to 1990 an
uu"*g"" of over I million tonnes, 943 000 tonnix in 1991 and 937 000 tonnes in 1992' The
United States, the fbrmer Soviet Union, Syria, Pakistan, India, Paraguay, Israel, Argentina
and china, in certain periods, are the main suppliers. Intra-community  trade remains limited
but is increasing.
1 I 5.  In the community,  cotton is a minor crop in terms of area and number of producers
but plays a very important socio-economic  roli in the areas of Greece and Spain where
cultivation is concentrated.  The Community area under cotton increased from 311500
hecrares in 1991 to 3gl200 in 1992 and 383 300 ha in 1993, 351 600 ha in Greece and
31 800 ha in spain, giving a production volume of I 067 400 tonnes of unginned cotton
(970 300 tonnes ln CieecelgZ i00 tonn", in Spain) compared_with  924 000 tonnes in l99l
and 9g5 000 tonnes in 1992. Self-sufficiency in cotton fibre is 25 to 30 Vo, with consumption
being around I 250 000 tonnes.
The community  aid scheme involves  an annual  guide price (ECU- 101'46/100 kg in 1993194)
and aid equal to the difference  between that priie and the wodd price granted to ginneries
fuying u n'ini,,'ur.r price to the producer tf tne volume of unginned cotton produced exceeds
a maximum  guaranteed quantiti 114GQ) (701 000 tonnes)  the guide price and aid are reduceo
froportionatiy within a'certain limit (15 7a in l'992193). Production  has exceeded  the MGQ
"u"iy 
y.u. since 1986/87,  entailing guide price reductions of 257o in 1990191"7Va in
lggl/g2 and 15 vo in 1992193. As i result of the stabilizer mechanism, the area sown has
stabilized  at 75 000 to 80 000 ha in Spain'
It should be noted that ony 32 000 ha were sown to cotton in Spain in 1993 because of a
serious shortage of water for irrigation resulting from the persistent  drought' In Greece'
however, areal under cotton have lncreased  sharply  (233 000 ha in 1991192, 321 2OO ha in
lgg2lg3 and 352000 ha h  1993194). The opposirc trends in these two Member States might
be partly explained  by the fact that the devaluation of the drachma  cancelled out the deterrent
effict oi the reduction  in prices due to the stabilizers'
Seed flax and hemP
I I6.  The Comrnunity  grows both fibre flax, grown primarily for fibre but also giving a high
seed yield, and seed-fl"ax, grown exclusively for seed. The seed is used without further
pro.rrring or crushed to oitain oil (for indur;trial applications) and cake used for animal
feed.AGRICULTURALMARKETS  73
The C_ommunity  imports large quantities of seed (some 300 000 tonnes per year), mainly
from Canada. The last few years have, however, seen a considerable expansion in cultivation
of seed flax in the Community. In 1990 only 42 500 hectares were sown but areas increased
considerablyin 1991 (121200 ha,of which l03500hawereintheUnitedKingdom)and
1992 (266 500 ha, wirh 155 000 ha in rhe united Kingdom, 90 000 ha in Geimany ana
12200 ha in France).
In order to control production,  a better balance  between  the aid granted fbr flax seed and that for other current crops has been sought. From the 1993/9i marketing  year, therefore,
non-fibre flax has been added to the arable crops (cereals,  oilseeds,  proteii crops) receiving
aid per hectare under the reform decided in May 1992.
For 1993/94 a compensatory  payment of ECU g5, multiplied by the regional yield for
cereals' was granted with no corresponding  set-aside obligaiion duiing a transitional period.
Since there was uncertainty  regarding  the aid scheme at the tirne of sowing, the area under
seed flax fell in 1993 to2o4 600 ha, wirh 155 800 ha in the United Kingdom, 292oohain
Germany and l0 700 ha in France. Since the new scheme applies only to seed flax, the loss
of aid for seed from fibre flax was offset by a correspondin 
-increase 
in the flat-rate aid. In
addition, aid for hemp seed was abolished  and the flat-rate aid per hectare for hemp was
increased  in the same way as for flax to offset the loss of income for producers.
Silkworms
II7.  Silkworms  are reared in Greece, Italy and, to a lesser extent, in France.  Rearing
accounts for only a tiny part of the Community's  agricultural activity and of world sill
production but is of some importance  in Thrace, veneto and Marche.
World production of raw silk has risen in the last few years. According  to the FAO, it
reached 95 000 tonnes in 1992 (as against an average of 68 000 from 1979 to 19gl). The
main producers (accounting for 87 000 tonnes in totalj are all in Asia: China (64 000 tonnes),
India (13000 tonnes), Japan (6000 tonnes) and Korea (4000 tonnes) together account for
92Vo of world production.
The Community  industry is finding it difficult to sustain its level of activity: increased
rearing  costs are not always balanced by the trend in market prices.
In 1992 3 400 boxes were started, as against 3 800 in 1991. These produced  39 700 kg of
cocoons. The aid for 1993/94 was fixed at ECU ll0.4l per box (as igainst ECU ltt.Sl in
l99Il92 and 1992/93).74  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Fibre flax and hemP
I lg. The world fibre flax area is around 1.2 million hectares giving 500 000 to
550 000 tonnes of fibre. There is no trade in straw flax between the Community  and third
countries but fibre imports amounted to 9 000 tclnnes in 1992. The Community has a deficit
in medium- and low-quality  fible, which it imprlrts from Eastern Europe, Egypt and China,
but is the only proiu."r of good and superior qualities of fibre' which it  exports
worldwide.
After falling sharply in the last few years (78 900 ha in 1990, 55 000 ha in 1991 and
44200naiitggZ),Community  areas sown to fibre flax increased  to 51 800 ha in 1993 (up
lgVo).France (72Va), Belgium (167o) and the Nletherlands  are the main producers' Germany
started to produce fibre flax again a few years ago and now the United Kingdom has done so
too. The flax straw, except for Z OOO ha that gc,es to paper mills, is converted into fibre by
some 150 retting and scutching firms in nc,rth-west  France (30), Belgium (ll0)' the
Netherlands,  Germany and Denmark. Yields for 1992193 were in general well below the
Community average of about 8 tonnes of stravr flax per hectare, giving I 500 kg of fibre,
I 000 kg of seed and 3 500 kg of shives (used to make fibreboard)'
The world hemp area is about 400 000 ha. In the Community it is a very marginal crop,
confined to France except for a very small amount grown in Spain: in 1993 about 7 000 ha
were cropped. Trade with third countries  is verry limited'
The market  in flax fibre, depressed  for some years, picked up towards the end of 1992193  due
partly to a marked decline in the Community crop over the last three years and partly to an
upturn in consumption.  The price of scutched  Ilax, which started to fall towards the end of
tSSqlSO and remained very low throughout l990l9l and 1991192, began to pick up at the end
of 1992/93. A return to balance is expected.
The average fibre flax aid for lgg3lg4 was set at ECU 774.86/ha. The amount varies
dependingin the production  zone, the harvesting method and according to the yield in seed
pei trectare. ECU 44.42 was withheld from the ilid to finance measures to promote the use of
flax. Aid for hemp was fixed at ECU 641.6o/ha.
Tobacco
l jg.  ln 1992, world production of tobacco increased  sharply against the 1991 harvest
(+g.9To), totalling gZlS mittlon tonnes. ThLe rise was primarily a result of increased
production in China, by far the world's biggest producer (+ I21 Vo), the United States
i+3.4Vo), Brazil ( +36.7Vo),India  ( +4.17a), Turkey (+34.5Vo),Malawi (+ 10.5Vo) and
Zi.bub*" (+18.7 Vo). On the other hand, production in the CIS continued to fall
( - 42Vo).AGRICULTURAL MARKETS  ]5
Following this rapid increase in production, the surplus of tobacco, in particular flue-cured
and light air-cured, on the world market, led to a rise in stocks in producer countries and a
marked fall in prices. Thus, in the first half of 1993 the US dollar price of flue-cured  tobacco
fell by around 43 Vo on the Zimbabwe market and that of light air-cured  tobacco by around
39 Vo on the Malawi market, as compared with 1992 prices. These two markets,  whiih sell by
auction, arc generaTly  considered indicative of price developments.
After growing steadily for several  years, world tobacco consumption is holding up, despite  a
decline in most developed countries. World cigarette production in 1992 rct;lled 5 3g2
billion units, a slight increase on 1991. There has been a major decline in CIS cigarette
production, so that these States can no longer provide adequate supplies for theii own
population.
120. In 1992, Community production of leaf tobacco rotalled 408455 tonnes. or 4.97o ot
world production, almost l%o less than in 1991. In absolute terms, Community production
fell for the first time, by 5.1 Vo compared with the previous year, although it still exieeded the
maximum guaranteed quantity (MGe), which was set at 390 000 tonnes, by 4.1 vo. The
number of tobacco producers in Europe, most of whom are located in the least-favoured
regions of Greece and ltaly, hardly changed.
The most striking fact about the 1992 harvest was that Italian production (l5l'll3  tonnes)
was overtaken by Greek production (173 586 tonnes), so that Greece is now the Commun-
ity's biggest producer. This development can be explained partly by the fall in Italian
production  following measures taken for varieties exceeding  the MGQs, more intensive
monitoring and less-favourable climatic conditions,  and partly by the speculative increase in
the production of flue-cured and, to a lesser extent, light air-cured  tobacco in Greece.
The different measures taken since 1990 to reduce the production of Geudertheimer hybrids
and Forchheimer  Havanna in Italy have been effective, since production no longer eiceeds
the maximum guaranteed  quantity. The 1992 harvest was 20535 tonnes, 77Vo less than the
89 285-tonne peak in 1989. Production  of the Mavra and Tsebelia varieties, which reached
43 351 tonnes in Greece in 1988, fell significantly following measures raken in l99O.In  1992
production continued  to fall and only reached 22 lI3 tonnes.
On the other hand, Greek production  of flue-cured  tobacco exploded in 1992 under extremely
speculative pressure. It went up from 26644 tonnes in 1990 to 71526 tonnes in 1992, an
increase of 2687o onthe 1990 harvest and 1807o onthe l99l harvest, and was 32O.iVo in
excess of the MGQ of 17 000 tonnes. [n order to comply with the guarantee threshold  of
30 000 tonnes set for the 1993 harvest, Greek production of flue-cured  tobacco will have to
be reduced by 58Vo. There was also a substantial increase in the production  of light air-cured
tobaccos in Greece (+52Vo), and 1992 production of these tobaccos (13 127 tonnes)
exceeded  the MGQ by l97o and the guarantee  threshold  set for 1993 by 5.9vo.
Tobacco taken into intervention, totalling around 8 200 tonnes, returned to a normal level
(2vo) in comparison with the 1980s, when more than llvo was bousht in.76  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Community tobacco  exports totalled  200 400 tonnes In 1992, the main exports being the
oriental varieties,  soughi after for their aromatic qualities, and the dark air-cured varieties
which have a market in certain low-income countries. The European industry produced 708
billion cigalettes tn lgg2,representing a l.36Vo reduction,  and used abott732 596 tonnes of
baled tobacco, of which 527 OOO tonnes (71'9otb)  were imported'
l2I.  The reform of rhe tobacco sector adopted by the Council in mid-1992 will be applied
from the 1993 harvest  onwards. It establishes  a quota scheme by Member  State and group of
varieties (there are now eight groups of varietlLes,  instead of the 34 groups under the old
system),  and puts an end to*interveniion  and export refunds. The total quota is set at 370 000
tonnes for the 1993 harvest and 350 000 torLnes from the 1994 harvest onwards'  The
necessary  implementing measures  have been a.dopted by the commission concerning the
quota sciemr, th" pr.rniums in the raw tobacco sector and the conditions under which a
specific  aid corresponding to lOVa of the amount of the premium may be paid to producer
organizations.
Also adopted were measures for switching fi:om the production  of certain problematic
varieties (Muu.u, Tsebelia, Forchheimer Havanna II c, Geudertheimer hybrids) either to other
varieties of tobacco or to crops other than tobacco, and a specific conversion programme  to
assist producers of flue-cured  tobacco in Greece'
Finally, the commission  adopted  other regulations governing the implementation of
interbianch  organizations and agreements in l.he tobacco sector, the creation of control
agencies, the establishment of a iesearch  and information fund, and data communication in
the sector.
Hops
122. The world area planted to hops of arouncl 92 354 ha in 1992 was 0'99 Vo down on the
l99l area. This is an approximate  figure since only estimates are available for numerous
producer countries such-as the CIS, China and Romania, owing to the absence of national
statistics.
Hop areas increased  considerably in New Zealand,  France  and the United States ( +20'37  7o'
+g.6IVo and + 6.86 7a respectiiely). On the other hand, there were substantial reductions in
Hungary  ( - l5.l 7o) and inspain (- t+.ll Vo). Inthe other producer countries, areas planted
eithei increased only slightly tr remained stable, The figures for Portugal were unusually low
because nearlv all the area involved  was the subject of a varietal conversion  plan.AGRICULTURALMARKETS  77
The 1992 harvest of 2399324 ztrr was 4.87o (121033 ztr) lower rhan in 1991. euality
was also poorer, with an alpha acid content of 6.57o, producing  a total of 7 843 tonnes. This
is the first time that there have been two such bad world harvests within two years (1990 and
1992). In the United States, production of aromatic  varieties was disappointing,  whereas for
the super-alpha inigated varieties  the figures were not far below average.
An estimated I 140 million hectolitres  of beer were produced in 1993. Since for this volume
it is usually necessary to use 7638 tonnes of alpha acid with hopping of 6.7 g per hl, the
quantity of hops produced was not, in principle, adequate, and left i A"fi.lt otzt4 tonnes of
alpha acid. However,  the breweries appear to have had sufficient reserves in stock to cover
their needs.
123. Within the Community, hops are cultivated in seven Member States (Belgium,
Germany,  spain, France, Ireland, portugal  and the united Kingdom), with Gertany
accounting for SOVo of the 28 554 ha of Community land planted to hops. The total ur"u *u,
down by 6 ha, or 0.027o, on the 1991 harvest.
In quantitative  terms, the 1992 harvest was far inferior to that of 1991. The total of 127 333
ztr represented  production per hectare of 25.41 ztr, which was very close to the level of the
1990 harvest, and was considered very poor. Quality was mediocre  and alpha acid content
low (a Community  average of 5.3Va for the three categories of varieti"t, th" equivalent  of
1.920 million kg of acid-67.2  kg per hectare-for 1993 beer production).
During the 1992/93 marketing  year the market was very quiet. Prices remained low despite  a
relative dearth of hops for beer production  because the breweries proved increasingly  flexible
in their selection of varieties and origins, their experts being capable of adjusting ttte tropplng
rate (quantities  of hops needed) and the boiling processes  in line with the n"* n""dr. tn
addition, breweries bought in very cheap supplies on non-community  markets.
Under the common organization of the market in hops, the Community  gives aid of two
types:
(i) Aid is granted to growers to enable them to attain a reasonable income level. For the
1992 harvest, the Council  set this at ECU 365 per hectare for aromatic varieties,  ECU
400 per hectare for bitter varieties and ECU 280 per hectare for other varieties, including
experimental  varieties.
(ii) Special aid is granted to hop producers  for converting part of their bitter varieties to
others more suited to market requirements.By  4 March 1993 the Commission had
approved conversion plans for 3 029 hectares.  The conversion programme will last until
31 December  1994.
The estimates are for a markedly better Community harvest in 1993 than in 1992.
I  I ztr (zentner)  = 50 kg.78  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Seeds
124. The common market organization for srleds covers about 40 different  species of
agricultural plant seeds, most oithem fodder seeds. The market organization  provides that'
JEp"naing on the species, a certain amount of aid, is paid per 100 kg of basic seed or certified
,""d proiu."d. With respect to hybrid maize arrd hybrid sorghum for sowing, a reference
price is fixed for imports from third countries. If import prices fall short of the level fixed' a
countervailing  charge is aPPlied.
In 1993 the total area in the Community cultivated  for seeds was 343 000 ha, approximately
lVa down on 1992. At 156 766ha, the area cultivated for fodder grass seeds fell by around
I Ea as against lggz,while the area for fodder le1;ume seeds fell by about 27o, to 131 934 ha,
over the same Period'
The total area sown with oilseeds for sowing was 31 227 ha (an increase of around 5'2Vo on
Igg2). Atthe same time as the area under fibre flax increased,  the area under seed flax also
rose, and now represents  53.5 Vo of the total.
The area sown with rice seed totalled 17.169 ha, representing a 1 Vo inctease on 1992'
The area cultivated  for hybrid maize reached  55 411 ha, increasing by about 3'5 Vo fromthe-
1992total.  This was primarily because more larrd was sown with this crop in France (4 182
ha more than in 1992).
Seed imports into the Community continued to e,xceed Community exports to third countries'
About 51000 tonnes of seed weie exported in 1993, while more than 83 000 tonnes of seec
(excluding hybrid maize) were imported from lhird countries'
Flowers and live Plants
125. This market organization  covers a w.ide range of products: bulbs, live plants
(ornamental and seedlings), cut flowers and foJiage'
Over the last few years, production and trade have increased in both the Community  and
other countries.
Around ll5 000 ha are used for ornamental horticulture, of which about 22 000 ha are for
bulb production,  principally in the Netherlands'
Community imports from third countries  totalled 208 000 tonnes in 1992, with a value of
ECU 628 million, which represents  a clear increase  on the 137000 tonnes, worth ECU 410
million, imported in 1988. Of these 208 000 tonnes, almost 92 000 tonnes were fresh cut
flowers, the community  being the biggest market in the world for this product' The majority
of the flowers lapproximatelt 80 7ot benefit fiom an exemption on customs import dutiesAGRICULTURALMARKETS 79
under agreements concluded  with third countries, in particular the generalized  preference
system for colombia and other central and south American countries.
Colombia has now become the Community's  second most important supplier of fresh cut
flowers (almost 21 000 tonnes in 1992, close behind the 24 000 tonnes imported from Israel).
As a result of increased  imports of fresh cut flowers, the Community was a net importer for
the first time in 1992, with imports exceeding exports by 48 000 tonnes.
Four Mediterranean countries  (Israel, Morocco, Jordan and Cyprus) arc granted tariff
reductions  within set quotas, provided that the import prices for certain cut flowers  (roses,
carnations)  are not below a certain percentage of the Community  price. Under the new
Mediterranean policy, the quotas  are increased  by 3 Vo a year for the first three countries and
by 5Vo a year for Cyprus.
Community  exports to third countries were around 295 000 tonnes, with a value of ECU
1.041 billion in 1992, and the export surplus for the sector as a whole totalled ECIJ 412
million. The Community's principal exports in order of importance are live plants and
seedlings, bulbs, fresh cut flowers and foliage.
Trade within the Community greatly exceeded  external  trade (3 million tonnes and ECU 7
billion).
The completion of the single market will probably  result in increased  trade within the
Community, which will nevertheless  be subject to rules regarding the marketing of
reproductive material for ornamental plants and measures to prevent organisms  that are
harmful to plants or plant products  entering  the Community.
The market organization established at Community level is very liberal and is not
interventionist, in the sense that there are no protective  measures specifically aimed at
imports into the Community, apart from quality  standards  and customs duties (and possible
safeguard  measures).
Animal feedingstuffs
126. Large quantities of agricultural produce are used for animal feed, including much of
the Community's output of cereals and oilseeds and virtually all of its permanent grassland
and fodder production  from arable land. Three quarters of all the Community's UAA
(utilized agricultural area) is used for this purpose. Furthermore,  feeding costs can account
for up to 707o of the production costs of pigmeat and poultrymeat.80  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Overall demandr has been stagnant or declinirrg since 1985: the fall in the cattle sector
(milk and meat) has not been offset by increase,s  in the pig and poultry sectors. Aggregate
supply z is composed half of feedingstuffs whi,ch are not generally marketed (grass, hay'
silage) and half of feedingstuffs  which are marketed (cereals, substitutes, oilcakes, etc.) and
where competition  (prices, nutritional value) .is extremely  intense. In recent years, the
proportion of cereals in animal feed has decline,d and has been replaced by substitutes and
oilcakes.
Total animal consumption of the key marketable products: in the Community of Twelve is
estimated at 175 million tonnes in 1992193,  an increase of 2 million tonnes over l99l/92.
This consumption  is made up of, on the one hand, indigenous  products, estimated at 123
million tonnei (a reduction of 1.5 million tonnes compared  with the previous year, caused by
less use of indigenous cereals and oilseeds) and,, on the other hand, imported products from
non-member countries estimated at 59 million tc)nnes (up 4.5 million tonnes on the previous
year, made up of 1.5 million tonnes of corn glut,ln feed and molasses and 2.5 million tonnes
of soya and protein-rich crops). Exports  of key products over the same period increased  by
I million tonnes (mainly oilcakes).
As regards substitutes subject to import quotas:
(i) the quota utilization rates in 1992 were around 9O7o for manioc from Thailand and 99 Vo
for manioc from Indonesia; the rate for other GATT member States increased  from 59 7o
in l99l to gl%o in 1992. The quota for countries which are not members of GATT,
including China, was fully used. In addition, China's sweet potato quota was fully used in
1992. as in 1991:
(ii) the manioc and sweet potato agreements with China, Indonesia,  other GATT member
States (excluding Thailand) and non-member  States alike were renewed  at the end of
t992.
Industrial production of compound feedingstuffri  in the Community  + in 1992 totalled about
ll0 million tonnes, the same as in 1991 but with variations depending on the category  of
feedingstuffs.  Output in the cattle sector (milk and meat) dropped by about 37o while the
poultry sector remained the same and the pig sector increased by about 2 7o. ln terms of total
production of feedingstuffs by Member State, the largest increases were recorded in
Denmark, France, Belgium and the Netherlancls, while the decreases  occurred mainly in
Germany. Production  in Italy and Spain remain,ed at l99l levels.
This includes  all marketable  and non-marketable  animal feed.
Estimate  based  on the EUR l0 feed balance  sheet. Source:  Eurostat.
Covering  most of the marketable feedingstuffs  used in the Community by the animal  feed industry and by farmers
(farm co-nsumption  and purchases  of raw materials)  and set out in the table 'Animal  consumption  of key marketable
products:  EUR l2', on p. 83. Source:  DG VI estimate.
irrovisional figures,  including the five new kinder,  but not including  Greece and Luxembourg,  see Table  4.13.1.3
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The factor determining  feed composition  is the prices of raw materials and their movement
relative to one another.
The weighted average price of the key marketatrle products in the Community fell by about
2g7obelween 1984/85  and 1992193 with cereal prices falling by about 24Vo on the intemal
market, substitutes  by 27Vo and proteins by 4O'Vo. The following table sets out the trend in
average prices in the Community since 198418:i.








































otal weighted  average  pnce 194.9 184.6 t74.9 169.5 t7 1.8 1 53.1 r 48.5 149.2 r 38.6 -29
Indicator  of the trend in average  prices of the key marketable  products  and lheir principal constituents,  weighted  by the share of each in total
consumpron.
iii?".i'*!"f  an average  EC price is calculaterl by weighting  the arithmetical  averuge  price  in each  Member  State by animal consumption in each
case. For oilcakes  and substrstutes,  which are for ihe m6st pirt imported,  the average  cif Rotrerdam price has been used.
Source : DG VI estimate.
For 1993/94,  the significant drop in the price of cereals on the internal market as a result of the
CAp reform will lead to an inciease in livestock  consumption of cereals the strength of which
will depend in particular on the trend in world prices of imported products and currency
parities.
Milk and milk products
127. In the OECD  zone, the present market situation is of marginally  increasing production'
milk deliveries and total milk-fat consumption,  persistently declining real production prices  and
lower stocks. The supply and demand situation in 1993 has been marked by a virtually stable
delivery level and a slight fall in intervention  stocks.
Milk deliveries, which fell0.5 Vo in 199I, rose 0.5 Vo in 1992 and are expected to show a slight
increase of 0.27o in 1993. From 1991 to 1993 they have been very stable in the EFTA
countries except for falls of l0.5%o in Norway and 47o in Finland. Up to 1992 the United
States has enjoyed growth of 0.57o ayeaf. The biggest increases have been in:
(i) New Zealand and Australia,  where production reacted rapidly to the rise in world prices in
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(ii) Japan, where despite quotas, production continues to increase in parallel with domestic
demand.
production  in Eastern Europe, including the former Soviet Union, on the other hand fell by
50 million ronnes (ll%o) in 1992 and is expected to fall 4.5Vo in 1993. Since 1989 milk
production in Eastern Europe has fallen by 35 rnillion tonnes (237o)'
128. Total milk production in the Community  rin 1992fell by 1.75 million tonnes, reflecting
the I Vo reduction in quotas during the period, and deliveries followed with a 1.6-million-tonne
fall. In 1993 both production  and deliveries have kept to the 1992 volumes.
Butter production fell 150000 tonnes in 1992 (some 9Vo) to 1.6 million tonnes. The same
figure is expected for 1993.
Total milk-powder  production fell by 167o in 1992 but rose 37o in 1993 to exceed
2.2 milliontbnnes,  owing ro higher production of skimmed-milk-powder,  which in 1992 fell to
its lowest level, 1.16 million tonnes, since quotas  were introduced but in 1993 has exceeded
1.2 million tonnes. The downward  trend for otkrer milk powders continued in 1993.
production of condensed and evaporated milk ro:se by 3.1 7o in 1992 despite  a downward trend
of 2.37o a year since 1984. Casein production rose 30 7o from 1991 to 145 000 tonnes in 1992
but fell by 97o in 1993.
Cheese production  continues to grow but morer slowly than in recent years: O.27a in 1993
compared  with 2 Ea a year for the period 1984 to 1993.
12g. In December lgg2 the Council decided to continue milk quotas for seven additional
periods and on 27 May 1993 set the Member  Sitates' quotas.
Greece, Italy and Spain received increases for 1993194 of 100 000, 900 000 and 591 750 tonnes
respectively. Retention of these increases will be dependent  on the Council's finding that the
milk quota arangements  are being fully applied in these Member  States.
Other Member States received a 0.6Vo increase on the previous period to meet the claims of
SLOM producers following the Court of Justice's judgments of 3 Decembet 1992 and 19 May
1993 in Cases 264190  and 81/91 and/or to allot additional volumes to producers located in
mountain and hill areas or other producers with priority claims.
Official prices have been reduced  and the monetary reduction coefficient applied. As a result'
fromlrutyteo:thetargetpriceformilkdropp'edby2'S%o,thebutterpriceby4'3voandthe
skimmed-milk-powder  price by 1.37o. Refunds on milk products were reduced accordingly
(between  5 and 10 7o) as were the butter dispor;al  aids.
Financial  assisrance of ECU 40 million was approved in order to facilitate milk production
restructuring programmes  in 1993194.AGRICULTURALMARKETS  85
130. Milk product consumption in the Community  remains stable overall but with a trend to
products with reduced butterfat content. Total liquid milk consumption  rose 4.5 Vo in l99l
owing primarily  to increased  consumption of semi-skimmed and skimmed milks, confirming
the trend from whole to reduced-fat milk apparent for several  years. The striking ,u"""r, o]
low-fat yoghurts and fresh cheeses is reflected in continuing  growth in cheese consumption of
1.87o a year. Demand  for butter, on the other hand, continues  to contract as consumers switch
to competing yellowfat products containing  less or no butterfat.
131. The Community  kept its overall share of the world market in 1992. Exports totalled the
equivalent of 13.9 million tonnes of milk and the Community remains the world's leading
exporter  in this sector, followed by New Zealand with 18 7o of tlte world market and Australia
with 87o.
Butter exports dropped 97o in 1992 to 197 000 tonnes.
Cheese  exports fell slightly but growth between 1985 and 1992 was more than 2Eo a year. ln
1992 the community  exported 466 000 tonnes, a 5lvo share of the world market.
International prices and GATT minimun pricgs  I
Year Butter  GATT Butteroil  CATT Cheese  GATT SMP T  GATT
I 985
,333.1 333 , ooo I i33.1 i33 ,2oo I 193_l lig , ooo
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t987 li3_l 133 , ooo
, ?33.i 333 12oo 900-1 200
l ooo- l 3oo  I u-'tu 760-840  680
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I 988
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I 300-1  500
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900
r 050
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I 350-1  640
l 050
I 200
I 990 | 350-t 550
| 350-1 5oo  I r)u | 600-1 900  | A)<
I 600-1 800
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I  Yl.J._t:,:*.1:,"f-prices 
are indicated  tbr each year these  refer to the periods January to June  and July to December respecrively _  Jrvrr -  sKtmmed  mltt  nowder86  AGRICULTURALMARKETS
It exported 970 000 tonnes of milk powder: 3910 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk  powder and
580 d00 ronnes of whole-milk  powder, 37 and 567o respectively of the world market. For
skimmed-milk  powder this was a 55Vo rise and intervention stocks have fallen sharply.
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Production  minus fm  use  and direct  sales
Foi -.oi".r of *.parison  the fo.."i?-Oi  has  been  excluded from OUCD  and EC totals from 1990  onwards lt is included  in the figures  for
Eastim Eurooe for 1985-89  below.
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I  For Dumoses  of comptrison  rhe tomer GDR has  been  exclur:led  from OIICD and EC totals from 1990 onwards lt is included  in the figures  for
Eastirn Europe for lg85-8q in mitk equivalent.
World market exports expr€ssed in milk equivalentr
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r  Except  casein and fresh products  on the basis of Community ccfficients.
I  EUR I0 ro 1986, EUR i2 from 1987, including the ftve  new kindet from l99lAGRICULTURALMARKETS  87
Mirk
Non -s u bs id i  zed co n su m ption
s4  "sq  "c| +  EUR 10 "+t "d  .s
EUR121<
ac ."€
NB: Consumption  has been calculated  on the basis of an overall milk products  balance
terms of milk equivalent (referring to fat content).
Consumption for 1988 incuding 3.245 million tonnes for animal feed.
1 Excluding the five new Ldnder.
1979 1980  1981  1982 1983  1984  1985 1986  1987 1988  1989  1990  1991 1992  1993
N8: Public and private stocks at l  January; for 1993, at 31 December.
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Beef and veal
132. As in the past the trend in the general economy in the various parts of the globe
continued to influence  the world market in meat. World production  of beef and veal in 1992
and 1993 fell off by about 2.4Vo whlle the long-term  trend was for growth of about 2Vo per
annum.
The prices of beef and veal recorded on domestic  markets and in trade were encouraging,
especially in the area free of foot-and-mouth disease.
Economic  growth is continuing apace in the countries of South-East Asia where there is a
growing need for meat imports. These dynamic  importing markets favour above all exports
from those countries which are known to be frer: of foot-and-mouth  disease, in particular the
USA and the countries of Oceania.
On the other hand, in the countries of Central and Eastern  Europe and in the Commonwealth
of Independent  States, where the economic difficulties  caused by the transition from a
planned  economy to a market economy are sr:verely felt, the general  trend is towards a
reduction  in cattle numbers, and in production, consumption  and commercial trade in beef
and veal.
On the North American  markets, where economic activity is slowly recovering, agreements
negotiated  with the traditional suppliers were introduced  so as to restrict on a voluntary basis
exports of beef and veal to the USA and to impose a tariff quota on imports of beef and veal
into Canada.
ln the main countries of Latin America, the rellatively  encouraging prices of beef and veal
should enable the capitalization  of the cattle herd to continue but will result in a short-term
reduction in beef and veal production and an attendant stagnation in the volume of meat
exports.
Beef and veal production
(l 000 r carcast  veight)
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133. There was a rapid change in cattle-rearing structures in the European  Community
during the 1980s which resulted in the disappearance  of a million farm holdings.
The Community  produces some 16 Vo of total world production  of beef and veal (second only
to the USA) and through its exports in particular accounts for about 25 Vo of world trade in
beef and veal. Imports under special multilateral and bilateral agreements  for the most part,
including the agreement relating to the ACP/EC Convention which was expanded on 1
March 1993 and the agreement which took effect on I July 1993 with the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe to facilitate and increase imports of meat, amounted  to more than
512000 tonnes in 1992, an increase of 7.1 7o over imports in 1991.
In 1992, exports of beef and veal were maintained at 1.32 million  tonnes.
As part of the cyclical trend in prices and production,  prices for beef and veal, and for female
animals in particular, remained relatively firm.
ProductiondroppedbymorethanT00000tonnes  or8.5Va between l99l and 1993,tostand
at around 8 million tonnes. The current cyclical drop in the number of cattle slaushtered is
around 107o.
Annual consumption,  at around 22 kg per person, remained stagnant  because of competition
from cheaper  meats, the depressed economic climate and specifically because of the impact
of health or veterinary problems  affecting the image of beef and veal at consumer level.
Buying-in was severely  curtailed  and amounted  to less than 200 000 tonnes and the stocks of
meatininterventiondroppedfrom  l.l milliontonnesattheend  of l992tolessthan500000
tonnes deadweight at the end of 1993.
The intervention price for beef dropped by 6.2Vo at the beginning of July 1993 to stand at
ECU 321.641100 kg carcass weight for R3 category adult male animals and the main
premiums  already in force were increased to compensate for the policy change which had
been decided in May 1992.
Sheepmeat and goatmeat
134. World sheepmeat and goatmeat production is currently estimated at approximately l0
million tonnes  annually.  The Community and China are the largest producers with levels of
1.2 million tonnes each but the Community is both the world's largest importer and
consumer.  World trade is dominated by New Zealand which exports up to 400 000 tonnes of
meat each year and Australia whose exports, often in the form of live animals, reach over
300 000 tonnes annually. World sheep numbers in 1992 reached I 700 million head, of which
700 million were in Asia and almost 400 million in Africa. However.  wool rather than meat
production is the main purpose of many of these animals and with world wool stocks
remaining high there is little prospect for any growth in numbers in coming years.90  AGRICULTURAL  MARKETS
Production of sheepmeat
(l 000 r)
















I  Year  ending  30 September
135. On the Community market, production is forecast to rise by just 0.IVo to 1 182000
tonnes in 1993 due mainly to slight rises in Dutch, Irish and UK production.  French
production is set to fall by 8000 tonnes in cont"inuance of the destocking  trend evident for
several years. Consumption may fall marginally to I 425 000 tonnes  as a dramatic decline of
oyer l27o in the United Kingdom may not be fi.rlly balanced by modest increases elsewhere
throughout the Community.  The decline in consumption in the United Kingdom since 1991 is
now estimated at 94 000 tonnes.
Intra-Community trade is forecast to rise by l57o to 305000  tonnes. Thus, in the two-year
period since the demise of the variable slaughter  premium in Great Britain at the end of 1991,
intra-Community trade will have risen by almoiit 90 000 tonnes. An important factor in this
increase is the expected  very sharp rise in live exports from the United Kingdom to France.
In France itself, imports are forecast to reach 190000 tonnes, up l3%o on 1992. In addition,
imports into southern Member States from the rest of the Community  are set to increase
substantially  from the low levels of previous years due mainly to the absence of sheep
coming into these regions at Easter from Eastern  Europe because of foot-and-mouth  disease
restrictions.
Market prices in 1993 to date have been intluenced  not only by the relatively  stable
Community supply but also by currency changes in several of the more important
sheep-producing  and trading Member  States and by the restrictions  on certain imports in the
spring due to foot-and-mouth  disease. In national  currency,  prices have been satisfactory  in
most Member  States but nevertheless  the Community price, forecast at ECU 258 per 100 kg,
will be down approximately  7 % on 1992.
Imports into the Community in 1993 are expected  to reach 260 000 tonnes. New Zealand is
likely to fulfil its voluntary restraint agreement quantity of 205 000 tonnes while it is
anticipated  that East European  suppliers will zrttempt to make up for reduced  imports  in
spring by increased supplies in the period up rto Christmas 1993. Community  exports are
unlikely to be greater than 5 000 tonnes.
Adaptations agreed by the Community with its trading  partners under the voluntary restraint
agreements  for the period up to the end of 1993 have had the effect of reducing possible
imports  under these arrangements  by approximately  45 000 tonnes and of reducing  the levy
on imports from 10 to UVo.ACRICULTURAL MARKETS  9I
136. The level of the Community  ewe premium set for 1992 was ECU 18.616 per ewe.
This level was increased to ECU 23.130 in lreland and Northern lreland due to depressed
market conditions following  the currency difficulties of autumn 1992 and the rural world
premium applicable  in less-favoured areas was increased  from ECU 5.5 to ECU 7 per ewe
for similar reasons. Private  storage  stocks of lamb amounted to just 2 000 tonnes  at the end
of 1992.
In 1993 two advances on the ewe premium were fixed totalling ECU 13.366 per ewe.
Although private storage  tendering was in use throughout the year, only 2 000 tonnes
benefited from the aid, and this quantity remained in stock at the end of the year.
137. The outlook for 1994 is for stability or a slight rise in production  as producers  adapt to
the premium quota regime. Consumption  should rise in accordance  with production. Sheep
numbers  will remain stable at approximately  99 million head but intra-Community trade will
continue to expand. A similar trend may be forecast in the medium term.
Pigmeat
I38. World production  of pigmeat increased over 1992. The rise is especially evident in the
three main producer regions, China, the Community and the United States. China remains  the
foremost pigmeat producer followed by the European  Community  and the United States,
respectively. The increase in production  in China has been spectacular  in the last three years
(up 4 million tonnes of meat between 1991 and 1993). The sector is in full expansion in the
United States, with production  increasing  ll.67o in the last three years. Furthermore, exports
to Japan and Mexico in particular have increased  by about l0o/o over 1992 (a record year in
which exports rose by 447o over the previous year).
On the other hand, the drop in production  has continued in the countries of the former Soviet
Union and in Japan.
World pigmeat production
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139. The year 1993 in the Community was characterized by a sharp drop in pigmeat prices
and margins following a long period of satisfar:tory prices for producers.
From September 1992, the price of slaughtered  pigs has continued to fall and at the end of
1993 was below ECU 100/100 kg.
A strong increase in the pig herd since 1991, accompanied by precarious animal health
conditions in 1993 (in chronological  order, swine vesicular  disease in the Netherlands,
classical swine fever in Germany and Belgium, African swine fever in Portugal)  have added
to this difficult situation.
The Commission took a number of market support measures to cope with the very depressed
market in 1993. In March, aid for the private, storage of 67 000 tonnes of pigmeat was
granted and in May and October special refunds for exports to non-traditional markets in
Eastem Europe were granted with a view to disposing of a total of 60 000 tonnes of
meat.
Community production of pigmeat continued to increase, reaching 14.9 million tonnes in
1993. Production  has increased  by 4.17o since 1991.
Consumption  has increased slightly but there is still a north-south divide in Community
consumption  patterns. In the northern  countries  consumption  is now stable, whereas in the
southern countries there is still scope for an inr:rease.
Exports to non-member countries amounted to 516000 tonnes in 1992 while imports,
originating mainly in the countries of Eastem Europe, amounted to 119000 tonnes. Imports
are expected to increase in 1993 because higher import quotas have been allocated to the East
European  countries.
Exports to the Community's traditional markets of the United States and Japan will remain
stable in 1993. However,  the overall volume of exports could increase over 1992 as a result
of meat deliveries to some countries of the forrner Soviet Union.
Poultrymeat
140. During the last six years, world production  of poultrymeat  has increased  steadily by an
average of 3.67o a year. In the United States (31 7o of world production),  the rate of increase
has been even higher (57o).Poritrymeat is novz the meat Americans  prefer and per capita
consumption  has exceeded  that of beef and veirl for the last six years. In the other main
producer  regions, production has increased in Brazil and China (annual rate of increase:
10.970) but has fallen in Eastern Europe, Russia included, and in Japan.AGRICULTURALMARKETS  93
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Poultrymeat  production
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NB. Since l99l th€ data for EUR 12 include the t-tve new Aerman  linaer
The world market continued to expand slightly in 1993 thanks in particular  to growing
demand in the Far East. The United States retained  first place in the league of eiportin!
countries due in particular to its exports of low-value cuts and its varirous promotional
progranrmes. In the first half of 1993,exparts from the United States increased  by 122000
tonnes (+31 7o) over the equivalent period in 1992, while Community exports increased  by
40 000 tonnes (+2lVo).
141. Total production of poultrymeat  on the Community market increased by I Vo in 1993.
This lower increase than in previous  years concerned the chicken, turkey and duck sectors
and was the result of slowed or stagnant production.
There is no internal market support for poultrymeat.  The rules governing  trade with
non-member  countries  have been adapted to the world market situation by differentiating
export refunds according to destination so as to maintain trade flows and also by reducing the
size of such refunds in proportion to the drop in the price of cereals caused ty ttre
reform.
In 1993, the concessions  granted by the Community under the generalized system of
preferences  to developing  and ACP countries  continued.  The Association  Agreements
concluded with Poland, Hungary  and the former Czechoslovakia involve a 5AVo reduction in
the levies on certain quantities of geese and ducks and, as a result of decisions taken at the
Copenhagen  Summit,  a607o reduction  since I July 1993 (instead of 407o) forchickens and
turkeys.
Eggs
142. World production  again increased in 1993. The annual rate of increase over the last six
years has been I Vo. In some of the major producer  countries and regions, especially in the96  AGRICULTURALMARKETS
United States and the Community,  production  inas tended to slow down or even decline over
the medium term. Only China has a high rate of expansion: 7.57o a year since 1988.
Egg prorluction
World trade has been falling constantly  for several years now, following  the setting-up of
production units in North Africa and the Middle East. The main importer  countries are
currently Japan and Hong Kong. Community exports  remained almost static in 1992
(157 000 tonnes) but increased  by 25 000 tonnes in the first half of 1993.
143. On the Community market, layer numbt:rs decreased appreciably  in 1993. The result
was a drop in production in 1993 of about l.'l Vo.
The common organization of the market is the same as for poultrymeat.  As regards trade, the
reform of the common agricultural  policy and the internal and world market situation resulted
in a fall in export refunds in 1993.
Since I July 1993, the Association Agreements  concluded  with Poland, Hungary and the
former Czechoslovakia involve a 6OVa (instead of 40Vo) reduction in the levies on certain
types of egg as a result of the decisions taken at the Copenhagen Summit.
Potatoes
144. Potatoes  are one of the few major commodities  for which, so far, no market
organization  has been established. With a vievi to the completion of the single market the
Commission  presented  a proposal last year for a common  market organization  for potatoesl
which continues to be discussed  by the Council.
(billioil  units)
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With a total cultivated  area of | 574 000 hectares, potatoes constitute a substantial crop in the Community. They are grown in all the Member  States, although, because  of climatic and soil
conditions,  they are more widely grown in northern  regions.-
The Community is self-sufficient in potatoes, with the exception of early varieties. These are imported in winter and early spring from Mediterranean  countries when no, or only limited, community production is available. The main suppliers are Egypt, Morocco uni cyp.ur.
During the past few years an annual average of some 400 000 ionn"t of early potatoes has
been imported from third countries.
The year 1992 marked an exceptional unfavourable year for potato growers. continuous
extension of the area cultivated over the past few y"uir guu" .ir" to significant oversupply
resulting in depressed prices throughout the Community.
Following the depressed  market ln 1992, the area under potatoes has been cut back. The
outlook for 1993, however, still envisages a big harvest tf  ,o-.  45 million tonnes with yields partly compensating for the decrease in area. As a consequence,  potato prices may
remain  depressed in the 1993/94 marketing year.
Honey
141: World honey production amounted to 1.16 million tonnes in 1992, as against 1.19
million tonnes the year before.
The main world producers are China (204 000 tonnes), the CIS (230 000 tonnes), the United
States (100 000 tonnes),  Mexico (48 000 tonnes), Indonesia and Turkey (over 50 000 tonnes)
and Argentina (61 000 tonnes).
China exports 47vo of its production to three countries in the main: Japan, the United States
and Germany.
The Community produced  114000 tonnes of honey in 1992, an increase of 4Va over 1991.
Self-sufficiency is 47.3 Va.
Community imports increased by 2Vo to stand at 132000 tonnes during the same period.
Latin America accounts for 59 vo of total imports. Imports into the Community  originate
mainly in Argentina (3S 000 tonnes), Mexico (30 000 tlnnes; and also Cuba and urr[uay.
Other imports come from China (25 000 tonnes) and the countries of Eastern Europe f ri odo
tonnes).
Specific  measures to assist beekeeping  have been implemented in 1992 and 1993 in the form
of production aid schemes which grant subsidies  pei hiu. in certain peripheral  regions such
as the Canary Islands and the smaller islands of the Aesean.98  AGRICULTURAL MARKETS
Bee health continues to deteriorate with the spread of varroasis to the united Kingdom  and
the simultaneous appearance of viral diseases'
Scheme for starch production refunds
146.Theschemeforpaymentsofrefundstoend.usersofstarchforthemanufactureof
certain products *u, 
"r,uUiirhed 
in 1986. The aim of this scheme is to provide raw materials
at world market prices for the manufacturers of certain non-food  products in order to secure
equal terms with imported  products, which enjoy free access to the EC market'
The basic principle of the scheme consists of a tist of approved products for which the starch
production  refund is available. The refund is calculated monthly and is the same amount per
ionne of cereal-, potato-' and rice-based starch'
Refunds are paid on about 2.3 million tonnes of starch annually' This is split between
1.6 million tonnes of cereal starch (from 2.5 niillion tonnes of cereals' of which two thirds
are maize and one thirJ wheag and 0.7 miltion tonnes of potato starch (from 3'5 mil-
lion tonnes of Potatoes)'
End-productsbenefitingmostfromtheschemearethepaperandpaperboard,esterifiedstarch
and organic  chemical  industries  which account for 4i7o,34Vo  and 15 70' respectively'
'Non-food' set-aside
147. Following the Council's decisions on CAP reform, the Commission  adopted  a
regulation which sets out detailed rules of application for cultivating annual raw materials on
set-aside land for use in the manufacture of products  not primarily intended for human  or
animal consumPtion.
A wide range of raw materials, including cereals, certain oilseeds  and protein crops are
allowed  under the scheme. The raw material rnust be processed within the Community into
an eligible non-food or non-feed product, and the value of all the non-food/non-feed
end-products must be gr"ur", than ihe value of the by-products destined for food or feed
resulting from the same Process'
Theschemeappliesfromtheharvestofthelgg3/g4marketingyearonwards.
A further Commission  regulation setting out detailed rules for the cultivation  of pluriannual
raw materials under this"scheme lwhiih by their nature must be grown on non-rotating
set-aside land) was adopted later in the year'AGRICULTURALMARKETS  99
It is provisionally estimated that on the area set-aside and used for non-food/non-feed
production, a total of around 200 000 hectares of oilseeds has been planted for harvest in
1993194, representing some 600 000 tonnes of oilseeds. Of this total, 39 Vo was planted in
Germany, 24Vo in France, l5Vo in the United Kingdom and 13 Vo in ltaly.It is further
estimated that around  93 000 hectares of other raw materials,  mostly cereals, representing
some 427 000 tonnes of cereals have been cultivated  on land for non-food/non-feed  purpor"i
to be harvested in 1993194.lV  Rural development
Horizontal measures
!48'  This heading covers all measures  applicable  on Community tenitory relating to the
improvement of production,  processing andmarketing conditions for agricultural andiorestry
products.
The horizontal  nature of these measures is justified by the fact that, since the market
organizations affect the whole of the Community,  it ii  necessary ro promote  structural
adjustment to assist all those farmers, in whatever region, who need support because of
changes in the market situation. In addition,  because of the need to reinfbrce the links
between  horizontal structural measures and market measures, certain Objective  5a measures,
introduced  under the reform of the Structural Funds, have been integrated with the
accompanying measures introduced under the reform of the CAp (early retirement.
afforestation  and agro-environmental  measures).
149. At the production level, aid for farms is designed to:
(i)  improve viability  and competitiveness while pursuing the rational development of
production,  focusing  on: reducing production coits, pto-oting quality, 
".onotIliring 
on
energy' protecting the environment,  working  conditions, hygiene  and animal welfare;
(ii) encourage  farmers to diversify  into non-farming activities such as tourism, handicrafts,
environmental  work and forestry; and
(iii) maintain a minimum population in areas with natural drawbacks (mountains  and other
less-favoured areas).
150. At the level of processing and marketing, aid measures  are designed to:
(i)  organize the way products  are placed on the market;
(ii) rationalize and modernize  processing and marketing facilities without increasing their
capacity;  and
(iii) improve the quality of products  and rationalize distribution  networks.151. Following the revision of the Structural Irund Regulations,  on22December 1993 the
Council adoptei Regulation (EC) No 3669193r amending the Regulations governing  the
lrnpt"rn"n,urior "r 
ou:-""iiu"' sa measures.2 This amendment is designed to simplify
p-r-J""du.", and reinforle financial monitoring systems and assessment in line with the
implementing rules for the other Structural  Fund Objectives'
Modernization and imProvement
152. Approximatety  41 000 farms receive investment aid. This aid has been gradually
restricted to combat agricultural surpluses. The emphasis is now on individual investment
plans to improve competitiveness  (by lowering production costs' economizing on energy'
raising product quality;, improve pioduction ionditions (working  conditions,  health and
safetyl animal welfare and environmental  protection) and diversify (tourism and handicrafts
on the farm).
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EAGGF Guidance  Section conrmitments  for investment  aid
Aid to young farmers, which includes the setrting-up premium and investment  aid allocated
under Articles l0 and I 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 2328191, seems to be levelling out in terms
of overall commitments.  tt ir itltt indispensable in order to encourage a younger farming
population and provide a new generation of l.armers to take over from those retiring'
1 OJ L 338, 3t.12.1993, p.26.
, S.. n"luLions (EEC)\os 2328191,  866/90, 1360/78 1035112  and 449169
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EAGGF Guidance  Section commitments  for aid to young farmers
(tttillnn ECUI
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Sorrce: EAGGF Guidance  Secion
Less-favoured rural areas
153. Specific aid measures for farmers in less-favoured rural areas head the list of EAGGF
Guidance section commitments  under Regulation (EEC) No z32g/gr.
In 1993 mountainous regions and other less-favoured rural areas continued to receive
compensatory  allowances  to facilitate a continued agricultural  presence and maintain the
population.
This aid, intended to compensate for the generally  higher production  costs, is widely
applied.
More than l 200 000 agricultural holdings receive  such allowances.
On 19 July 1993 the Council adopted a Directive  amending the Community list of
less-favoured farming areas for Greece. I As a result of this amendment, the less-favoured
rural areas now total 55 vo of all the Community utilized agricultural area.
I oJ L 184,27.7.t993.IO4 RURAL DEVELOPMENT
EAGGFGuidanceSectioncommitmentsforcompensatoryal|owances
lnilli,n EClll

















































Sarrcc;  EAGGF Guidance  Sectton.
Measures concerning  the processing and marketing of agricultural
and forestry Products
154. In 1993 the EAGGF Guidance Section crommitted  ECU 495 million to investment aid
for the marketing and processing  of agricultural  products (Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 and
861t90).
An analysis of the amounts committed  in the different Member States shows that the
countries in the south of the Community absorb the largest amounts  of aid' with Spain in the
lead.
Processing  and rnarketing of agricultural  and forestry products
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These programmes relate to investments in the modernization  of marketing and processing
facilities' The main products concerned are meat, fruit and vegetables, milk products  and
cereals.
Extensification of production
I55' Aid for the extensification  of production,  introduced in I9B7 by Regularion (EEC) No 17.60/87t and inregrated in Regulation (EEC) No 232gl91,r  absorbed  around ECU 5 million in 1993. Despite the mandatory nature of this measure,'only  Germany, Italy, France,
the United Kingdom and Belgium have introduced  it. Approximatety 300 000 ha and fewer
than 400 000 livestock units (LUs) have been affected slnce the beiinning of rhe period of
application.
Regional  measures
/56', Rural development policy continued to be implemented through measures financed by
the Structural  Funds in the Objective  1 and 5b regions.
Objective I
!57'  Objective I  covers regions whose development is lagging behind as defined in
Regulation  (EEC) No 2052/88. These are administrativ" r"ltni  whose gross narional
product (GNP) is less than 75vo of the average in community-countries.
The regions classified  as Objective I regions in the first phase of the Structural Fund reform
were the whole of Greece' Ireland and Portugal,  Spain with the exception of Catalonia  and
Aragon' Northern Ireland, the southern two ihirds of Italy, Corsica and France,s overseas
departments.
In the Objective I regions, the EAGGF Guidance Section:
(i) finances entirely horizontar measures  which, under objec tive 5a,
financing plan for the Community support frameworksi and
(ii) part-finances, with the ERDF and ESF, regionalized  measures
specific needs of each resion.
are integrated in the
corresponding to the
I oJ L 167, 26.6.t981 r oJ L 218, 6.8.t991.106 RURAL  DEVELOPMENT
The agricultural and rural part of the objective 1 programmes concerns the development  of
agricultural resources  and iural development. ]'he measures  are very varied and adapted to
the specific situation and production systems of each of the regions involved' Under most of
,t " 
progru.-es, the -"uiur", are an attempt to respond to existing needs with regard to
matters such as rural infrastructures, crop conversion, improving production  conditions,
reafforestation  and environmental  protection'
EAGGF Guidance Section aid for these measures went principally to agricultural holdings,
the diversification  of income sources and the, maintenance of economic activity in rural
areas.
In total, the operational programmes  financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section from 1989 to
1993 represent EcU 6 lgi million (at 1989 prices) of Community  aid' The table below
shows the breakdown by Member State of this aid'
Single fund and multi-fundl operational prggr?mmes
irthe Objective I regions with an EAGGF input
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l5S.Fourteenoperationalprogrammeshav.:beenunderwayinGreecesince1990'of
which 13 are multi-tund. The 14th receives funding from two sources (the EAGGF and
ERDF).
Two new single-tund  operational programmeti were adopted in 1992. They concern forestry
measures and restructuring -"urui"s ior olive-growing to obtain quality olive oil' In 1993- a
Regulation was adopted oi the g.anting  of aid within the context of a specific  scheme for the
tupipty of food and agricultural products to the Aegean  islands'r
In Ireland all aspects of rural development are integrated in the operational programmes' The
operational programme for forestry and the diversification subprogramme of the operational
p.og.urn-" ior-rural developmeni  in Ireland have made satisfactory  progress, in particular
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with regard to the measures concerning livestock production, horticulture and farm
tourism.
Seven new operational  programmes were adopted in Portugal in 1992. The most important
concems compensation measures following the 1992 drought (ECU 50.9 million of EAGGF
financing).
All the operational programmes  have achieved  a normal rhythm of implementation. The
operational programme on animal welfare has been delayed. An operational programme for
l99l-93 has ensured  the continuation of the scheme for improving vine-growin! structures
provided for in Regularion  (EEC) No 2239186.
In Spain two new operational  programmes  were adopted in 1992: the programme  for the
improvement  of agricultural production  conditions  in Melilla and the operational programme
for the banana sector in the Canaries, designed to improve the conditions  of productlon  and
competition. The implementation of the operational  programmes focusing on the improve-
ment of agricultural production conditions, irrigation and land consolidation,  una th.
common measure for the development of agriculture  (Regulation (EEC) No l1l3/88,r)
have made good progress.
A transfer of ECU 54 million from the ERDF has reinforced  the application  of Regulations
(EEC) Nos 866/90  and 867/90 on the processing and marketing  of igricultural anJforestry
products, and another transfer of ECU 37 million was made for the operational prog.u-r.rl
on the cessation of agricultural activity.
In ltaly the measures for the eight regions of the Mezzogiorno  are concerned  principally  with
agricultural resources (development  of new crops, restructuring and developmeni  oftradi-
tional crops) and rural development  (infrastructures,  land consolidation,  afforestation.  farm
tourism and rural handicrafts).
An important support measure for agricultural  advisory  services was successfully  imple-
mented in parallel with research  on the quality of traditional products. In some cases there
were difficulties with the spending programme,  which may have delayed implementation.
In the French Objective I regions an operational  programme  was adoptedin  1992 to assist
the banana, sugar cane and rum industries in the overseas departments  (Guadeloupe,
Martinique, R6union).
The Commission  decided on reprogramming  for Corsica because of the modification of the
Community  support framework  and the operational programme, in order to increase the
appropriations  for various measures  under Obiective 5a.
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Objective 5b
l5g. Objective 5b concems the development  of rural areas in difficulty which do not fall
within the scope of Objective 1. Objective  5b operational programmes are applied in 50 areas
representing iVo of the population and 17Vo of the area of the Community.
Structural  Funds' intervention was concentrated on the following five broad priorities:
(i)  diversification of the primary  sector;
(ii) development of non-agricultural sectors;
1iii.; development of tourisml
(iv) conservation and development of the natural  environment;
(v) development of human resources.
The Commission  encouraged  the adoption of irrtegrated  programmes' More than 7O7o of the
Objective 5b operational programmes  are multi-fund, which enables assistance from the
uuiiou5, Funds to be combined productively and guarantees that aid is concentrated  on
priority areas that can contribute significantly to developing the inherent potential of the
regions concerned.
In total, 75 operational programmes were financed in 1989-93 and received a total of ECU
2 607 million(ar  1989 prices) of Community aid. The table below shows the breakdown  by
Member State of this funding.
Community funding of Objective  5b
Breakdown  by Membe,r State and by Fund
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160. In Belgium implementation  of the operarrional programmes progressed well in 1993'  as
regards both measures for agricultural diversification and measures for developing  the
non-agricultural  sector. However, there were some difficulties  with the implementation  of the
forestry measures.RURAL DEVELOPMENT IO9
In Denmark  measures for developing  the non-agricultural sector made satisfactory progress.
Investments  were concentrated  on small and medium-sized enterprises and tourism proj-
ects.
In Germany village renovation measures, implemented by the public sector with private
investors participating,  were extremely  successful.  These measures provide an example of an
integrated approach.
In Spain the pace of implementation  of the operational  programmes was sustained in 1993.
This applies both to the measures implemented by the public sector, such as those for
agricultural infrastructures and services in the villages,  and to private projects for agricultural
diversification, tourism and the creation of small and medium-sized  enterprises.
In France the agricultural diversification projects provided appropriate  and profitable
alternative solutions as to how to complement  traditional  farming. Most of these projects
involved investments to improve  product quality and encourage  the development of farms. In
the non-agricultural sector there was much demand for investment in small and medium-
sized enterprises.
In Italy, after the operational  programmes  had started up, they accelerated significantly  in
1993 and excellent  use was made of Community funding. However,  there are still delays in
the progress of the operational programmes for three Italian regions, where implementation  is
fairly weak.
In the United Kingdom encouraging progress was made in 1993 in all priority areas, and in
particular in the development of human  resources, for which 95 to 100 7o of avatlable funding
was used.
161. Responsibility for implementing the programmes is exercised at regional level. The
monitoring committees meet at least twice a year for an updating on Objective 5b
programmes. Commission staff have managed to combine the management of Community
support frameworks and of the operational programmes  within a single committee, thus
reducing administrative costs to a minimum and providing coordination of the different
Funds.
On 26 January 1994 the Commission  adopted the new list of Objective 5b areas for
1994-99,r which represent 8.27o of the population of the Community and 26.6Vo of its
territory. The total funding available for this new phase is ECU 6 296 million at 1992 prices
(including Community initiatives).
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Community initiatives  and new measures
162. The Leader initiative,  with a grant of ECU 450 million, is more specifically focused
on rural development  at local level. It provides for the financing and implementation of
collective  development measures undertaken  by rural communities  themselves.  This initiative
has aroused considerable  interest and is providinLg funding fot 217 local groups. These groups
began operating in lgg2, with the exception of those in Greece and ltaly, which were
launched in 1993.
The Leader network operates in such a wa)/ as to enable local groups to share their
experience and communicate what they have l'oarnt to a wide public'
In 1993, in the Objective  1 regions and, to ur lesser extent, in Objective 5b regions, the
EAGGF  Guidance  Section continued to participate in the financing of Interreg initiatives
(cross-border cooperation between regions located on internal frontiers, revitalization of the
economies of regions located on the Community's  external frontiers),  Envireg initiatives
(improvement  of the environment  in coastal areas) and REGIS initiatives (socio-economic
integration of the most remote regions). In a<ldition, specific programmes  catered for the
.ori ..-ot" regions (Poseidom  for the French overseas departments,  Poseican for the
Spanish Canary Islands and Poseima for the Portuguese islands of Madeira and the
Azores).
Under the heading of Community initiatives  aLnd under Afiicle 8 of Regulation (EEC) No
4256188,1 41 pilot projects were financedin  lSr92 for a total of ECU 22.6 million. From the
first tranche for 1993, 15 pilot projects were fi.nanced for a total of ECU 9.2 million out of
the ECU 30 million  available.
Accompanying measures
163. The measures  accompanying  the CAP reform which were approved in 1992 were
initiated after the detailed rules for the submission of programmes and for their content had
been clarified.
The Member  States have submitted to the Cornmission  programmes for the implementation
of these measures, of which:
(i)  7JJ concern production methods compatible  with the requirements of the protection of
the environment and the maintenance oI'the countryside,  provided for in Regulation
(EEC) No 2018192:
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(ii) 52 concem the Community aid scheme for forestry  measures in agriculture,  provided for
in Regulation  (EEC) No 2080/92; and
(iii) nine concern the Community aid scheme for eady retirement from farming, provided for
in Regulation  (EEC) No 2079/92.
Environment
164. Under Regulation (EEC) No 2328191,  several Member States (Denmark, Germany,
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,  the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) established  aid
schemes for the protection  of the environment  and maintenance  of the countryside in certain
sensitive areas.
In 1993 part of these aid schemes was integrated in the CAP agro-environmental  programmes
after they had been approved  under the conditions provided for in Regulation (EEC) No
2078/92 on agricultural production methods compatible with the requirements of the
protection of the environment  and the maintenance of the countryside.
Forestry measures
165. The application of Title VIII of Regulation (EEC) No 2328191 regarding forestry
measures on agricultural holdings was continued in 1993. Eight regional programmes
containing forestry  measures were approved  by the Commission for Bavaria (Germany),
Murcia (Spain), Liguria, Emilia-Romagna,  Lombardy, Valle d'Aosta, Apulia, Sicily (Italy)
and Madeira (Portugal). They supplement  and adopt at regional level provisions that had
already been approved at national level.
With the exception of Luxembourg, all the Member States have efficient arrangements  for
applying  the forestry measures for the afforestation  of agricultural land and the improvement
of wooded  areas. An increase in the maximum amounts eligible was granted to Germany,
Denmark, Greece, Italy and the United Kingdom. An annual  premium  per hectare of wooded
land on agricultural holdings,  designed to compensate  for the loss of income resulting from
the cessation of agricultural activity, was introduced in Germany,  Greece, France, Ireland,
Italy, Portugal  and the United Kingdom.
Community intervention in this field was considerably  increased by Regulation (EEC) No
2O8Ol92  (forestry  measures in agriculture), which was included  in the measures accompany-
ing the CAP reform. The 52 programmes referred to are designed  to adapt these measures to
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As part of its specific measures for the protectiorr of forests against  atmospheric pollution, the
Commission  adopted Regulation  (EEC) No 92(;/93 r laying down certain detailed rules for
the implementation  of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3528186,2  which provides  in
particular for the establishment of a Community  network for the intensive monitoring  of
forest ecosystems and of a Community  inventory of forest soil conditions. In the same
context, the Commission  published, in close cooperation with the United Nations Economic
Commission  for Europe, its sixth repoft on the state of forests in Europe.
In the context of the implementation  of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2158192 of 23 July
1992 on the protection  of the Community's  forssts against fire,3 the Commission  approved
the lists of high- and medium-risk  areas and the plans for protecting forests against fire
submitted by the Member States.
In 1993 the Commission granted financial  assistance of ECU 14.5 million to projects
submitted by Member States for the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution and
fire.
At international  level the Commission  repre,sented the Community at the Ministerial
Conference  on the Protection of Forests in Europe held in Helsinki on 16 and 17 July. At the
Conference  it signed four resolutions on the susl.ainable management  of European forests, the
preservation of biological  diversity in forests, lbrestry cooperation with European countries
whose economies  are in transition and the long-term adjustment of forests to climatic
changes.
Early retirement
166. A new Community aid scheme for early retirement from farming was instituted by
Regulation (EEC) No 20791,92.a Its objectiver is to enable really efficient restructuring.
Community parf-financing is only granted if the land released by the farmer taking early
retirement:
(i) is transferred  to one or more persons whose main occupation is farming and whose
holdings are thereby significantly  enlarged; or
(ii) is taken over by a person setting up as head of the holding released by the transferor, who
significantly  increases the size of the holding.
Unlike the two other accompanying measures, this scheme is optional.  Member  States are not
obliged to apply it.
I OJ L 100, 26.4.1993, p. l.
2 OI L 326,2l.l  L1986, p. 2.
3 OJ L 217,31.7.1992, p. 3. t oJ L 215, 30.7.1992.:.I. RURAL DEVELOPMENT I 13
Agro-environmental, forestry and early retirernent programmes
submitted under the measures  accompanying in the CAP reform
Member  State
Number  of prognmmes
Agro-environmental Frrrestry Eariy retiremenl
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Agricultural research
167. The implementation of the Community  1989-93 research  programme  in the field of
the competitiveness of agriculture and the management of agricultural resources  I
(CAMAR) was continued  during 1993.
A brochure published in 1993 provides a summary and activity report on each of the 80
research  and technological  development projects in the CAMAR  programme.
This programme  covers a wide range of research  activities, whose broad objectives  are:
(i)  to help farmers adapt to the situation created by overproduction,  and to the restrictive
policy on prices and markets;
(ii) to maintain the income levels of farms and encourage structural  reforms, while at the
same time controlling  production and reducing costs;
(iii) to take charge of, and improve, the situation of farming in relation to the situation on the
markets in all regions  whose development  is lagging behind;
(iv) to conserve natural resources  and the countryside;
(v) to develop agricultural information  services and infrastructures  in order to improve the
dissemination  of the research  results within the Member States and between them.
I  OJ L 58, 7.3.1990.114 RURAL DEVELOPMENT
At the same time, the AIR specific  research programme for technological  development  and
demonstration in agriculture,  horticulture, forestry, and fisheries and aquaculture, which was
launched in 1992, is being continued. In the agricultural  sector 45 projects were already
under way in the middle of 1993 and 94 shared-cost  research projects and concerted
measures have been selected for 1993-94  funding.
This programme's  specific criteria are as follorvs:
(i)  consideration of the market; the projectr; must have the objective of meeting  the
qualitative and quantitative  requirements of the market and consumers, and must
propose applications  that are practicable  in economic  terms;
(ii) quality: the projects must concentrate on improvements  in the quality of production
methods and products;
(iii) multidisciplinary approach: the projects must' in so far as is possible,  adopt an
integrated and systematic multidisciplinarlr  approach; and
(iv) relevance  to Community policies: the proj,es1s must have a cleat and direct relationship
to Community policies, and in particular to the common agricultural policy.
The AIR and CAMAR programmes encourage  seminars  and workshops and the granting  of
loans for training and researcher  mobility.V  Financing of the CAP in 1gg3
168. Some budgetary repercussions will follow from the reform of the CAp which, it
should be recalled, is intended to promote more competitive  agriculture  at lower prices, with
compensation granted to farmers in accordance with the arrangements  for reducing
production, and to take greater account of environmental  needs.
The Commission  has pointed out that equitable compensation to producers for lower prices
will initially result in higher budget expenditure,  justifiable if the resrrucruring of tn.
common agricultural policy from first principles is to be achieved. If the new provisions
become fully operational in 1997, EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure  forecast for that
year should be significantly less than it would have been had the measures  prior to the reform
of the CAP been maintained.
It should be stressed that any estimate of future expenditure on agriculture should be made
with some caution. Many unforeseeable factors, both internal and external, including  the
ecu/US dollar exchange  rate, may influence expenditure during the'period in question. The
problems associated with establishing precise forecasts  are increased  to a great extent by the
CAP's significant change in direction, necessitating a fundamental  adjustment to the
mechanisms in force up to now.
T eaving aside the budgetary implications of the modification of the common organization of
the oilseed market, which has already been applied, the principal financial effects of the
reform of the CAP will not be felt until the 1993/94  marketing  year, i.e. the 1994 financial
year.
169. The 1993 financial year, like previous  ones, will continu6 to be subject to the
requirements  of budgetary discipline and to compliance in particular  with the guideline which
was the outcome of the agreement  reached  at the February 1988 European Council meeting
in Brussels and extended to 1999 on the same bases at the December  1992 EuroDean Council
meeting in Edinburgh
In order to curb CAP expenditure,  the guideline restricts its annual rate of increase.
In contrast with previous years, the 1993 guideline  includes not only all agricultural spending
falling under the EAGGF  Guarantee Section, but also expenditure  relating to the commoi
organization  of the fisheries market, set-aside,  income aid and accompanying  measures. OnI16  FINANCING  OF THE CAP IN 1993
the other hand, repayments to the Member States of expenditure for the depreciation of
stocks of agricultural products" and under specific measures for the disposal of butter from
public stocks (Chapter 80-10) are no longer being made'
The general  trend in EAGGF Guarantee  Section expenditure  since 1989 can be summarized
as follows:
The guideline for 1993 was-fixed  at ECU 36651 million; the initial budget for this year
prouiied for appropriations amounting  to ECU :\4 052 million, not including the appropria-
tions entered into the monetary reserve (ECU I trillion). This amount was increased by ECU
I 884 million subsequent to tire adoption of preliiminary  draft supplementary and amending
budget (pDSAB) No ytSS: in Marih 1993: it should be emphasized  that while part of this
incrlease,was justified by regulatory and technical amendments, the bulk of it (ECU 1 150
million) refleits the impactlf  monetary  modifications within the EMS in September and
November 1992 andJanuary  1993. The PDSAB was supplemented  by two amending letters
to take into account the currency movements  of May 1993, the differences between the
lgg3/g4 price decisions and the hypotheses  on rvhich the PDSAB was based, and measures
relating io the clearance of u..ountt. The total appropriations entered for the EAGGF
Guarantee  Section  thus amount to ECU 35 352 rnillion, leaving a margin of ECU 1 305 mil-
lion in relation to the guideline.
EAGGF-Guarantee
(ntillkn ECUI
| !)89 I 990 t99  | t992
Guideline
Expenditure  financed  within the guideline
Total expenditure


















The nomenclature of the following chapters has changed:
Guarantee  Fund for fisheries  (Chapter Bl-26)
Set-aside(Chapter  B I -40)
Income aid (Chapter Bl-41)
Accompanying  measures (Chapter B1-50)
The ECU I billion appropriation  entered as a provisional  monetary  reserve is intended  to
offset the impact of iigniiicant  and unexpected movements in the US dollar/ecu exchange
rate as compared with the rate used when the budget was prepared. This reserve is not
included  in the guideline.
If the trend in the US dollar/ecu exchange rate is favourable' the savings made in the
Guarantee Section are transferred to the monetaly  reserve' up to a limit of ECU I billion' In
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Guarantee Section  headings. Transfers  to and from the monetary reserve take place only
where costs or savings exceed a thresholcl of ECU 400 million.
In application  of these provisions,  no transfer to or from the monetary reserve  took place in
1993, since the ECU 400 million threshold  was not reached.
The EAGGF and its financial resources
170. The EAGGF is an integral part of the Community budget and its appropriations  are
therefore fixed according  to budgetary procedures as with other Community eipenditure.
The agricultural  policy also generates revenue in the form of sums received under the market
organizations.  This revenue, which forms part of the Community's  own resources,  consists
of:
(i) levies: these are variable charges on imports from third countries of agricultural  products
covered by a common organization  of the market and are designed  to compensate for the
difference  between world market prices and the agreed price levels within the Commun-
ity;
(ii) payments  collected under the common organization  of the market in sugar comprising  the
production levy on sugar and isoglucose production, the storage levy for sugar and the
additional  elimination levy. These levies ensure that the farmers and sugar manufacturers
finance the cost of disposing of surplus Community  sugar over and above the
Community's  domestic  consumption.
Trends in revenue
Receipts from the Community's  own resources under  the common  agricultural policy
(nlillbo ECU)
Type ol recejpt I 989 i 990 t99 | t992 | 993 1991 l
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Total 2 664.3 2 084.0 2163.0 2 209.2 2 488.-5 2 265.6
I  1993 budget  (OJ L 31. 8.2.1993)  as amended  by Council DSAB  No l/93 of 23.9.1993. I  Council DPB of 22.7.1993.
Inr'lurling th^c^eliminution  levy amounting  to ECU 89.3 million in 1989, ECU 84.9 miltion in 1990, ECU t6.5 miltion in l99l and Ecu t.l
nrrllron  In 1992.  rnd thc rddtrioml elinrination levy amounting  to ECU  175.5 million  in 1989. ECU - 19.9 million  in 1990. ECU 30.7 million in 1991. ECU 0.9 million in t992. ECU il6.9 niiltion in lE93 and ECU 90.9 million in t994.
It should be noted that other sources of agricultural income are considered to be the result of
measures to stabilize the agricultural markets and are therefore directly deducted  from
agricultural expenditure for the financial  year in question in the sectors  concerned.118 FINANCING OF THE CAP IN 1993
under the market organizations  for milk and milk products, until I April 1993, and for
cereals,  producers puid u 
"o-r"rponsibility 
levy and if milk production quotas are exceeded
producers  pay an a-dditional tevy. ttris revenue does not form part of the Community's own
resources and is considered  to be a result of the measures to stabilize the agricultural markets
and is paid into the budget  chapter where the expenditure is incurred' These funds were used
to cover the cost of disposing o1 surpluses in those sectofs and' in the milk products sector' to
finance  specific  measures.
At 30 June 1993, this financial contribution amournted  to ECU 182 million for milk and ECU
4.4 million for cereals (for which the co-responrsibility levy has also been abolished)'
The breakdown of 1993 budget appropriations for the EAGGF Guarantee Section by sector
and by economic nature is given in Tables 3.4..1 and 3.4.4 (in the statistical annex)'
Of the total 1993 general budget of the Europr3an Communities'  which amounts to ECU
66 869 million (in payment  appropriations),  ECU 35 352 million (excluding the monetary
reserve), or 54.47o, werc allocated to the EAG(;F Guarantee Section'
The EAGGF Guarantee section
171. Essentially the EAGGF Guarantee  Section finances expenditure on the common
organization  of the agricultural markets:
(i) refunds on exports to third countries;
(ii) measures to stabilize  agricultural markets.
Depending on the product, the latter may take th,e form of production  aid or premiums,  price
compensatory measures,  compensation for the twithdrawal of products  from the market or
storage aid.
However, over the past few years and in particu,Lar  as a result of the reform of the CAP' the
EAGGF Guarantee  Section has been used to finance in whole or in part measures which go
beyond the organization  of the agricultural markets in the strict sense' such as: the
distribution  of agricultural products to deprive,C persons in the Community' measures to
combat fraud and to promoie quality, information  on rural development,  the set-aside of
arable land and appropriations  intended to cover agricultural expenditure in respect of both
crop and animal products incurred under the new measures whose purpose is to compensate
forifre geographii isolation  of the French overseas departments (Poseidom), Madeira  and the
AzoreslPoieima), the Canary Islands (Poseican) and the Aegean islands' Mention should
also be made, in the context of tft" C,A'p reform. of the measures to aid producers of certain
arable crops, measures relating to environmental  protection and the upkeep of the country-
side, aid for early retirement from farming an,J aid for forestry  measures on agricultural
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Changes  to the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee  Section
172. In the first half of 1993, the rules goveming  the EAGGF Guaranree Section underwent
the following changes:
(i)  Commission  Regulation  (EEC) No 3887/92 of 23 December 1992r laying down
detailed rules for applying the integrated  administration  and control system for certain
Community aid schemes.
(ii) Council Regulation  (EEC) No 15'71193 of 14 June 19932 amending Regulation  (EEC)
No 1883/78 laying down general rules for the financing of interventions by the
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee Section.
(iii) Council Regulation (EEC) No l99ol93 of 19 July 1993: amending Regulation  (EEC)
No 1442188 on the granting, for the 1988/89 to 1995/96 wine years, of permanenr
abandonment premiums  in respect of wine-growing  areas.
(iv) Council Regulation (EEC) No 1992/93 of 19 Juty 1993+ transferring  the financing of
certain aids provided for in Regulations (EEC) Nos 1096/88 and 2328191 from the
EAGGF Guidance Section to the EAGGF Guarantee  Section and amending Regulation
(EEC) No 2328/9I as regards part-financing of the system to encourage  the set-aside of
arable land.
Public storage
173. As indicated in Table 3.4.5 (in the statistical  annex), the book value of public stocks
increased slightly during 1992.
It rose from ECU 2 672 mlllion on 3l December l99l to ECU 2 814 million on 3l
December 1992, a rise of 57o, much weaker than the 247o increase between 1990 and
1991.
Changes  in stock quantities varied greatly, and included:
(i)  a major increase in cereal stocks ( +27 7o), principally  stocks of common wheat, barley,
durum wheat, maize and sorghum; only rye stocks fell;
(ii) a sharp fall in stocks of milk products ( - 67 %o), in particular stocks of milk powder and,
to a lesser extent, butter. Only Grana padano stocks increased, but it should be noted
that public storage of this cheese only began recently, in l99l; and
(iii) a slight increase in beef stocks.
I OJ L 391.3t.t2.t992. r oJ L 154, 25.6.t993.
3 0J L 182, 24.7.1993.
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During the first months of 1993 the situation changed  slightly, and in June 1993 only stocks
of common  wheat, fodder, barley and, above all, maize, had increased significantly.
Clearance of accounts
174. The clearance of the EAGGF Guarantee Section accounts represents the definitive
recognition  of expenditure incurred by Member  States under the common  agricultural  policy,
aftei verification  of the annual claims and after: on-the-spot  checks in respect of various
files.
In 1993 rhe Commission scrutinized l99l expenditure amounting to ECU 31.6 billion. At the
same time checks began at the disbursing agencies on expenditure  claimed for the 1992
financial year.
Details of the clearance procedure are published every year by the Commission in its
Financial Report on the EAGGF Guarantee Section. 
I
Enquiries and irregularities: stepping up the fight against fraud
t75. In 1993 the Commission continued its activities in the fight against fraud in the
agricultural sector.
The Commission's role consists essentially in coordination  and monitoring, as well as
encouraging the monitoring  carried out by Menrber States. The Commission may require
them to initiate enquiries in this connection,  and may pafiicipate in these enquiries or itself
carry out the necessary  checks.
Establishment of an integrated  administration and control system in the
context of the reform of the CAP
176. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3508/922 establishing an integrated administration
and control system for certain Community  aid schemes essentially covers both the crop
sector and the livestock sector. It is based orL computerized databases and on-the-spot
administrative checks, supplemented  where necessary by airborne or spaceborne remote
sensing  checks; the Community will part-finance  the introduction of the computerized  and
checking  structures  over a period of three years, contributing up to 50 Vo of the expenditure
incurred. The Commission adopted the detailed rules for applying  this Regulation on 23
December 1992.3
I Twenty-second  Financial Report 1992 (COM(93)  517 final).
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Commission  agents have made several visits to Member States to study the implementation
of the integrated  system with the services concerned and to solve proble.t ihat arise in
connection  with the application of the system.
Remote sensing has been used systematically  in the implementation  of the integrated system
and in the context of more intensive monitoring, in particular with a view to prevention.
Application  of legislative meesures  regarding control
177. The Commission  has been closely monitoring the application of Community legisla-
tion aiming to improve the technical facilities and staffing of Member  State rnonitoring
agencies.  At the same time it has made a financial contribution to the costs of stepping up
controls.
The Regulations principally concemed in this connection  are: Regulation (EEC) No
4045189 I on a posteriori administrative checks, which provides that controls should be
concentrated  on risk sectors and on the most important  enterprises in terms of aid received;
Regulation  (EEC) No 3Ol/912 which provides for reinforcing the monitoring of agricultural
exports receiving refunds and of certain intervention measures;  Regulation  (EEC) No
386/90r reinforcing  monitoring  at the time of export of agricultural products (checks on
5 7o minimum of export declarations). A Commission  report regarding the application  of the
last Regulation  has been submitted to the Council.
Improvement of the regulatory  framework  and methodologlt  of c.ontrols
178. tn 1993 the Commission continued its efforts to revise and simplify agricultural
legislation in order to reduce risks of fraud which might result from legislation that is too
complex  or difficult to apply. Simplification  was achieved principally  with regard to expoft
refunds on milk products and mutton and lamb.
The Commission  began introducing the idea of risk analysis to the Member States at the end
of 1991, and went on to work on applying the principle at a sectoral level and putting it into
practice. Member States showed a very positive attitude.
Investigations  and special checks
179. Several cases of irregularities and fraud were investigated  by the Commission in a
number of Member  States. These investigations  were carried out under Regulation  (EEC) No
129/70, Article 9, and Regulation (EEC) No 595/91, Article 6.
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At the same time, the Member States detecterJ  irregularities  and reported them to the
commission,  under Regulation (EEC) No 595/91, Articles 3 and 5. The number of cases
reported in 1993 was significantly  higher than in 1992'
Specffic control measLtres
l80. In 1993 the agencies responsible for monitoring the olive oil industry' set up pursuant
to Regulation (EEC) No 226i184,r canied out a large number of checks on olive oil
produ-tion  and marketing,  and detected several :trregularities'
Community bodies responsible for monitoring in the wine and fruit and vegetable sectors
carried oui several operations and helped to reduce irregularities in these markets.
Expenditure on agricultural markets in 1993
lgl.  The outturn of the 1993 budget-correspc,nding to expenditure in the Member States
from t6 october 1992to 15 Octobir 1993-shows a surplus of appropriations  of ECU 760
million.
On the basis of information supplied by the Me'mber States,  aggregate  expenditure  for the
1993 financial year totalled ECU 34 592 million, compared with the ECU 35 352 million for
1993 appropriations  provided for in the supplerrentary  and amending budget.
Having regard to the carryover of appropriations proposed  to the budgetory authority' the real
underutiliiation will be ECU 25i million, i.e. 0.7 7c of the EAGGF Guarantee  Section
budget.
Since 1989 the early warning  system has enabled  a monthly comparison to be made between
the budget estimates and the actual rate of expenditure  chapter by chaptel so that
discrepancies  can be explained  and appropriate  measures proposed'
The chapters showing a significant difference  in 1993 between the appropriations  entered in
the budget (SAB) and actual expenditure  are the following:2
(a) Chapters where there is an underutilization of appropriations:
Sheepmeat and goatmeat,  tobacco, pigmeat, food aid and the Poseidom, Poseima and
Poseican programmes;
I  OJ L 208 of 3.8.1984.
,  Co-*irrion  Reporr  No l2193  to the budgetary authority  on EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure  (SEC(93) 1976
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(b) Chapters where there is an overrun of appropriations:
Cereals and rice: this is due to intervention buying-in exceeding  estimates as a result of
operafors anticipating  the implementation  of the CAP reform; also the end-of-year  deprecia-
tion was greater on account of the drop in world wheat prices, a lower volume of purchases
by the Russians and the Chinese and aggressive US policy on the world cereals market;
Oils and fats and more particularly olive oil because of payments in Italy of amounts
outstanding from production aid in earlier years;
Protein crops: the main reason for this overrun was expenditure  on dried fodder resulting
from the increase in production,  the level of aid and the falt in the world price. Production of
peas and field beans also exceeded estimates  and payments had to be switched from 1992 to
1993 following a late harvest;
Poultry: on account of an increase in the quantities  exported and despite the cut in
refunds.
The EAGGF Guidance  Section
182. Financing by the EAGGF Guidance Section has gradually  changed  since the Structural
Fund reform became operational on I January 1989. An increasing  proportion of aid is
granted as part-financing of operational programmes  (40Vo of total aid in 1991, 457o in
1992). This is the preferred form of Structural  Fund financing, involving multiannual
programming  and devolving a great deal of responsibility to the Member States.
On 20 July 1993 the Structural Fund Regulations were renewed  by the Council  for the period
1994-99. The changes introduced  are designed  to consolidate the principles  governing  action
in the first period following  reform and also to simplify  procedures to some extent. For
instance, the provisions governing Objective 5a measures, of Community-wide application,
are amended to make programming  procedures  (e.g. in the case of processing and marketing
of agricultural products, covered by Regulation (EEC) No 866/90) less cumbersome and
financial mechanisms harmonize.
In 1992 Community aid schemes (indirect measures), where the Member State is also
responsible for implementation, still absorbed a significant share of Guidance Section
funding. This category includes Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 (farm improvement  plans,
compensatory allowances, etc.), by itself accounting for 32Vo of the total assistance granted
in 1992.
Direct funding of individual  projects,  on the other hand, is restricted to a few very limited
cases: demonstration and pilot projects and part of the Integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes.124 FINANCING OF THE CAP IN 1993
Financing
183. EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure b)' Member State for the years 1988 to 1992
was as follows:
EAGGF Guidance  Section expenditure  (commitment appropiations)
(millkrt  ECU)










































































I r 180.000 | 46t.991 | 925.616 2 408.  I s9 2 814.814
I  Not including commitments  for Regulation  (EEC) No lti52/78  (fisheries).
It is also interesting to note the breakdown b'/ Structural Fund Objective. The EAGGF
Guidance Section provides  aid under
Objective I (regions lagging behind in developrnent),
Objective 5a (agricultural structures in all regions),  and
Objective 5b (rural development in certain limited areas).
Expenditure trend by Objective
jnilliut ECU)
Objective | 988 1989 1990 r99l t992
Objective  I (regions lagging behind)
Objective 5a (agricultural structures)





















Total l r80.000 1 16t.991 | 925.676 2 408.  l 59 2 874.814
I  Expenditure  under old measures  that cannot  be assigned to any ol the present Objectives
I  Estimate  based on regional  expenditure  stalistics.
Expenditure on Objective I was three times higher in 1992 than in 1988, in line with the aim
of concentrating  Structural  Fund effort in these regions.FINANCING OF THE CAP IN 1993 125
Expenditure  on Objective 5a has not greatly increased but on Objective 5b was markedly
higher in 1992 than in 1991. That on the transitional measures. in process of conclusion.  is
lower.
Expenditure  under Objectives I and 5b takes in both action covered by Community support
frameworks  and that taken under Community initiatives. For Objective I the latter accounted
for ECU 128.98 million (1.8Vo), of which Leader's share was ECU 63.5 million,  and for
objective 5b ECU 58.8 million (l2.3vo), of which Leader's share was 49.3 million.
Budget execution
184. For the EAGGF Guidance  Section  as a whole, execution  in 1992 was complete  for
both commitment appropriations  and payment  appropriations  \99Vol.
Appropriations  available in L992 amounted to ECU 2 897.1 million in commitments
(including ECU 4.6 million re-entered) and ECU 2802.2 million in payments (including an
additional amount of ECU 86.7 million).
For 1993 appropriations  amount to ECU 3 068 million in commitments (15.2 7o of total
Structural Fund appropriations)  and ECU 3 366 million for payments. As a result of the
adjustments decided in the transfers  as well as appropriations, these appropriations  were
increased  to ECU 3 099 million for commitments  and ECU 2 954 mlllion for payments. In
contrast to 1992, these amounts do not include the allocations to programmes  for the
outermost regions (ECU 20 million in 1993), entered under'Other structural operations'.  In
1994 these will again be included under the'Structural  Funds'heading.  Nor does the
commitment appropriations total include fisheries, which for Guidance Section financial
management  purposes  has been separate from agriculture since 1 January  1990. Appropria-
tions for the new German Ltinder pursuant to Regulation  (EEC) No 3575/90 are also
excluded.
1994 is the first year of the new programming  period (1994-99) and when the preliminary
draft budget  was drawn up no indication was available of the breakdown of appropriations by
Fund. This will be agreed with the Member  States in the partnership  framework  and a
breakdown  pro rata to that of the 1993 budget has therefore been given.Vl  External relations
Activities within GATT
185. In the context of the Uruguay Round,  the latter part of 1992 saw continued bilateral
discussions  between  the Community and the United States aimed at finding common ground
which would permit the reopening of the multilateral process of negotiations. A breakthrough
was made in November  1992 with the so-called  Blair House Agreement.  This dealt with
several outstanding issues under negotiation  and brought to an end the dispute over
oilseeds.
The key points arising from the Blair House Agreement were exemption from reduction
commitments  for the Community's  compensatory payments decided under the CAP reform,
globalization  of the commitment  on internal support, a peace clause and a reduction of 21 7o
in subsidized export volumes by both parties instead of the 24 7a foreseen by the Dunkel
Draft Final Act.
In December 1993, the United States and the EC agreed upon additional flexibility  on export
commitments  to take account, in particular, of the Community's concerns relating to stocks
and the impact of these commitments  on certain sectors  at the beginning of the implemen-
tation period (front loading). It was also agreed to extend the duration of the peace clause.
The Community agreed to provide improved access for certain products on the Community
market.
The Uruguay Round negotiations  were concluded on l5 December  1993.
In May 1993 a GATT panel report concluded  that the existing Community/Member States'
regime for bananas was not in conformity with GATT rules, This report is still under
discussion in the GATT Council. In June 1993 the GATT Council decided to establish  a new
panel to examine the conformity with the General Agreement of the new Community  regime,
which entered into force on I July 1993. At the request of Chile, the GATT Council
established, in September 1993, a panel to examine the compatibility  of the Community's
import regime for apples with the GATT.128 EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
Relations with the United States
186. As mentioned in paragraph 8 the Blair House Agreement  settled several outstanding
issues between  the United States and the Community. The oilseeds  dispute was resolved and
a solution was found to the problem of Community imports of US corn gluten feed and malt
sprout pellets. The Community  has already implemented the agreement concerning malt
sprout pellets, introducing a zero duty quota of 120 000 tonnes. The agreement on corn
gluten feed should be implemented  within the coming months.
The process of implementation  of the agreemer.lt on meat plant inspections  is progressing
satisfactorily  for both parties and full implementation  is expected  within the deadlines set out
in the agreement.
In the spirits sector, negotiations have been corrLpleted on reciprocal  protection of a number
of United States and Community appellations of distilled spirit.
Discussions in the wine sector are continuing. 'l'he prime objective of the Community is to
secure improvement  in the protection  of a number of its appellations of origin. For its part,
the United States is seeking EC authorization  frrr exports to the Community of wine made
according to its own oenological  practices.
The Community  has expressed its serious concern to the US authorities about recently
enacted US legislation concerning  domestic  content requirements in the tobacco sector.
Relations with Canada
187. As a result of the difficulties being exper:ienced by exports of Canadian wood to the
Communiry  (ECU 330 million) since 1990, Canada and the Community again joined forces
in September on a long-term  study of the pine nematode,  an endemic disease in the forests of
North America which the Member States are determined to keep out. To the satisfaction  of
both parties, this joint project puts flesh on the IIEC-Canada Framework  Agreement of 1976
and is in keeping with the spirit of the 1990 A.tlantic Declaration.
At the Community's  instigation, the long-stalle,d discussions between the Community  and
Canada on wine and spirit designations are expected to resume in the second half of 1994.
The aim remains the improved protection of Community names over and above that which
might be secured through the intellectual property chapter of any GATT agreement. The
complexities  of the Canadian market, in particuLlar its organization along federal lines, will
make this a long-term  exercise.EXTERNAL RELATIONS  129
Relations with industrialized  countries
188' Voluntary restraint agreements in the sheepmeat sector with New Zealand,and several
other countries, which were due to expire at the end of 1992, were extended for a further year
pending the completion and implementation  of the Uruguay  Round. Similarly,  arrangemlnts
for access to the UK market for New Zealand, butter on special terms were extended for a
further year.
The Commission  conducted negotiations with Australia, on the basis of guidelines laid down by the council, about an agreement on trade in wine based on the principles of
non-discrimination and reciprocity.
Bilateral contacts with Japan concentrated  on the lowering of non-tariff barriers and of
market access in general.
Relations with the countries of centrar and Eastern Europe
and the former USSR
189' In 1993, the Community concluded  Association Agreements with two more Central
and East European States - 
Romania and Bulgaria.  These Agreements are expected  to enter
into force in 1994' The related so-called interim agreements,  concurrently  signed but
covering only the commercial part of the overall agreement, entered into forie o-n t tttuy
1993 in the case of Romania  and on 3l December 1993 in the case of Bulgaria. As in the
case of the Agreements concluded last year with Hungary, poland und th. former
Czechoslovakia,  mutual concessions  on trade with agricultu.al products were agreed with a
gradual  increase  over a five-year period.
Following  the decision of the Copenhagen Summit in June 1993, the timing of the gradual
increase in EC trade concessions was brought forward by six months for all the countries
concerned.
Pursuant to the l99l Council decision, June and Jtly 1992 saw the completion of
negotiations  and the signing of loan agreements  between the Community and most of the
new independent States of the former Soviet Union. This allowed  access to an EC credit line
of ECU I 250 million for the purchase of food and medical supplies. This programme  was
implemented throughout 1993 and saw the inclusion of ttre Russian Federation and
Kazakhstan  in January  1993. By the end of the year only Azerbaijan  and Uzbekistan had not
signed loan agreements  with the Community.
In October 1992 the Council adopted directives for the negotiation of 'partnership and
cooperation  agreements' with the new independent States. These agreemenfs  confain
provisions for cooperation in the agricultural and agro-industrial  sector. ln 1993 theI3O EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
community  opened negotiations with the Russian Federation, Ukraine' Belarus and Kazakh-
stan.
As to the Baltic States, the copenhagen Summit  invited the commission to submit proposals
for converting  the existing  cooperation agreemenLts into free trade agreements'  The Commis-
sion has already r,*"J "pJi-inary  talis with the Baltic States pending the receipt of a
formal negotiating  mandate from the Council'
Relations with the EFTA countries
1g0. Although the Agreement on the Europearr r,"ono-i" Area (EEA) has not yet entered
into force, the Commrinity and Austria, Finlan6, Iceland, Norway and Sweden decided  to
implement provisionally, *lttt 
"ff"", 
from 15 April 1993, the bilateral agreements  conc,erning
certain arrangements  in the agricultural sector ligneA by those parties in Oporto on 2 May
t992.
It should be noted that, with the exception of the veterinary and plant health sectors and
measures  adopted for wine and spirit drinks, agriculture, like fisheries, is not formally subject
to the provisi,ons  of the EEA Ai.eement,  butip,ecific  solutions have been found in order to
strengt'hen agricultural trade beiveen the varioirs contracting  parties' It is in this light that'
purutLt to t[e EEA Agreement, a series of bilateral agricultural  agreements were signed
bet*"en the Community and the EFTA countries'
These arrangements,  which are referred to in Protocol  42 to the EEA Agreement,  have two
main objectives:
(i) to promote trade by developing the specilic tariff concessions laid down in existing
bilateral agreements;
(ii) to contribute to the achievement sf esen6rmic and social cohesion' one of the main
foundations of the European Economic Area'
To this end duty reductions and/or tariff quotas  have been mutually agreed in the following
sectors:
Cheese: Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden
Fruit and vegetable juices: Austria
Wine/alcohol: Austria
Meat: Austria, Finland, Sweden
Horticultural  Products: NorwaY
In addition, to achieve the cohesion  objective, the EFTA countries agreed to contribute  to the
reduction of social and economic disparities between the regions. To this end, specific
arrangements  provide for the complete ilimination  of customs duties by the EFTA countriesEXTERNAL  RELATIONS  I31
for products of particular economic  significance  to the Mediterranean  countries and Ireland
(vegetables, citrus fruits, spirit drinks, etc.).
Enlargement negotiations
191. The year 1993 saw the commencement  of negotiations  on the enlargement of the
European  Community: with Austria,  Finland  and Sweden on I February and with Norwav on
5 April.
The Commission  had previously delivered  favourable  opinions on membership applications
from the four countries: on I  August l99l for Austria, 3l July 1992 foi Sweden,
4 November 1992 for Finland and 24 March 1993 for Norway. No action was taken on
Switzerland's application as a result of the negative vote by the Swiss Confederation  on
6 December  1992 on ratification  of the EEA Agreement.
The first seven months of negotiations  were devoted to explaining to the four candidate
countries the Community patrimony in the agricultural sector (about one third of the
Community's secondary  legislation); these exploratory meetings provided the countries with
all the elements needed to prepare their negotiating positions. During the summer and
autumn of 1993 the countries  presented all their requests  concerning the sector. The
negotiations  within the ministerial conference commenced before the end of the vear.
Relations with Mediterranean countries
192. The Community and the Republic of Slovenia signed a cooperation  agreement.  This
agreement, which in essence contains the provisions of the previous agreement with the
former Yugoslavia,  opens the way for a future Europe Agreement similar to those concluded
with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
The Commission  presented  policy proposals to the Council with a view to completing the
customs  union between  the Community and Turkey planned for I January 1995. Turkey will
have to align its rules on trade in agricultural products more closely with that in force in the
Community before any liberalization of trade is possible.
The Community has recognized that relations with Israel should be strengthened  by updating
the 1975 agreement.  The Commission will transmit a draft brief to the Council in this resard.
Where agriculture is concerned,  recent developments  in Community  policies lreforir of
several market organizations, the GATT negotiations, revamped  Mediterranean policy) do not
permit an in-depth review of the provisions of the agreement but simply a number of
necessary  adjustments so that it is better adapted to market  realities.132 EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
As regards the Maghreb countries, exploratory  talks have been held between the Commission
and the Tunisian  and Moroccan  authorities with a view to concluding  new association
agreements  which will come into force in 1996. The Commission  has sent the Council the
draft negotiating  mandates  therefor.
Food aid
1g3. Apart from the aid granted to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the
Community  continued to uppty its own normal food aid programme restricted to developing
countries. At the beginning  oi the year, the Cotnmission  adopted a final decision fixing the
total quantities of food aid for 1993 and drew up a list of products.
This list comprises I 356 700 tonnes of cereals (the amount includes the Community's
contribution  to the 1986 Food Aid Convention),  50 000 tonnes of milk powder, 5 000 tonnes
of butteroil, 70 000 tonnes of vegetable oils an,il 15 000 tonnes of sugar and other products
(leguminous plants, beans, dried fish), worth a total of ECU 48 million.
provision was also made for a maximum amount of 125 435 tonnes, in cereal equivalent,  as
emergency food aid.
International  organizations
lg4. The Community also took an active part in the work of other international
organizations such as tire Food and Agriculture Organization  (FAO) and the Organization  for
Economic  Cooperation  and Development  (OECD).
Since the Community  became a member of the FAO in November 1991, it has fully
participated in numerous  meetings  of its variour; bodies dealing with agricultural policies and
.orn-oditi"t and food issues. It also participrslsd  as a full member in the International
Conference on Nutrition (ICN) which was organized jointly by the FAO and World Health
Organization (WHO) and was held in Rome in December 1992. The Conference  unani-
mo-usly approved the 'world declaration on nutrition' and the 'plan of action for
nutrition'.
As to the OECD, the Community  participate,d in the work of a number of committees
including the Committee  for Agriculture  and its working parlies, the Environmental
Committee and the Group of the Council on RuLral Development. The newly established joint
working party of the Committee for Agriculture and the Environment  Committee held its first
session in September  1993. When the OECD Council met on 2 and 3 June 1993, it also
addressed  the subject of agriculture. In their final communiqu6  ministers  underlined  the needEXTERNAL RELATIONS  I33
lor governments 'to pursue their efforts to promote agreed agricultural  reform, within a
comprehensive policy framework which addresses structuraf adjustment in the entire
agri-food sector, as well as rural development  and environmental questions, and which is
consistent with the multifunctional  character of agriculture'.
The Community continued to play an active role as a member of three agricultural
commodity otganizations 
- 
the Intemational  Olive Oil Council, the Internatio"nal Sugar
Organization  and the Intemational Wheat Council.
The Community also took an active part, assuming  the chairmanship of the Conference, held to negotiate a new international olive oil agreement which is dui to enter into fbrce on I January 1994, replacing the agreement of 19g6.Vll  Agricultural development
Statistical information
NB: For practical reasons the following  pages employ the continental  representation  of numbers,  i.e. one thousand two hundred  and
thirty-four  point five is represented as 1234,5 rather than the more conventional  1.234.5.Foreword
Codification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in a new codification,
established  on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has been given
a code with four digits, the first of which designates the subject to which the rable referJlsee
table of contents following this foreword):
l.  Conversion  rates,
2. Basic data,
3. Economic tables,
4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific
significance  varies from one field to another.
aspects of the field concerned  and their
For the tables concerning  the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard  codification for all
the products  has been used for these two digits:
(i) the second digit of the code designates  the agricultural product concemed,
(ii) the third digit refers to the nature of the statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,
-.-.1.- area, yields and production (crop products) or slaughterings and production
(livestock products),
-.-.2.- world production,
-.-.3.- external  trade.
-.-.4.- supply balance,
-.-.5.- prices (producer  prices,
-.-.6.- market  management,
-.-.9.- various.
market prices, consumer prices),
For certain sectors, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only some
are used (e.g' potatoes), either because the data needed are not availible or because  the
features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustive  presentation in a
general  document such as this, which, for considerations of space, can provide only the most
important information.T/4 FOREWORD
Remarks
1. Up to December 1987 this report used the SIIC Rev. 2, which was worked  out using the
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o (1979,1980,  1981)
a (1984,198s, 1986)
Marketing year, starting  in 1980 and endintr; in l98l
Percentage
Annual rate of change (7o)
Fomer German  Democratic  Republic included
- 
Curency
ECU  European currency  unit
EUA  European unit of account
u.a.  Gold parity unit of account
BFR  Belgian franc
DKR  Danish  crown
DM  German  mark
DR  Greek  drachma
ESC  Portuguese escudo
FF  French franc
HFL  Dutch guilder
IRL  Irish pound
LFR  Luxembourg  franc
LIT  Italian lira
PTA  Spanish peseta
UKL  Pound  sterling
USD  US dollar
NC  National cunency
- 
Other units
cif  Cost, insurance, freight
VAT  Value-added tu
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ha  Hectare
UAA  Utilized  agricultural area
LU  Livestock unit
ESU  European  size unit
FU  Fodder  unit
AWU  Annual work unit
TF  Type of farming
PPS  Purchasing  power standard
NUTS  Nomenclature  of territorial  units for statistics
Geographical  abbreviations
EC  European  Communities
EUR 9  Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR 10  Total of the Member States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12  All EC Member States (1986)
BLEUruEBL Belgo-LuxembourgEconomicUnion
DOM  French  overseas  departments
ACP  African,  Caribbean  and Pacific countries  partv to the Lorn6 Convention
FrfOM  Countries  and overseas territories of MembeiSrates  of the EC
Sources
Eurostat  Statistical Office  of the European  Communities
SITC  Standardintemationaltradeclassification(Eurostat)
Nimexe  Nomenclature  of produce  for the Community's  extemal trade statistics  and trade  between its Member
States (Eurostat)
ESA  European  system of integrated  economic  accounts (Eurostat)
FADN  Farm accountancy  data network (Commission of the European  Communities, Directorate-General  for
Agriculture)
OECD  Organization  for Economic Cooperation  and Development
FAO  Food and Agriculture  Organization  of the United Nations
UNRWA  United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF  Intemational Monetary Fund
GATT  General  Agreement  on Tariffs and Trade
Fefac  European  Federation  of Manufacturers  of Compound  Feedingstuffs
Fediol  Federation  of Seed Crushers  and Oil Prcessors  in the EEC
AIMA  Intervention Agency for the Agricultural  Mtrkets (Italy)
USDA  United States  Department  of AgricultureT/14 CURRENCY  UNITS  USED
Currency units used in this report
1. European  Monetary System  (EMS) - 
ecu
The EMS came into force on 13 March  1979 (Regulations  (tiEC) No 3180/78  and No 3l8l/78 of l8 December  1978).
With this system, the ecu was introduced  as the sole unit of account  for the Community. The definition  of the ecu is
identical  to that of the EUA (European unit of account, defined by Regulation  (EEC) No 250/75 of 2l April 1975) except
for a review clause allowing of changes in its composition. The ecu is a currency unit of the 'basket'  type made up of
specified  amounts of the currencies of the Member States  detr:rmined  mainly on the basis of the size of the economy  of
each  State.  The central rates used in the system ae rates fixed.  by the central  banks around which the mrket rates of the
EMS cunencies  may fluctuate within margins  at any given time.
2. The ecu in the common agricultural  policy
- 
Before  9 Apnl 1979, the unit of account used in the agricultural sector was the unit of account (u.a.) as defined by
Regulation  (EEC) No 129/62  and the representative  rates (green rates) were fixed by the Council.
- 
On 9 April, the ecu was also introduced  into the CAP (Regulation  (EEC) No 652/79) and its use was subsequently
renewed by Regulations  (EEC) No 1264/79,No  1011/80, ltlo 1523180 and No 876/81.  The agricultural prices and the
common amounts  are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative  rates) of the common amounts are
expressed  in ecus. The agricultural conversion  rates of th,: common prices into national cunencies are fixed by the
Commission.
- 
At the time of changeover from the u.a. to the ecu, on 9 April 1979, the common agricultural prices and amounts
expressed  in u.a. and converted into ecus were adjusted by a coefficient of 1,208953. Conversely,  the green rates were
adjusted by a reciprocal  coefficient of l/1,208953,  lezLving actual  price levels unchanged. For example, 100
u.a. x 3,40 = DM 340 becomes ECU l2l x 2,81 = DM 340.
- 
For the recording  of world  market  prices,  offer  prices  are converted  at the representative  market  rate.
According to context,  different cunency units have been used in this publication. The statistical  series in terms of value are
also calculated:
- 
at constant exchange  rates,  i.e. at the exchmge  rates obtaining during  a specific  period (e.g. 1980). These rates are used  to
eliminate the influences  of exchange-rate changes on a time series;
- 
at current  exchmge  rates (notably for external  trade).
To assist the user of this publication  wishing to convert  units ef account into national  currencies and conversely,  Tables 1.0.1,
1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller infomation is given in specialized  publications of the Commission of the
European Communities.OBSERVATIONS  ON STATISTICAL  METHOD T/15
Observations on statistical method
A - 
Statistics on external trade - 
explanatory note
Council Regulation  (EEC) No 1736175,  of 24 June  1975, on the external  trade statistics  of the Community and srarisrics of
trade between Member States, includes  provisions to ensure that data are not recorded  twice
(i) when goods from a non-member  country are first brought  into a Member  State,  that Member  State  must record the imDort
according  to the origin  of the goods;
(ii) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation  (for example clearance for consumption)  and subsequently imported  into
another Member State, the latter must record  the goods according to the Member State from which ihey were
received.
However,  to satisfy national  requirements,  the Member  States  may, if they wish, operate  in puallel with the above system  the
arangements  they applied previously;  this means that a Member  State's national data may be substantially  different from the
data supplied  by Community  sources.
For the calculation of the intra-Community  trade of the Community  as a whole  in the supply balances, there were two
possibilities:  the sum of the Member  States' intra-Community exports  (calculation  on the basiJof goods leaving)  or the sum
of the Member  States' intra-Community  imports (calculation  on the basis of entries). Eurostat has chosen  the second
alternative.  Also, exports to non-member  countries  in the supply balances of the Community  as a whole are calculated  by
deducting  intra-Community trade from Member States'  total exports.
As a result,  there may be discrepancies between the extemal trade data given in the supply  balances and those given in the
specific  external  trade tables.
Users must also allow for a break in the series  of Community external  trade statistics in 1977 , the date on which Resulation
(EEC) No 1736175  entercd, into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating  to the external trade ofthe Community ofTwelve from reference year 1985 use the
same source  for all the Member  States (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous  period  may have  been obtained
from the Community  statistics  for the Community of Ten and from other sources for the new Member States.
B - 
Annual rate of change (7o TAY)
The annual rate of change (symbol: Vo TAY) is used throughout this report for the calculation over periods of time of
changes in a given aggregate. It measures the compound  mnual average increase or reduction, as a percentage, of the
variable  concerned from a base year (T in the following equations).





statistic  for year T + N
statistic  for year T )-,.,] 
tffi =  qo76y
Where the annual  rate of change is calculated  over only two successive years, N = I and the formula becomes:
statistic  for year T+ I
]-'* 
=%rAY ,* " I statistic  for year TT116  OBSERVAT]ONS  ON STATISTICAL  METHOD
3. The following series illustrates  the use of this formula:
1970
















lO.OVoCLASSIFICATION  OF EUROSTAT PUBLICATIONS T/17
Most of the statistics in the tables have been provided by the Statistical  Office of the European Communities  (Eurostat).  For
longer  and more  detailed  series, the user should  refer to the following Eurostat  publications:
Classification  of Eurostat publications
Theme
l. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population  and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry (blue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries  (green)
6. Foreign  trade (red)
7. Services and transport  (orange)
9. Miscellaneous  (brown)
Series
A Yearbooks
B Short-term  trends
C Accounts,  surveys and statistics
D Studies and analyses
E Methods
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1.0.2 Conversion  rates  (1)



















BFR I 000 =ECU
DKR I 000 =ECU
DM I 000 =ECU
DR I OOO =ECU
PTA I 000 =ECU
FF1000 =ECU
IRL I 000 =ECU
LIT I OOO =ECU
LFR I OOO  =ECU
HFL I 000 =ECU
ESC1000  =ECU

































































0,1  - 3,1
- o,4  1,8
- 1,2  0,9
- 1,0  - 3,8
1,0  1,5
1,4  I,6
_5 |  1)
- 2,9  - 5,0
USA USD I 000 =ECU 13 10,460 907,&7 785,281 806,998 770.357 - 7,8  - 4,5
So{rc€ j EC Commission,  Directorate-ceneral for Agriculture
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f;NC (Mio) 70 TAV on the basis of data
in national currencies  at 1985 prices
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3,1  I 1,1
0,6  - 4,2
xx







1,6  - 6,0
0,7  1,3
6562  6558  3,3  100'0
5201  6459  3,3  100'0
24049  26722  13,5  100'0
t1257  8616  4,4  100'0
25953  23840  l2,l  100'0
44458  44905  22,7  100'0
4690  4420  2,2  100'0
38160  37793  l9,l  100'0
188  189  0,1  100'0
16032  16012  8,1  100,0
4786  3577  1,8  100'0
20243  1,8411  9,3  100'0
Consumptlon
of inputs
































0,9  - 1,5
2,6  0,8
XX
I f  -9  t
-0,9  - 1,1
3850  3849  4,3  58'7
2872  3566  4,0  55'2
13080  14534  16,4  54'4
2818  2157  2,4  25'0
12792  ll75r  13,3  49'3
20245  20449  23,1  45,5
1919  1809  2'0  40'9
1M81  10380  lr,7  z'7,5
82  83  0'1  43,7
8045  8035  9,1  50,2
2495  1864  2,1  52'r



















































2712  2710  3,7  4t,3
2329  2892  3,9  44,8
10968  12188  L6,6  45,6
8438  6301  8,6  73,1
13162  12090  16,5  50,?
24211  24456  33,3  54,5
2771  26tt  3,6  59,1
27679  27413  37,3  72,5
105  106  0,1  56,1
7987  7977  10,9  49,8
2292  l't t3  2,3  47,9
9568  8731  I 1,9  47,3
Net value-added


























0,8  - 7,3
_15  -14<
0,5  - 6,0
13,6  x
XX
15  -t  4
5,8  17,8
2,4  - 6,1
- 0,5  4,3
- 0,3  - 10,5
7,0  - 6,5
a\  5)
2315  2313  2,5  35,3
1580  t96t  2,t  30,4
8172  9080  9,7  34,0
9029  6910  7,4  80,2
13548  21442  13,3  52,2
21210  21424  22,9  47,7
2802  2640  2,8  59,7
21787  2t577  Z3,l  57,L
90  9t  0,1  4'1,9
5812  5804  6,2  36,2
2494  1864  2,0  52,1
8067  736\  7,9  399
3.1.4 Situation of the (t)
(a) final agricultural  Production




(r) The figures de calculaEd from  series rccording to recording net of VAT
(z) In thousand  million lire.
(r) TAV at curent  prices.
gross value-added of agriculture
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3.1.5Finalagricu|turalproduction,cropproductionandlivestockproduction(3)
1992 % TAV (')
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- 1,5  - 18,6
1,1  0,5



































- 0,6  -Z'Z
XX
3,8  3,6
0,5  1,9THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY  T/33
3.1.5 (cont.)
1992 % TAV  (r)
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- 2,r  - 34,6































- 1,5  2,7
XX




- 1,8  r,2
1,7  0,9
XX
0,0  - 8,6





























- 1,5  - 10,8
XX
- 0,7  - 5,0
XX
- r,2  - 8,5
- l,l  -7,7
0,3  2,3
- 1,1  - 15,9
XX
4,9  33,5
- 1,3  -9,0TI34 THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY
t992 % TAV (I)























































































































Agricultural  accounts  and EC Commission,  Directomte-General  for Agriculture'
(r) The changes tre  calcutated  on the  basrs  of series ar constmt  1985 prices  for the 1980 to 1991 period. For the Member States, the changes  are calculated  on the basis of
figures in national  cunency and for  EUR  12 on the basjs of figures conve(ed  rnto sus'
(':) In thousand  million  lire.
(r) At curent  prices.THE AGRICULTURAI  ECONOMY  T/35
3'1'6 Final agricultural  production' consumption  of inputs and gross value-added (at market prices): changes
by volume
( 1985 = lM)
r988 1989 r990 1991 t992




























































































































































































































Sorr.?r  EurostatT/36 THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY




value/volume,  deflated by GDP deflator (real) 
(!eEs=t,)




















































































































































so4rcei  Eurosat,THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY  T/37




value/volume,  deflated  by GDp deflator (real)
(1985 = 100]
1988 t989 r990 l99l t992















































































































































Soflrce:  Eurcstat  ed EC Commission,  DiMtorate-General  for AsiculturcT/38 THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY
1988 1989 1990 l99l 1992







































































3.1.9 The 'cost-price squeeze'  (1): the ratio of produoer prices  to input prices
(t9Es = 100)
So!/cer Eurostat  md EC Commission.  Dir$torate-Geneml  for Agnculture
(r ) The .cosLprice  squ@ze.  is Calculaled by dividing chmges  in the deflared  index  pric€,s  of the value  of fnal  agriculturaj  production  by changes in the defated index  prices  of
the value  of inputs.THE AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMY  T/39
3.1.10 Gross lixed capital formation  and gross value-added in agriculture at factor cost(1)
Sarrr€i  Euroskt 
- 
Agricultural  accounts  ild  EC Comnission,  Direcrorare-ceneral  for Aqricutture
(r) At curent  pric€s:  th€ s€ries is based on figur€s exclusive  of VAT.
( t985  = 10O)
t988 1989 1990 t99l 1992
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Shile of main products  in final agf,culaural  production









vegetables Mill Ca(le Pigs
Eggs,
pouhry
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3,3  2,7  1,8
7,2  1,8  3,0
8,5  3,0  1,6
t<  )1  )1
2,7  6,6  10,4
3,8  - r,0  2,4
l?  )6  ))
0,9  9,0  6,6
0,7  3,2  3,8
2,5  2,0  28,1
4,t  1,9  7,3
7,9  6,7  5,1
















































































Shtre of main products  in final agricultural production
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3.2.1 The farm accountancy data network - 
Explanatory note
The frm accountmcy  data network (FADN)  collects accountancy  data from a sample of agricultural holdings  in the Community. The
FADN field of suwey  relates to 'comercial ' fams, i.e. frms which mtrket  the bulk of their production  md which exceed a minimum
level of economic  activity  defined in terms of economic  size (see the definition  of the European  size unit below).
In the most recent accounting  yetrs there were almost  58 000 holdings (Community of Twelve) representative  of commercial  fms in
the FADN sample.
The tems used in the tables relate to the following definitions.
BASIC  FADN TERMS
Accounting  year
The accounting  yea is a l2-month  period starting  between I Januuy  and I July, the exact  date vrying from  one Member State to
mother.
Economic  size and European  size unit (ESU)
The European size unit (ESU)  is a unit of measurement of the economic  size of the agricultural holding. A farm  has an economic  size of
I ESU if its total stmdtrd  gross mrgin is ECU 1200 of 1984 SGM.  The standild  gross magin for each  enterprise conesponds  to the
average value, over a three-yetr period md in a given region, of production minus certain variable  costs (Decision 851377/EEC).
Type of farming (TF)
The type of farming (TF) of a holding is determined  by the relative shtre in the holding's  total standdd gross mugin of each of the
enterprises  of the holding. A description is given in Table 3.2.2. The results given in the following  tables  relate to nine groups
aggegated  from the l? principal types of faming  in the Community film typology  (Decision 85/377|EEC).
Weighting  and number  of holdings represented
The holdings  in the FADN  sample re selected  in such  a way  as to be representative,  for each division, of the holdings  belonging  to each
cell formed  by the combination  ofTF and economic  size class.  The populations  to be represented  tre derived  from the Community film
structue  surveys.
The results presented tre weighted  averages. Each holding in the FADN sample  is attributed  a weight proportional to the number  of
holdings  belonging to the same type of frming  and the same economic  size class in the division.




size class)  may have  no holdings in the smple,  either because very high selection  rates  would  be necessily  or because there ile
technical  difficulties  in selecting  holdings.
STRUCTURAL  DATA
UAA: utilized agricultural aea (in hectaes).T/50 FADN
3.2.1 (continued)
Annual work unit (AWU and FWU)
This represents the agricultural  work done by one full-time worker in one yeil. Ptrt-time md seasonal work ae fractions of an
AWU.
An FWU  is an AWU of unpaid (family) labour.
AVERAGE  RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value  of total production during the accounting  year. Included re off-fm sales, home-grown feed  and seed, filmhouse
consumption  and benefits  in kind,  as well as changes in the value of livestock and stocks of slop products.
Intermediate  consumption
This conesponds  to all the fixed and vriable costs that tre necessary for agricultural activity md includes  home-grown  feed and seed
but excludes hnancial chrges, labour costs, rent and depreciation.
Depreciation
This is the annual provision designed to replace the fixed components  of working capital at the end of their life (buildings, machinery,
equipment,  etc.). It is calculated  on the basis of replacement  value.
Farm net value-added  (FNVA)
Total output  less intemediate  consumption and depreciation, adjusted to take account of taxes, grants and subsidies linked to
production.
This is an indicator  of the economic  performance  of the holding. It renumerates family  and hired  labour,  own  and bonowed capital  md
the management of the holding.
Family farm income (FFI)
This conesponds  to film net value-added, less other real costs in the accounting  yetr : interest  and financial chuges, wages and social
security  costs paid and rent.
This indicator represents the retum on the labour of fmer and family, and on owned  capital.FADN T/5I
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s3.2.4 Results by income class,  1990/91 and l99ll92
not considered  represen@live  and de therefore  not included in the table.  although  they are included in totals.









Class  of income (')


















9Ot91 |  91t92 9t/92 90/91 90/9t |  9U92 90t91 |  9t/92 9v92 90/91 90t91 |  91t92 9Ot91 |  9t/92 mtg1 9t/92
2 3 6 8 1 l0 9 12 ll t5 t1 t8
































































































































































































































































































































































































'7 to87  6'4'534


































































































































































































































































r 8,4  22,4
14,6  20,0
20,3  19,6



























































































































































































Carcgory  of Price  or mount  rn
ECU^onne except  as stated






3 4 5 6 1 8 9
Marketing year:  July-June
Beginning of single markel
l.  Durum wheat
2, Common  wheat
3. Btrley
5. Maiz€
Marketing yetr : SePtembeFAugu$
Beginning of single market:  1967/68
L Paddy  rice
2. Husked  rice
Round-grain
Long-grain




Sugar  and isogtucose
Marketing yetr: July-June




3. While  sugtr
Otiv. oil
Marketing yetr:  November
October
Beginning of single market
t966t67
Tdget pnce










Single/basic  intervention Price
Threshold  Price
Target  price








































































































313,65/3  I 3,65







































206,  I 6
mt37
206,  I 6
155,33
201,17























































































t,1/2,4  -3.U -22,4
2,5  - I,l
2,8  - 2,9
I 1.9  - 3.0/ - 3,{.)
2,8  - 3.1
2.8  -2,9
1,9  -3.0/-3,0





- 1,3/ - 6,8
5.3
0








0.0  - 1.3
0,0  1,3
0,0  - 1,3
0,0  ,1,3
0,0  - r,3
0,0  - t,2
0,0  - 1,3
0,0  - 1,3
- 10,9/ - 3,0  - t,2t - t,3
0.0  - r,3
0,0  - t,2
0,0  t,2











































Category  of price or amount  ln
ECU^onne except  as stated












Sunfl  ower : October_September
Frcm  19'72/'7  3 : SeptembeFAugust
Soya  : Novemb€r-October
Flax seeds:  August-JulY
Castor  beans  : October-September
Beginning of single markeli  1967/68
Soya:  1974/75
Flax  seeds:  19?617




Dehydrated  luceme:  April-March
Beginning of single  market:  1974/75
l.  Dehydrated  lucerne
Crro,  (natural)
Marketing year I August-JulY
Beginning of single  market:  l98l/82
Flar ail.l hemp - 
ECUlha
Marketing year:  AuguslJulY
Beginning of single  market:  1970/71
Hemp
Seeds ())
Marketing yetr:  July-June
Beginning of single market:  19'72n3
€ibre  nax:  1973/74,
Mon@cious  hemp:  1975/76  and
Seed  flax: 1977178)
1. Mon@cious  hemp(')
2. Fibre  fld (r)
3. Sed flu (r)
4. Crasses  (')
5. Legumes  (r)
wine - 
EculdegJ@-hl  or hl (accordini
ro rype)
Marketing  yed : September-August
Beginnjng of single mzrket:  1969170
A-l.TypeRI
2. Type R II
3. Type R III
4. Type A I
5. Type A II
6. Type A lll
B -  l. Red  wine
2. white wine
3. Liqueur wine
4. Liqueur wine (processed)
5. wire  (fonified  for distillation)
6. Grape  must
















































161,00  to 701,00
































































161,00  to ?01,0o























159,00  to 692,00




































0,0  - 1,2 to - 1,3
























0,0  - 1,4
0,0  - 1,4
0,0  - 14,2 to 30.3
0,0  - 1,3 to - 1,3
0,0  - 1,2
0,0  - 1,4































Carcgory  of price or amount  in
Ecu/tonne  except  as stateo








z 3 5 6 7 8 9
Nom  pnce
Intervenlon  pnce












I  Nom  price
I  Intervention Price
I 
Premrum




I  Norm pflce
I  Intervenbon  Pnce
I  Derived int€rvention Pnce
I 
PremNm
I  Nom  price
|  lnteryention Price
I 
Deriwd interlenrion  Price
I 
Eem'um
I  Norm pnce
I  Intervenron  Pnce




I  Norm price
I  Intefrention  pdce




I  Nom  price
I  lntervenhon pnce
I  Derived inteflention  price
I  Iltom  price
I  lntervention pnce




I  Nom price
I  Intervention price




I  Nom  price
I  Intervention Drice




I  Norn  price
|  lntefrention  price




I  Nom  price
I  Intenention  price
I 
Derived intervenlion price
I  Norm price
I  lnteilention  price
I  Derived intenention  price
I  Norm price
I  Intenention  price




I  Nom  price
I  Intervention price
I  Derived intenention  price
I 
hemium
I  Norm prlce
I  lnErvention  Price
I  Derived inteflention  price
I 
Premium
kaf  tobacco  - 
ECUlke
Harvesi: Janudy-D4ember

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cabgory  of price or amount  in
Ecu/tonne  excepl  as srared








2 l 5 6 '7 8
No 2l (81/82)
No 22 (81/82)
Fruit and vegetabler 
-
ECU,i  I 00 ts (r)
Marketing year:  differs according  to
product
Beginning of single marketing  yearl
t966t67
l.  Cauliflowers
Tomatoes  (open  grown)




Apples {Croup  l)
Pears
10. Cheries
ll. Plums (croup l)
12. Cucumb€rs
Products  processed from .fruit  and
- 
ECU/100  kg
Marketing year:  vtries  rccording ro
product
Beginning of single  mtrlell
Tomato  concentrates: 1975/76




Marketing yetr | April-Mtrch
Beginning  of single  market:




Grana  Padano (30-€,0 days.)
- 





























































Minimunr  producer  price
Production  aid
















e8 |  _r.r8e  I






51 |  3,8es I ll  r;l;l
tl tl ll :l  iff;l
o |  8r.24  |
4 |  23.88  | ,l  e,041




I 6 |  35,89 
I
'  | 
22.63 
| r I  sz,zt 
I
5 |  37,e1 | , 
| 
22,s1 
| ) I  48.66  | ) |  33,50 | , 
| 
20.83 
| | |  18.73 
|
|  2e,2e 
I , 




|  117,62  |
IIl-'l








I  66.157/61,140  |
l'"*''"'"1 tl















































































































































4,8/ - 5,2  - 27/ ,22,2




























Category  of Price  or amounl  rn
Ecu/tonne  except  as ilated








2 1 4 5 1 8 9
5. Pilot products Serum  powder 
- 
Threshold Pice
Mitk powder  (15 7o) - 
Threshold  price
Milk  powder (267o) 
- 
Threshold  price
Condensed  milk (unsweetened)  -
Threshold  price







Blue-veined  cheese - 
Threshold  pice
Pamigiano  Reggimo - 
Threshold
pice
Cheddd  - 
Threshold  Price
Couda  and other  - 
Threshold  Price





















3  1 8 1,4{)
5961,70
344 t.10





















































Beginning of single  market:
l. Beef animals  (live)
Marketing yed: AugustsJulY
Beginning  of single  markel:
Pig cdcsses
EBes
Marketing year I August-July
Beginning of single  market:
Eggs  in shell
Marketing yetr:  Augusuult
Beginning of single  mtrkea:
l. 70% chickens
2. 707o  ducks

























0,00  - 1,3











































Siltuoms  - 
ECU/tJox  of seed
Marketing yetr : April-Mdch
Beginning of single mtket:  19'72n3
Peas,  beans arul feU  beans
Mtrketing  yetr: July_June
Beginning of single  market:  1978/79
Sheepmeat  and  Soatueat -
ECU/100  kg
Muketing  yetr: APrilMdch
Beginning of single  mdket:  1980/81
Aid
Activating  price
Minimum  purchase  price (Pe6)
Minimum  purchase  Price  (beans)
Bdic pric€
lntervention pnce
Derived intervention price (lreland)
Reference  price
r I l,8l 110,41
418,53
s6.s0|  440.10I  440.10
2s7.301  2sJ.4ol  2s3.40
































Source : EC Commission,  Directorare_General  for Agriculture'
,', ::::,:"fT",j3f














'-l o\PRICES  AND PRODUCTION  COSTS  T/71






19901199111992 r99l  |  1992


























Olives and olive oil
Seeds
Flowers  and plants
Other  crop  products
Animals qnd livestock  products









Other  livestock  production
1 13,9 I18,0 114,8 2,8  - 3,4 88,5 85,3 78.3
t)41 7.1  - 9.0 92,6 92,3  78,9 - 0,3 - 14,5
136,6 148,0  120,0
187,5 216,0 1.37,3
106,8 107,7  111,0
88.4 91.6  86.2
139,9
97,2 101,4 98,7
94,9 100,0  98,0
105,1 104,7  100,5
92,8 94,5  94,2
101,8 100,9 t02,2
94,1  99,0  109,6
102,4 ll3,l  100,5
103,4 105,7 I12,8




123.1 14r,6  146.5
r 36,6 145,8 r 55,6





- 0,4  - 4,0
1,8  - 0,3
- 0,9  1,3
5,2  10,7
10,4 - I I,l
2,2  6,7












































97 ,7  109,5 81,0




100,1 94,0  88,3
91,4 9r,9  84,6
78,4  73,3  60,1
- t,2  -7,3
o,2  - 5,9





- 5,1  0,4
- 8,7  - 3,6
1 K  - ))  <
7,4 - 40,8
- 4,4  - 1,6
- 0,5  - 8,7
- t,4 - 12,2
11,2 - 24,8
tz,r  - 26,0
0,2  -7,4
- ll,0  - 10,9
13,6 -21,7
- 6,0  - 6,1
0,6  - 7,9
-6,5 - 18,0
106,3 104.7 r07.5 t1 - 1.5 85,0 79,3  77,8 - 6.6  - 1.9
102,1 100,0 103,8
t0t;1  95,4  99,6
117,9 114,3  12r,6
96,3  97 ,7  r0r,9
106,3 101,8 I11,8
101,9 102,4 100,3
117.2 rzr,t  I18.0
102.6
116,6
101,0 - I2,t  7,0
- 2,O  3,8
- 6,3  4,5
- 3,1  6,3
1,4  4,4
- 4,3  9,8
0,5  -2,1
3,4  -2,6
- 0,8  2S
0.8  - 5.4
81,1 75,3  74,6
83,2 74,4  74,9
93,6  85,4  86,5
78,7 76,2  75,6
74,4 65,5  67,7
77,6 73,3  68,6
82,3 78,4  70,5
93,7 88,5  86,6
78,8 74,6  66,6
77,5 63,0  62,5
- 5,4 - 10,7
- 18,7 -0,7
-7,2  - 1,0
- 10,6  0,6
- 8,8  1,3
-3,7  - 0,8
- t2,1  3,4
- 5,5  - 6,4
- 4,8 - 10,1















Nominal  indices qC TAY
Indices in real ierms
(deflated)
qC TAV
















































































































































































































































































































































































f, a70 TAV '/o trend  comptr€d with  prseding yeil
9, rend  comptred with
the coresponding  month










2 5 1 8 9 10


















































































































































































































































Supplementary  feed  for  breeding  calves
ECU/100  kg




supplementary  feed for dairy cade
(grass-fed)
ECU/I  0O kg
Complete  feed  for  breeding  Piglels
(bags.)
ECUn  00 kg




































Complete  feed  for  broilers
(bass)
ECU/I  00  kg
Complete  feed  for
'batery' laying hens
(bags)
ECU/I  00  kg
Nirate of ammonia  (r)
(26%  in b^gs)
ECU/I  0O kg
Superphosphate
ECUn  00  kg
Potassium  chloride
ECU/I  0O kg
C onpound Ie tili.e I s (2,  I
FefrilizeN  containing  nutrienls
ECU/I  00 kg
Fe(ilizen containing  nutients
(bags)
ECU/100  kg
Fedilizers  containing nuriens
ECU/100  kg
Motor fuels  and other fuels:
Diesel fuel for trrctors:
ECU/I00 kg
Heating  fu€l
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.5 Input prices  (excl. VAT)
Sorrcri Eurosat.
(') Bulk  price:  Gemmy, for all products  for which the reference  is nomally in bags
(,) Price  for l0O kg of pure  nuttient content,  except  for fefrilizers containing nuFient:
(3) Ammonium nilmte  (33%)  in bags for  Greece,  Frmce  and the United Kingdom
Luxembourg, for supplemenEry feed  for  stabled  dairy cows;  Frmcq for  complete  feed  for fafieoing pigs





















Fl s' {PRICES AND PRODUCTION  COSTS  Ti79
1988 t989 | 990 1991 t992 1992  |  l99l
ffi  |  rrro
t992
trrl








































































3,2  3,2  4,5
4,5  4,8  3,2
2,9  4,3  4,7
r4,3  14,4  9,7
8,6  9,2  9,8
4,t  4,2  3,8
3.7  1,8  3,8
6,2  6,7  tO,Z
4,3  5,3  l0,l













































































- 1,4  0,5  0,i
- 0,6  - 0,9  - o,4
- 0;t  2,3  I,8
14,5  24,3  13,3
1,6  2,r  0,3
0,1  0,9  - 0,1
0,0  0,2  0,2
l,8  1,5  2,4
- 0,3  2,3  - 0;t
- |,9  0,5  0,7
4,5  5,2  - 0,6
2,8  3,8  3,0











































































- 0,8  - 1.2  - 0,5
- 1,2  - 2,0  0,0
- 1,2  - 0,9  - 2,1
13,9  19,8  3,5
1,3  -0,2  -6,6
- o,2  0,2  - 6,9
0,9  - 3,1  3,0
2,4  5,6  - 5,6
- 0,1  -7,3  - 4,7
- 1,0  2,9  -4,6
4,5  -5,4  -7,7
2,0  - 0,7  t,9
3.3.6 Agricultural wages, input prices (r) and producer prices  (excl. VAT)
Sorrc€j Eurostar  ('Purchase  price of inputs'  and'Producer  prices  for agricullural prcducts'  tre hmonized  indices, whereas
indices).
(r) The EC index  of fam  input  prices  is a Lasp€yres  index,  whereas the deflated  price  series (see  Table 3.1.8)  is a Paasche  index
two tables m  mainly a matter  of the differing  index formulae.
(,) Indices  of the prices  of goods  and services  of cunent agricukural consumption.
(r) Annual indices  include fruit and  vegetables.
(t98s=  100)
Farm wages'  remain  hetercgeneous  nationa

















































































_)t  -t)  Io
-2,6  - 6,5  0,6
* 2,8  - 1.9  1,5
12,'7  19,3  5,5
0,?  - 0.4  -0J
-0.4  - 1,9  2,1
0,0  - 3,t  0,2
t,4  1,6  l,l
-1.'7  -1,7  -0,9
-3,2  - 0.8  1,0
a1  t5  1l































































-2,6  1,',7  -4,5
- 5,0  -0,4  - 5.9
- 3,0  3,6  -4.6
18,7  32,1  30,2
-2,7  2,0  - 3.6
-2,6  0,3  - 3,3
-2,4  1,8  - t.5
0,1  0,3  1,3
- 3,0  6,'7  - 6.3
-4.5  3,8  -1.6
5,6  6,9  2,1
.11  -5)
































































































































































3,2  3,6  1,6
3,9  3,3  1,8
3,2  4,',t  4,6
15,2  18,3  I 1,3
4,2  r,3  1,6
l<  l1
3,7  2,6  t,7
6,3  5,8  r0,0
4,5  3,9  3,6
3,1  5,9  3,0
10,2  3,9  5,9
5,4  6,0  3,8
3.3.7 EC price indices for feedingstuffs,  fertilizers  and soil improvement, fuels and lubricants, and investments in machinery
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3.3.9 Rents for agricultural  land
,!orrcr:  Eurostat.
(i) Convened  at current  exchange  rates.
(r) In national  cunencies,  deflated  (GDP deflatot.
(r) Biannual  surveys.
({) 1992/1981.
C) r99r.
(6) Most of this lmd is inigared-
(r) ig(;ul  survey.  updating  using  a nationil accounts  indicator (Insee)
ECU,&a (r) E TAV (real)  (r) Ratio renf/
Va
1992
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Scheme














Most products  (excl. flowen)
All products
Most producls
Wine mus,  beverages,  services
All products
Produc6 used for animai  feed,  excluding wrne:
- 
Not  processed on the holding
- 
Processed on the holding
All products  not used for  human  or animal  consumptron:
- 
Not processed on the holding
Processed on the holding
All planl products  except  wine and horticultural  producls
Wine  and hodcultural  products
All livestck  products  except  mimals  for  meat
Animals for meat
Products  sold  through  a producers'  group:
- 
fruit, vegetables  and  wine
- 
pigs, eggs and poultry
Live catle,  sheep, pigs
Other livestock  including  poultry  and fish,  carcasses, mw wool,  horsehair' bristles'  feathes'  hides and skins,
non edible  hodcultural  produce
Othe( agricultural products  excluding live  animals
cereals,  paddy  rice, fresh  and  dried vegetables,  pouroes, fresh  and dried fruit, oilseeds  for edible oil, olive  oil,






All other  products
Most products  and services
Most products
Fresh  vegetables,  fresh  fruit
Ordinary table  wine
Dried fruit,  honey.  table  wines
AII other  agricultural producrs
Produc6 generally  used for  human  and animal  consumption  (including  seeds, seedlings  md animals)


























































3.3.11 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: producer prices  (1)
at 1 JanuarY 1993
soxrc€i Eurostat.
(r) The figures  ile for  agriculture  in the strict sense,  excluding foresry.  The most  important products  are given only  as examples-
(r) The flat rate  schemes applicable  ro agriculture  are all designed  to offset on a general  sales-relatcd  basis the VAT paid on purchases  of agricultural  inputs
(1) VAT on flowers sold by auction  is invoiced  at  | 9,5 q.. crowers covered  by the flalrae sheme  recei ve only the normal  flafrate  of 6 %, the remaining I 3,5 7. bei ng payable
to the cental tax authority by the purch6er.PRICES  AND PRODUCTION COSTS  T/85
3.3.12 Value-added  tax (VAT) rates: input prices
























































(r) Reimbursenent  at a subsequent  stage.
(r) 507. deduclible from  1.1.1986.
Purchase md tenancy  of lmd
Animal  feedingstuffs,  seeds,  fefrilizers,  liming,  agricultural s€rvices,  veterindy  services
Coal (solid fuel)
Construction  and maintenance  of fm  buildings
Film  equipment,  pesticides
Road  diesel  fuel, perol, liquefied peroleum  gas for non-agricultural puryrcses
Diesel  fuel for agricuhural purposes,  light  fuel oil, natural  gas,  liquefied petroleum  gas. elfttriciry
Purchase of led  and  buildjngs
All products
Purchase of fmland
Inputs  of agricultural origin  (ilimal  feedingstuffs,  seeds and prcpagating  maErial,  breeding  stsk)
lnpu6 of industrial origin (feniliars,  pesticides,  fuel md power, buildings and mrchinery,  building  materials  and accessories),
non-agricultural senices
Purchase ild  tenmcy of land, milual  workers'  wages,  insurmce premiums
Seed animal feedingstuffs,  breeding  sttrk, feftilizers,  pesticides,  phytophtrmaceutical products
Most fam equipment,  maintenance  and.epair  of mrchinery, installations and  buildings, electricity,  lubricants
Liquefied gases, asbestos cement  piping. wire fencing
Motor  fuels
Purchase md tenancy  of agricultural land
Inputs of agricuhural origin: medicines
lnputs of induseial origis
Most services
Non-processed  agricultural products  (including  breeding  stock),  work  under  contract
Fertilizers, animal feedingstuffs,  pesticides
Motor  fuel,  certain  building work and services  provided  by persons eligible for the special deducrion,  purchase and mainlenance  of
fam equipment,  construction  md maintenance  of ftrm  buildings
Animal feedingstuffs,  fertilizers (put  up in quanlities  of 10 kg or more),  cereals, beet, hay, cake. etc.,  seeds  and propagating  material
of prcduc$  used for food, veterinary  products  for oral administralion
Concrete  and blocks of concrel€
Eltrtricity,  solid fuels. diesel  fuel for heatine,  diesel  fuel  for tretors. gas for heating  md lighting
Most services
Machinery repairs
Fertilizen  (qustities  less thm lokg). p€sticides,  disinfectflls  and detergents.  veterinary products for injection  and veterinuy
equipment,  fm  equipment  including  tsactors,  building  materials,  second-hand  goods,  petrol and lubricilrs,  motor vehicle md
motorcycles,  other  services  (trmsport,  storage,  hiring of equipment)
Agricultural  loans,  rural leases, veterinary servrces
Animal  feedingstuffs  of vegetable  origin,  fenilizers
Agricultural  work  under  contmct
An'mal  f€edingstuffs  of animal origin,  seeds, breeding  stock.  pesticides
hoducts  of mineral md chemical  origin  and  additives  for animal feed
Fuels  and lubricilts,  phtrmaceuticals
Equipment  and  machinery,  gas and elecricity, lubricants,  building  materials,  most serlices
Animal  feedingstuffs,  fertilizers, seeds, breeding  stsk, water, some  services  (cultivation  and  hatresting, veterinary  services)
Electricity,  vele.inary services
Agricultural  equipment,  construction  ild  maintenance  of farm buildings, some  services  (transpo{).  power and other  fuels
Telecommunications,  indemnity insDroce.  purchase.  renting and  tenancy  of immovable propeny (except  sale by buildet
Seeds, fefrilizers, fuel for  hothouses,  ilimal  feedingstuffs.  breeding  stock,  some  services,  pesticides.  philmaceulicals,  work  under
contract,  equipment
Veterinuy  services,  motor  fuels and other  fuels.  structural  work, maintenance  and repair  of fem buildings, machinery,  tractors  and
equipment.  small items  of equipment  ild  accessories.  transpofr  services,  petrcl, electricity
Fertilizers  and crop  protection  products,  mimal  feedingstuffs  and seeds,  live mimals, machinery,  equipment  and tractors,  veterinary
Elrcricity,  fuels and  gas
Maintenance  and repair  of machinery,  petrol, coal
Intercs  relief grants  on purchase  and renting of land, insurance,  financial  costs
Most produch generally  used for human  consumption  and animal  consumption,  including seeds.  propagating  material  and animals
retred for the puryose.  Consruction of fam  buildings and most civil engineering  work (excluding repair  and maintenance).  Power
fuels and other fuels (except  road  diesel  fucl  and  petrol), electricity  md waler
Road  diesel fuel,  lubricanls. petrol. fenilizem,  chemicals,  purchase  md  maintenance  of agricultural  machinery.  other goods  and
senices not specified
Purchase of motor vehiclesT/86 PRICES  AND PRODUCTION COSTS
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t991  (') 1992  (') 1993 ()
M,o ECU  I 
qo Mro ECU  I  s. Mio ECU
2 3 5 6 1
Refunds  (food rid included)









small producer  aid
Rite
Refunds  (f@d  aid included)
lntervention
Sugal
Refunds  (food aid included)
lntenention.  of which:
- 
refund of storage  costs





Intervention.  of which
- 
peas. field  beans
- 
dried  fodder
Teflile  plants dnd  silkworms,  4  which









Intervention.  of which  i
- 




of the by-products  of wine making
Refunds
Intervention




Refunds  (food aid included)
lntervention, of which:
- 
aids  for  skimmed  milk
- 





conribution  milk  prcducers
- 





public and private storage
- 














other  measures  for liwstock  ptoducts




















































































































































































































































10550,9  94,3 30349.6 94.5 14028 96..1
Accession  comp€nsatory  amoun$ (ACAS) in
inm-Community  lrade




extra-Community tnde (granted  on exports)


















30705,4 94,8 30374,8 94.6 34t47 96.6
Other  (5) - 183.5  -0.6 323.7  1.0 p.m
Rural developm€nt  sh€mes  linked to market  op€ralion



























Grand  totrl 32385.9 C)  rm.O 32107,5 () C)  100,0 15352 (1  rm,0
Source: EC Commission,  Directorate  General  for Agriculture.
(r) The  expenditure  items  ile taken frcm  the retums  made by the Member  States under  the advance  paym€nts
system  md are charged  to a given financial  year  under  Article 100 of the Finmcial  Regulation.
(r) 1993 Budget (OJ  L 31, 8.2.1993),  as mended  by suppl€mentary  and  amending  budget  No l/93.
(3) Including ECU - 437,8 million  ftom  cledance of the 1988  accounts.
(a) lncluding ECU + 79,0 million  from cletrilce of the 1988  accounts.
(5) Including MCAS grilted  on impons and cleamce  of accounts.
(6)  Amounts  credited  to the Guarantee  Section,  i.e. 50% of the amount  entered  in the specific chapEr of the
budget.  In 1993 all expenditure  under  this chapier  falls lo the GumnEe Section.
(7) Not  including the appropriations  entered  lor the monetary  rererve (ECU  1 billion).
(3) Not including  either  the  Guidance Secdon's shtre in payment for selaside  of land from agricultunl
production  or income  aid nol charged  to lh€ Guarante€  Strtion  but th€ Community's conbibution to which
is paid osing  Gutrant*  Section  prcedures.












































Arable croPs  (2)
Refunds  (food aid included)










Refunds  (food aid included)
Intervention,  of which  :
- 
refund of storage costs
Olive oil
Refunds  (food aid included)
Interventlon
Dried  fodder  and dried  vegetables
Refunds
Intervention,  of which  :
- 
dried fodder




































Refunds  (food aid included)
Inteilention,  of which  :
- 
aids for skimed milk
- 






confibution  milk Producers
- 
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3.5.1.1 Employment  in agriculture:  statistical sources  and applications
There are several sources  of Community statistics  enabling  employment  in agriculture to be measured from various
viewpoints,  including employment  statistics proper  (sample survey of the laboirr force, annual employment  estimates)
and agricultural statistics (structural  surveys of agricultural holdings).  Methods  and concepts vary fiom one source  to
another, and the purpose of this introduction is to help the user to choose,  among the statisiics given in the subsequent
tables, those which will provide him with the information  he seeks.
EMPLOYMENT  IN AGRICULTURE  AND IN THE OTHER  SECTORS
one approach to the problem of employment  in agriculture  consists in considering  it as part of overall employment
and comparing  it with employment  in the other economic  sectors.  The relevant information comes  from 
"*ptoy-"nt statistics;  in these figures,  the persons  employed  are assigned  to that economic  sector in which they mainly wori, and
the characteristics  of employment  are measured according  to identical concepts from one sector to another.
Changes  over time in numbers employed  in the various  sectors,  and, in particular, in agriculture,  are measured  on the
basis of annual employment estimates  (Tables 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3). For detailed in-iormation on the structure  of
employment  in agriculture  compared with that of other sectors  (breakdown  by sex, by occupational  status, by working
time, or by age), reference  must be made to the sample survey of manpower,  which provides a .photoi.aptr' oi
employment  in any given year (Table 3.5.1.4).
EMPLOYMENT  IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
only the statistics  which have just been presented allow a proper comparison  of employment in agriculture with
employment  in the other sectors.  However,  they do not cover all persons  employed in agriculture:  an important  feature
of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only part-time and oftei also have othir jobs. In the
employment  statistics,  such persons are not crassified  as working  in agriculture.
A full measure  of employment  in agriculture is provided by the surveys on the structure of agricultural holdings; it
should be noted that the information from this source enables employment  in agriculture  to be analysed u, ,u"i but
that, as it is established  according to specific definitions, it cannot be compared  with employment data for other
sectors.
These  surveys cover all persons  employed  on holdings,  whether farming is their main activity or not; they also record
working hours and any other remunerated  work outside farming. They thus enable employment on agricultural
holdings  to be measured fully, and part-time and combined  other employment  to be analysed.'By converstn of the
numbers of persons  employed  into full-time  equivalent  workers  ('annual  work units'- AwU), the data on working
hours give information  on the actual volume of labour devoted  to farming,  the only valid measure of the labour
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Sorrcei EC Commission' Directorate-General  for Agriculture
(,)  1985.
(2) Cowt,  ewes' and goats' milk'
ij  il;;J;;i.;i.,  ioong  "ucl" 
not included  ?0%; store  animals  no( included'lo%
{lt  Prcessed  into sugu,
,',  g".l.  o"*t*t,..-.d  po,o,o.'  65%: early polalcs od  ware polales 25%)
(6) 15 % fraize not included  in the p€rcentage'
(?) 43 7. cirus fruils  not included  in lhe percenlage
3.5.6.2 Products  sold under contracts  concluded in advance (1991)
Soxrc€j  EC Commission,  Dir4torate  General  for Agriculture
(') lncluding  producers'  grouP.
(:) 1990.
(r) Cows', ewes' md goats' milk
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3.5.6.6 Specific measures  to assist mountain and hill farming and farming  in certain less-favoured areas -
Article 19 of Regulation  (EEC) No 2328191
Compensatory  altowances  granted  in respect of less-favoured  areas
Number  of holdings

















991 1990 199 |















245679 2456'79  238331













































































1157254  1221000 1147600 10596r  8 890 923 ).6827 62,0
Soarce; EC Commission,  Directorate  General  for Agricuiture
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1985 r986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 6 1992  6
3 1 8 9
World  exports (2)
- All products
of which: agricultural products
other  products
External EC trade (2)
Exports :
-  all products
of which: agricultural products
lmports  :
-  all products
of which: agdcultual  products
World  exports  of agricultual
products  as percentage
of total world
exports
EC exports  of agricultural
products  as percentage
of total EC
expons
EC imports of agricultural






-  all products
-  agricultural products
-  other products
Externel EC trade
Exports  :
-  all products
-  agricultural products
Imports  :
-  all products








































































































































Sorr.err GAn  sBtistics and  Eurostat.
NB: when compdng statistical  series for trade expressed in value  tems,  it is impodant 10 remember  that,  because of exchnge  rate movements.  the use of one curency  unit
rather  than another  may alter  the apparent rend. For  example,  between  1985 and  1986, the ratio of the USD to the ECU ch^ngedby 22,1%, M4 between  1986 and 1987,
by a fuf,her  14,8  %.
(r) SITC 0, f, 21,22,232  (231  from 1988),  24,261  to 265+268,29,4.
(2) Excl. intra-Communitv tmde.TRADE T/147
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3.6.8 Community imports, by product
Sbrr.ei Eurostat  and EC Commission,  Directorat€,General  for Asriculture.
(r) Incl.  derived  products,  except  rice.
(']) tncl. the sugtr contained  in prcessed  producas.
(r) Incl.  vermouths  and  aromatized  win€s,  €xcept  in the case of France.
(a) In million  ECU:  including horticultural  products.
(5) Live  animals  and  m€at  expressed  as fresh  cilcass  weight (incl.  presenes).
(6) In tems of shell weight (from l9??,  albumin and  irs derivatives  included)
EUR 12
I 00Ot % TAV


















Other (including  sorghum)
Husked  rice
Suge (r.)



















Live  plants (a)
Hops:
- 
cones  and powders
- 
saps ild  exkacts
Rutter  and butteroil
Cheese









6379  s14',7  5543
t532  1485  t343
448  283  304
82  2t  24
3t7  210  I 19
141  28  3l
3194  266t  3284
665  4s8  438
565  480  412
2044  2066  t9l9
2661  3065  3144
56t4  5813
2780  2802
5t3  301  155
305  428  644
- 19,3  '7,1
- 3,1  -9.6
- 36.8  7,4
-'14,4  t4,3
- 33,8  43,3
- 80,t  tl,'l
, t6,'t  23,4
- 31,1  - 4,4
- 15,0  - t4,2
































































































































3.6.9 Community exports' by product
Soxrc€j  Eurosut  and EC Commission,  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture-
(r) Incl.  derived  products,  except  rice.
(r) tncl.  the sugtr  contained  in processed  products.
(3) Incl.  vermouths  and aromatized  wines,  except  in the case of France.
(a) In nillion ECU;  including horticultural produch.
(5) Live  animals  and meat  expressed as fresh  carcass weight (incl.  preserves).
(6) In terms  of shell weight (from 1977, albumin ild  its derivatives included).
EUR 12
10(X)r % TAY





l 4 5 6

































Live  plants (')
Hops;
- 
cones  and powders
saps and extracts











33808  30143  3478',7
18964  18281  19526
2495  2023  4006
1'74  216  ',715
9469  9442  9509
73  58  59
2584  63  933
48039
000
52r r  5681  4'192
10148  85?0  8346
1288  1416
4868  1661
l  3  2',73
3149
- 10,8  15,4
3,6  6,8
- 18,9  98,0
87,8  159,1
- 0,3  0,7
- 20,5  t.'l
-9',7,6  1380,1
9,0  15,6




33,3  l 125,0
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cones  and powders












27535  32369  34161
105j4  t32t1  13997
2tg3  26r']9  ll83
154  134  135
4555  6281  5943
27j  263  307
g5}t  9486  lM44
2jO  315  353
243  183  251
n1a  25('6  2908
26355  2669'1  27727
5204  5247
8499  8.)ll
11',73  1864  1885






























































































































































3.6.15 Intra-Community  trade, by product' incoming merchandise
Sr!/cer Eurostat  and BC Commission,  Direc$ate-General  for Agriculture'
(1) Inc!. derived  producis,  except  rice-
(,) lncl. the sugd  contajned  in prmessed  products.
(3) lncl.  vermouths  ild  domatired  wines,  except  in the case of France
(a) Million ECU;  including honicultural  products.
(s) Live  animals  and meat  expressed as fresh  cucass weight (incl  presenes)'
(6) In tems  of shell weight (from 197?, albumin dd  i6 derivatives  included)'
EUR 12TRADE  T/16I
I 00ot 9o TAY
I 989/90 l990l9l 6 1991/92&











































Live  plants (a)
Hops:
- 
cones  ano powder
- 












31321  32269  35669
13085  l4lt5  1429A
t948  2t55  l12l
t60  t33  l5l
6592  7206  7(h3
306  275  309
8925  807 |  975t
J00  305  l7 |
211  14',t  232
3223  2620  2985




- 16,9  13,5
9,3  -2,0
- f0,1  12,4
- 9,6  20,a
1,3  21,6
-32,3  57,8
- 18,7  13,9
2,O  0.7







































































































































3.6.16 Intra-Comnunity trade, by product, outgoing  merchandise
.torrcdi  Eurosht and EC Commission,  Dir€ctorale-Ceneml  for Asricuhure.
(r) Incl.  derived  prcducts,  except  rice.
('?) Incl.  the sugd  contained  in prmessed  products.
(j) Incl.  vemouths dd  mmatired  wines,  except  in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU;  including hoilicultuml  prduc6.
(5) Live  animals  md meat expr€ssd  as fresh  cmass  weight (incl.  presrves).
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FCONSUMPTION  AND SELF.SUFFICIENCY T/16'1
3.7.1 Share of consumer expenditure  on food, beverages  and tobacco in the final consumption
of households
Nederland
Solrc€r Eurostat - 
SEC.
(r) Wilhin the @onomic  teritory, and bed on curent  prices
c) 1990, 1990/1984.
c) 1e89.
(4) 1986,  r986/1980.
(5) On the basis of d€velopment  at constant  1985 prices.
% of total expenditure  on final  consumption






























21,7  16,5  0,6  2,6  2,0 6.6 l,l



















































































































(incl. preseiled  veg.),





(including  preserued fruit md fruit juice)





of which: Oranges  (a)
Wine  (6)
Milk products









Total meat (without  offal),







Total fats and oils
of which:  vegetable
of land animals
































> 1985/86  <
199U92
> 1985/86  <
r991t92
> 1985  <
1991















> 1985  <
l99l
> 1985  <
1991
> 1985  <
1991















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(r) Flour  equivalent.
(2)  Expressed  in product  weighl
(r) Mite-sugil  equivalent-
(a) Human  c;nsumption  based on mdketed  produce  and  including prmessed  products
(5) Not including citrus fruils.
(6)  Litres/head.




(r ') 198?/88.3.7.3 Self-sufficiency  in certain agricultural  products
Sorrcei Euroslal.
(r) Excl. offal.
('1) lncl.  cutling-roon  fat.
(r) Only Luxembourg.
(a) 
"1987<  or 1987.
(5) 1988 or 1987/88.
(6) 1989 or 1988/89.
(?) 1990 or 1989/90.














l 3 5 6
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Sorrcei FAO - 
Production  Directory  + Monthly  Bulletin
(r) Common  dd durum whea!
('?) Excl. rice.
Economics  and Slatistics.  Eurcstat  for Communitv  fisures




Other  cereals (2)
All cereals (2)
% TAV
109  100,0  107
2  1,8  2
1 13  100,C  106
32,94








f00,0  t16,1  100,0
1.8  2,0  1,6
100,0  105,0  100,0
3,8  4,0  3,7
1 00,0  221 ,a  I 00,0




















2. Expoils  (t)
Wheat  ild  flour
(wheat  equivaleno






















.Solrceri  FAO  but Eurostat  for Community figures
(r) Excl. intra-Ec  rade.
('z) Excl. rice + malt in billey  equivalent.CEREALS T/I77
4.1.4.1 Supply balances - 
durum  wheat
(l July-3O June) - 
common  wheat EUR 12
1000r EA TAV























human  consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)


































































human  consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)






















































,to&rcer Eurostat  and EC Commission,  DiretoraE G€neral  for Agriculture
(') Calculated  on inra-impon  bsis.T/178 CEREALS
4.1.4.2 Supply balances  - 
barley
(l July-3O June)  - 
rye EUR 12
1000t























human consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)




















32237  28747  30517
2035  1776  l98l
5814  s909  6626
910  965  2064
'I l9  t23  l0l
66  18  64
0,2  0,2  0,2



































human consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)

























3256  3tt7  4438
273  29s  407
58635
tz'7  228  586
153  t57  128







- 2,9  63,0
0,0  48,6
- 0,8  - 5,6
-0,7  16,8
- 0,8  16,8







.toxrc€.  Eurostal  and EC Commission,  Directorale-General  for Agriculture
(r) Calculated  on inra impofr basis.CEREALS T/179
4.1.4.3 Supply balances  - 
maize
(l July-3O June)  - 
oats and mixed summer cereals  EUR  12
Sorrc?: Eurosht  and  EC Commission,  Directorate,General  for Agriculture

























human  consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)




















































































human consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)






















































































human  consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after  processing)
Human  consumption  (kg/head)
Self-sufficiency (7o)

















human  consumption  (grain)
Human  consumption  (after processing)
Human  consumption  (kg/head)
Self-sufficiency (7o)
.torrc€: Eurosht md EC Commission,  Directonte  General  for Agriculture
(r) Including'triticale'.
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4.1.5.4 Consumei  price indices - 
bread and cereals
















































































































































sorr.err  Eurostat  and EC Comhission,  Dirrctorate-General  for Agricultur€CEREALS  T/183
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4.1.6.3 Intervention stocks in the EC at the end of the marketing  year
Source  : EC Commission,  Directorate-General  for Agdcu[ure
tl 000t)
r985/86 r989/90 t990t91 l99t t92 tq)2/93
2 3 4 5
Common  wheat
- 
common  wheat of
breadmaking  quality
- 
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4.2.4.1 Supply  balance - 
rice (t)
Soucsi  Eurostat-
(1) Broken  rice included.
(2) Calculated  on intra-impoft  basis
I 000 t wholly  milled  rice
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4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international  trade in sugar
I [YLn t nw sugtr % TAV





(l) Supply  balance








of which : as 70 of consumption
(lI) Internqtional  trade
Imports/world
of which: EUR 12
Vo
Expons/world
of which: EUR 12
Vo
41692  35310  39938
98746  t16624  110298





1729s0  t83424  179966 1,0 - 1.9
33313  32008  30625
100502  111469  112572
39136  39938  36769
38,9  35.8  32.7
- 0,7  - 4,3
t,7  1,0
0,3  -7,9






26565  26256  27879
1946  1709  t670





27750  27558  27304
4280  4859  4710






Sorl.er r (I) FO Licht 
- 
Europ€an  Sugar Joumal (for the supply  balance),  (lI) Intemational Suga  Organization  (for inEmational  rrade).T/194  SUGAR
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply  balance
(October/SePtember)
Total production
of which: C sugar production for export













Human  consumption  (kg/head) (3)
Self-sufficiency (7o) ( I )
Source  : EC Commission,  Dir*torate-Ceneral  tbr Agnculture.
(') Excl. C sugar.
(2) Excl. sugtr  traded  for prcessing.
(r) Ratio of human  consumption  to resident  population at I Jmuary

































































4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices (1)
Pris Exchange (2)
London Exchange (r)
New York  Exchange (a)
Solrcei  EC Commission,  Directorab-General for Agriculture.
(r) Ari$metic mean of spot  prices  (June/July).
(r) White  sugar.  loaded  fob designated  European  pons, in new bags.
(r) Raw sugar. 96", cif - 
United Kingdom, ex. hold
(a) Raw sugd. 96', load€d  fob Cmibbem  Contract  No I I








19,88  23,23  2t,9r
16,40  19,06  19,82
14.03  16,39  16,95SUGAR T/I95

















































































(r) BelgiqudBelgidr  Sucre raffin Ceraffineerde  su,ker
Dmmark:  Melis  (Srgdt)
BR Deuhchlild: Zucker (Raffinade) EWC  KL. I
Ell6da:  Zachd
Espda;  Azicd blequilla
Fnnce:  Roffin6, sci6
Irelmd:  Sugu
Iialia:  Zucchero  semolato
Nederland:  Suiker
Pofrugal:  Agicar fino
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4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
I 000r % TAV













Oil and oil equivalent
EC total production:
- 








Cake and cqke equivalent
EC total production
- 








































































































Sorr.?:  Eurostat  and EC Commission,  Dir4torate-General  for AgricultureT/2OO OILSEEDS. OILS AND FATS













Oil and oiL equitalent
EC total production:
- 








Cakc and cake equivalent
EC total production
- 







































































































Sorrc?:  Eurostat  and EC Commission,  Directora@-General  for AgricultureOILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/2OI
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed,  oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
1 0(x)r % TAY













Oil and oil equivalent
EC total production:
- 




















































724  1242  972
10359  9983  ll37l
10906  10459  10770
960  797  I 106
000

















- 5,2  6,0
XX
2.6  10,9












Soilr.e; Eurostat  dd  EC Commission.  Directorate-General  for AgricultureOILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/203
4.4.4.4 Supplies of olive oil EUR 12
I ("roo  r qA TAV
1985/86 1990/91 6 19911926





































































Soxrcej  EC Commission,  Direclorale  General  for Agriculture.
(r) Ratio  of human  consumption  to resident  population at I January
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4.5.1.1 Area, yield and harvested production of (a) fruit, (b) citrus fruit and (c) vegetables
Yield Hdveskd prcducrion
I 000 ha % TAY I 00 kg/ha % TAY | 000r Vo IAv





t992 199 | 1985
l99r  |  1992
l6sls





4 3 2 9 8 1 ll 10 t4 12 15 I6
EUR 12
A. Fruit (ercL  citrus)














































315  115  465
81  60  63
499  279  394
a'7  a1  88
39  32  28
131  106  1',t2
75  85  85
12  7l  89
176  135  212
1',7  21  2l


































- 5,6  165,1
-6,7  4,2
- 9,5  4t,4
-0,t  1,2
-2,1  - 10,3
-5,3  61,8
2,t  0,0



















l2l  315++  323** 2.5 - 0.4 337 1't6 230 91,8 5534  10881 7433 96,6 - 4,8
688+* a1r**
18  l8**  18**
5"t  47  48**
(6  69  77
llt**
85  83  a2
000
t6  t1  11
22  24  25





0,7  I 1,6
0,0  0.0




360  t7l  603
t13  160  2@
576  J25  tt13
t48  103  214
1',76  98  209
272  187  31  1
90  90  100
231  220  292
xxx
r88  131  335
43  108  ill



















2t6  t37  482
45  32  40
1383  781  2932
261  l 86  385
1004  459  1005
1193  t290  2398
9910
zo14  1830  2195
6  2  l0
300  221  570
95  260  77
301  325  3'7',7
-'7,3  25 I.8 _55  )5n
- 9,1  2't5,4
- 5,8  107,0
- t2.2  | I9,0
- 5,3  85,9
0,0  r1,r
- 1,6  30,9
















|]7  138++  139** o.7 0.r 223 115 188 64,9 - 5,3 3t02 r868 z5'79 66,1
333*
000*
222 '7  7**  7*
36  36  36*
20  t6  \6
49  5t  52
65s




































_r l  al )
- 9,8  205.1
- 10,1  23,0
- 6,9  55,6
- 6,3  '74,3
-2,8  58,1 t)  5)
2,8  6,4
-44  -111
78  68  lll
434
324  r75  534
140  74  9l
595  387  602
411  226  394
806  706  I 138
10't  96  101
57  94  100






















210  222++  226+* t.8 0.9 158 126 128 - o.2 2794  3573* 2682 o,'7
000**
32  33**  34*4
58  68  70**
29  26*+  26**
83  78  19
8  t7  17**
0,5  3,0
- t,8  0.0
- 1,0  1,3 13,4  0,0
164  225  300
92  99  il5
135  108  t33
143  128  162
33  51  64
5,4  33,6
1,3  16,5
- I,8  26,3 '7,7  25,6
18  10  l0**
524  14t  1020
532  6't3  807
391  282  346
I f9t  t002  l2a2












67** 63* t5** 6,3 10,3 165 r08 t07 52,O o,2 1 104 683 3',t5 61.6 10.5
2  4**  5**
3  11  t4**
8  ll**  lt**
22  35  35
0**  2**  2**



















24  80  148
16  55  151
98  125  114
















192** t83** 207 4,9 -to 130 123 lt8 0,8 250d 2253 2433 I l.l - l.l
000**
19  19**  19**
76  58  59*+
26  t7  t7




- 6,8  0,0 0,0  10,0
1,0  0.0
xxx
131  153  168 '73  't3  73
60  41  52
115  116  t83












249  290  320
558  426  429
156  70  89
1402  l4r |  1610 r00


















66** 66** m 0,0 1,6 95 83 98 t4,6 2,7 548  628** 587 t4.6 -t.l
000*
7  7**  7*
2l  26  264
14  t6**  16*
16  16  16
2  1  1*
0,0  0,0
3,6  0,0 2,3  0,0 0,0  0,0
- r0.9  0.0
xxx
t87  93  t29 '72  8t  74 '73  6't  99
123  98  109






















- 10,9  0,0
- 1 1,1  38,5











520  540+*  537** - 0.6 0.6 181 159 r55 ll.6 o.4 8082  8600**  9',7 t4* 13.0 t.0
52  51**  58**
252  265  265**
2  3**  3**
184  184  180
30  31  3r**
1,5  1,8 0,8  0,0 '7,0  0,0
0,0  -2,2 0,5  0,0
115  178  lU
139  173  191
185  lU  71
189  153  r89
45  47  47
0.3  3,3
3,',t  10.6
- 8,8  - 28,1
0,5  0,1
9l I  1014  t066
3514  4585  5073
31  32  23
3484  2424  3406













295  305*+  305+ 0,0 0,6 r95 167 tu 1',7.1 0.1 5962 5092 4836 n.l 0.9
34  36**  3,7*4
132  141  142**
0  0**  0*+
109  I 10  108
20  18  l8**
I,0  2,8
1,I  O,7
o,2  - 1,8
- 1,7  0,0
f85  195  236
t47  188  202
xxx
198  149  195







































Yield Harvested  production
1 000 ha ./o T AV | 00 lg/hx 1a TAY 1m0t
1992 199l 1985
1991 |  t992
lr85  |  lrrl
1992 1991 r985 f99r I  t992














t12  103**  t02** - 1,0 1,4 t54 t1'7 129 5.0 2.2 l5?3 1513 1442 4,0 0,8
13  l3**  l3**
55  46  46**
0  0**  0**






158  172  8,1
88  12t  150
xx
185  183  198
43  40  40
1.5  - 51,3
- 0,2  8,2








































t25  88  88
160  112  92
182  l3l  155








50  44  44
4a  61  55
291  r83  201
22  25**  25+*
- 2,1  0,0






































14  29  29
519  866  1052
33  29  19
246  245  299
t2,9  0,0
6,9  2r,5





1744 11 i8 0,0 -0.9 230 242 231 ,4.9 0.1 19l 1l 42',7 -4,9 - 0,6
01**l**
















,7 0,0 - 8,9 133 99 1.9 5.1 53 69 t,9








60  15  70




24  15  l4+{
40  34  37*'















1962  l't524*  r 755 0.2 1.9 267 264 223 1,0 43112  46302** 46850** 1,2 1,0
50  32  33**
l9  16  16*'
55  75  ',73
155  135**  136**
4',72  498**  499**
328  282  279+*
145**
533  41 l**  410**
000
11  65**  65**
94  84+*  84**





2,5  - I,l
8,9  25,O




2U  390  415
t46  156  t56
2't't  213  290
218  2As  284
20t  213  2t4
t69  2M  204
314  600  472
u5  315  3tl
xx
356  5s6  591
211  235  235











































- 1,8  -0,4
5,0  3,3
- 1.8  0,3
1,8  0,9
0,8  -2,1
-o,2  - |,3
- 16,7  100,0
4,',7  ',7,4






































7,O  - 6,7






t55  1',76  t94
ll0  70  10
263  237  227
177  l9'7  200
222  r85  184
I 14  128  125
t40  120  120
161  t92  19t
163  145  165
180  2n  200
185  153  1&
2,1  tO,2 't,3  0,0
1,1  - 4,2
t,8  1,',7
3,0  - 0,6
2,5  0,0




62  88  91
1 I  7**  "t**
'19  166  r59
53  59  60**
222  218  258
526  575  58?
14  t2  12
500  632  686
49  58  66
18  20  20**
369  382  410
6,0  t0.2
-'7,3  0,0
t3,2  - 4.2
l,8  1,7
1,5  2,1


















300  2'72**  2ss+' - 6.1 t.6 491 486 466 t,2 0;l 13985  13210  12531** -J.l -0.9
rt1
0  0**  0**
000
49  45  4544
61  60  56
11  13  t2
000**
143  130  ll8
222




0,3  -6,7 4,4  - 7,1
1,6  -9,2 0,0  0,0
4,3  0,0
0.0  0.0
1600  3140  3300
x
xxx
462  420  407
398  444  467
553  625  633
xx
459  446  46'7
2625  3180  3260
357  447  320









160  314  330
17  18  20
23  32  3l
22U  1891  1830
2429  2665  2616
940  812  7@
14  9  lO*x
6563  5798  5506
525  636  652
928  894  640
t22  141  136
1 r,9  5,1
1,0  | t,l
- 3.0  ,3,2
1,6  - 1,8
- 2,4  - 6,4
- 7,1  il,1








EUR I2 t8** 19 zo - 5.3 - 0,9 \2 291 267 7.3 561** 552 534 1.6 0.6
3  3**
1l









- 1,4  - 9,1
23',7  2U  211
305  350  350
2q  240  240
248  269  303
-2,2  4,8
2,3  0,0
- 3,r  0,0
1,4  12,6
71  62  65**
122  140  140**
29  24  24
291  296  303


































3801  4539  4639  5135  5421
190  290  257  257  302
733  902  891  955  1032
396  433  483  s52  556
3168  3660  3888  4284  4364
1163  1273  1312  1425  1330
2'76  335  317  375  391
415  491  560  538  591
t872  2419  2629  2511  2683
867  1207  1403  1288  1336
272  328  321  303  315





5)  I O











































1014  15t7  1690  2237  2138
461  596  643  839  849
101  203  228  259  295
2101114r7
1419  t547  1527  1636  1581
862  92r  912  918  877
89  67  79  ll3  r2Z
103  64  74  89  77
6,0  - 8,4
12,2  - 50,0
4,3  2,0
10,5  - 28,8


























457  597  634  672  797
21  32  34  31  37
72  94  106  132  147
30  46  43  52  50
623  588  589  654  734
189  161  153  144  160
58  54  44  52  59
98  93  99  97  rZ2
685  716  753  864  924
324  386  416  539  610
251  209  203  194  r42
45  64  71  65  82
0,8  12,2
- 4,4  I I,l













Tl2IZ FRUTT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Intra-EC trade and external trade in fresh fruit and vegetables  EUR 12
(10001)
Sollr?i  Eurostat,
(r) Based on gmds  entering
C) Ciss  fruit not included.FRUIT  AND VEGETABLES  T/213
4.5.4.1 Supply  balance - 
fresh fruit(r)
Market  balance - 
fresh apples
sorrc?i  Eurostat.
(r) Including fruit preserves  and juices
























human  consumption  (gross)
























































































































- 12,6T/2I4 FRUIT  AND VEGETABLES
I D00t '/o TAV
1985/86




I 2 3 5 6
Fresh pears

































































































































(r) According to the market  balilce
EUR 12FRUIT AND VECETABLES T/215
4.5.4.3 Market balance - 
table grapes
Supply  balance - 
fresh vegetables (1)
Jbrr.?,  Eurostat.
(r) Including  vegetable  preserves  and  iuices.
I 0001 E. TAV
1985/86




2 4 5 o
Table grapes









































































human  consumption  (r)


























































0,0T/216 FRUIT  AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.4 Market  barance :  f$;TH;"*
Cauliflowers














humn consumption  (r)
Fresh  tomtoes

































































































3.4FRUIT AND VEGETABLES  T/2I7
4.5.4.5 Supply  balance - 
citrus fruit (r)
Market  balance - 
oranges  (1)
Sorrc?: Eu$tat.
(r) Including fruit preserves  and  juices.
EUR 12
1000r % TAV





















Human  consumption  (kg/head)
Self-sufficiency (7o)
6401  8478  9222
2542  4520  4626
30s  993  907
4128  3263  3434
000
8595  12005  t2941
25  50  20
630  965  1413
88  s3  103
7895  10937  I 1405
24,6  34  35


















































































0,0FRUIT  AND VEGETABLES T/219
4.5.4.6 Market  barance r ;Iffi:::$;:Tffff'
Sorr.s. Eurostat.
(r) According to the market  balmce
EUR 12
I000r o/o TAY

















humm  consumption  (r)
























































human  consumption  (r)
















































r5.84.5.5.1 Producer  prices of certain types of fruit and vegetables
Source : EC Commission,  Dir4torate-Genetal  for Agriculture
(r) TomatGs grown under  glas.
(2)  Op€n-grown  iomat@s.
ECU/100  kg 9c TAv
1990/199111991t19921199a1993
tc9r/tq92  I  l092/le9l













36,49  61,70  17 
'90 33,01  49,25  17;78
M,t6  74,44  25,13
39,35  89,55  35,89
41,2t  67,34  14,5l
43,71  73,87  2r'94
26,8 |  18.66
43,08  60,76  2r,35
46,33  84,21  2r,68
:  52,97  25'32
69,1  - 71,0
49,2  - 63,9
68,6  - 66,2
t27,6  -59,9 63,4  - 78,5
69,0  -'70,3
M,2  X
41,0  - 64p
81,8  -743











51,87  70,68  40'96
38,26  66,43  25,27
62,49  66,05  27 
'54 86,73  105,1 I  53,88
54,52  66,16  z7 '03 &JI  82,46  32,65
54,73  73,65  27 '33 71,95  90,24  43,58
:  42,19  28'34
57.26  64,66  40,61
36,3  - 42,0
73,6  - 62,0
5,7  - 58,3
21,2  - 48,7
21,3  - 59,1
28,6  - 60,4
34,6  - 62,9
25,4  - 51,7
x  - 33,8





42,11  54,50  36,40
55,54  42,62  30,05
ffi,41  89,25  45,85
48.1 1  ?8,30  4l'41
29,4  -33,2
- 23,3  - 29,5
47,7  - 48,6




69,80  68,88  43,78
75,36  95,89  54,47











53,69  15,13  52,00
68,17  55,57  53'44
68,65  85,1 I  55,91
51,66  74,35  48'50
37,08
39,9  - 30,8
- 18,5  - 3,8
24,0  -34,3
43,9  - 34,8
X




42,06  4r,32  36,20
43,9t  52,40  47,05
57,97  83,44  55,79
34,75  36,25  34'96
- 1,8  - 12,4
't9,3  - 10,2
43,9  - 33,r







































40,79  39,55  33,39
33,45  36,68  33,90
4l,00  42,61  38,25
:  22,19  22.7 |
43,67  51,72  32,53
48,40  61,88  42,07
45,28  43,81  37,09
92,90  97,37  21,21
:  43,54  42,26
30,33  46,37  27,66
;  :  30,62
, r7,2  -26,8
-11,0  -33,8
-99  - 30,1
x  - 19,6
- 16,5  -24,8 12,3  - 36,4
-lL,1  -27,3 x  8,9
- 3,0  - 15,6
9,7  -7,6 3,9  - 10,2
x  2,3
18,4  - 37,l
27 ,9  - 32,0
_lt  -151 4,8  -78,2 x  -2,9












75,62  60,28  43,92
81,94  70.09  :
33,25  32,38  26,40
54,56  76,73  41,91
28,55  2s,47  22,71
32,73  24,84  24,82
31,56  37,02  26,72
59,31  57,35  41,18
:  19,02  30,37
37.49  25,12  19,80
- 20,3  - 27 ,l
- 14,5  x
-2,6  - 18,5
40,6  - 45,4
- 10,8  - 10,8
- 24,1  - 0,1
1.7,3  -27,8 _? 1  -)9.) x  59,7
- 33.0  -21.2
'Round' tomatGs Belgique/Belgi€  (r)
Danmark  (r)
BR Deutschland  (2)
Elldda  ('z)






United  Kingdom (r)
56,26  61,76  M,97
88,98  100,99  68,42
59,51  54,23  37,18
45,55  35,27  29,46
33,85  42,U  35,07
50,59  54,43  45,53
45,43  &,63  48,53
32,49  45,14  32,31
65,01  68,28  43,43
:  ;  19,26
63,81  73,03  53,52
9,8  -27,2
- 8,9  - 31,4
-22,6  - 16,5
24,2  - 16,6
7,6  - 16,4







19,88  29,65  40,81
7s,06  78,95  79,55
34,71  41,26  39,06
115,33  99,18  111,45
49,r  37,6
5,2  0,8
18,9  - 5,3

















t\)4.5.6.1 Quantities  of fruit and vegetables  bought in
I 000 kg harvest€d  production














323583  35737  1693072 0;7 15.6
2188  33  101000
1546  0  57171
163525  26912  151743
0  0  1442't3
62051  0  842500
811  555  7O3
7820t  7367  259544
2189  3  103510
0  0  11231






























28286 3269 236094 0.2 7.6
1945  342  2218
3  0  331
t428  353  1073
0  0  19561
6687  |  36670
17705  1954  172069
l8l  268  2144
0  268  1977
























513967  430001 8774M t5,4  24,6
375\82  326489  597684
380  638  38356
37348  12611  92238
101057  90263  147M9






















129609  8307s  348350 t2.1 31.6
22018  31138  114586
222  353  3895
18454  6689  57529
























37253  1004  20886 0.2  3.3**
36832  841  5349
t02  96  492
0  0  14350















2368M  164588  606392 t0,2
191722  156960  233485
22539  7334  282282
329  294  460











8814  2723  7176 A O**  7 )**
3282  2723  2354
2800











18739  13736  84415 0,9**  5,5
171  O  t594
17636  13728  82205
0829
932  0  647
0,0  0,9
2,2  16,2







792  l7t3  57970 0,1**  4.lxx
46  41  1285
410  68  29755
282  1604  8400
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4.6.3.I Trade (r) in wine and share in world trade
Sdrr.?r  Eurostat  and  FAO
(r) Inra  and extra
(t 000 hu
Imports Expor6 q. TAV %ol
tnde























27403  289696 30872e 0,9 6.6 40548 35867@ 36073 0,6 z,o 73.26
2012 2118 2352
t02l  1179  1 169
9161 107296 104146
77783
9  80  129
6859 5414 7357
120  151  148
689  751  196
zt48  2246  2229
r2630
5376 6198  6165
0,9  6,0




- 3,9  35,9
3,9  -2,0
r,4  6,0
0,7  - 0,8
72,r  15,4
2,4  - 0,5
103  123  194
36  34  32
2897 24856  2191@
l29l  586  606
6256 674't  6148
'tr617 12178  11457
zl2
16694 11951 12429
94  43  46
t479  1668 2309
79  51  59
3,0  57,7
-oo  -5q
- 2,5  12,3
- 1.2,3  3,4
1,3  - 8,9
0,8  - 5,9
- 10,9 100,0
- 5,4  4,0






































Human  consumption  (l/head)
Self-sufficiency (7o)




3. Table  wines (Total):
Usable production



















































































4.6.4.1 Supply balance - 
wine
.torrc?: Euro$at and  EC Commission.  Directorate-General  for Agriculture.
(r) Excluding  distillation  for the production  of wine spirits betring  a designation  of origin  and  national  disrillation  operations.







I 2 3 6 7
























3,050  :  3,800  :
2,45',1  2,143  2,148  r"723
2,251  2,145  2,096  I ,718
I  l;/4'7  2.532  l'642
17ll  :  2,297  1.834
2,662  3,145  3,1 15  3,005
2,4s0  2,84'7  3,099  2'912
2,657  3,151  3,1I I  2'989
2,671  3,130  3,117  3,016
2,683  3,179  3,161  3,059
2,664  3,145  3,116  2'998
2,695  3,158  3,086  2;716
3,03'7  3,128  2,356  2,M3
3,34',7  3,659  2;797
2,5',t8  2,189  2,151  l'154 ::
2,69t  2,9$  1,612  2,103
3,135  3,455  3,3',75  2,845
2J62  2,983  2,895  2,t44
2;78s  3,293  3,009  :














































2,843  2,467  2,160  t,962
2,94't  2,954  2,956
2,861  2,596  2,428
2,74',7  2,215  2,500








































2;150  2,528  2,193
2,597  2,50'1  2,108
2,@8  2,549  2,118
2,5'tO  3,66',1  3,092
3,048  :  :
















- 0.5  - 8,9





115,154  :  47,81'l
115,154  i  47,81'7




























3,005  3,69'1  3,800  :
2,907  4.t32  :  :
::
3,080  3,444  3,800
1,991  1,851  1,957  r'3'19
2,084  1,929  1,826  1,366
































- 0,3  -29,5
- 0,1  - 28,8
XX
xx
4,6  - 2',7,3
XX





1,6  - 28,8
3,4  - r',1,2
1,3  - 26,3
0,3  - 28,8
- 0,9  -20,2
0,1  - 2',7,r
- 1,0  -z"t,r





83,238  55;lO2  5'.7,7r6  33,543
82,681  54,16  55,848  34'5'19
85,186  57,541  59,262  32'686
83,233  55J02  5'1;116  33'600
- 5,9  - 41,9
- 6,3  - 31,8
- 5,9  - 44,8
- 5.9  - 41,8




69,5m  7'7,16l  '17,2M
69,590  7't,l6l  77,20'l










Source : EC Commission,  Direbmte-Geneml  for Agiculture
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4;7.4.1 Supply balance - 
potatoes EUR 12
I 000t q. TAV






















































































- 5,5  8,0
0,7  - 0,0
- 0,6  - 0,5
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4.8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal  exporting countries
q. I 0001 Vo TAv



































100 100 100 7000,0  7607,8 8288,2 t.4 8.9
5,8  5,7  4,9
2,4  3,1  3,9
5,4  3,3  I,8
r,7  1,1  0,9
1,6  2,3  2,6
1,0  1,6  1,7
6,9  '1,3  7 ,0
1,1  0,9  1,0
9,8  9,9  9,4
1,3  1,0  0,8
0,8  0,5  0,4
5,9  5,5  7,0
0,9  1,2  1,3
34,3  39,8  41,2
403,9  430.1!  408.5@
170,0  239,4  322,1
376,0  250,5  145,2
119,0  85,0  71,0
I I 1,0  178,1  2tt,4
67,0  125,4  138,6
486,0  555,9  578,8
76,0  69,7  79,6
686,0  754,9  780,8
88,0  78,1  64,9
54,0  38,3  29,8
411,0  422,0  577,0
6r,0  94,4  108,6
2400,0  3030,7  3414,7
1,1  - 5,1
5,9  34,5
- 6,5  - 42,0
- 5,5  - 16,5
8,2  18,7
I 1,0  l0,s
2,3  4,1
- t,4  14,2
1,6  3,4




sbxrce  r Europed  Commission  for Agricu,ture, Tobrcco  Quanerly














1531,5  1656,7  1623,6
463,2  527.7@  526.9d
30,2  31,9  32,5
8,2  -2,0





t565,7  t702,4  1725,1
223,5  210,6@  200,3o
14,3  12,4  1 1,6
8,7  1,3
- 5,8  - 4,9
X X
.toxlce  i Eorostat  and World  Tobacco  Situation (USDA)










































































- 26,5  63,3
25,0  9,3
4,5  75,4
32,0  - 0,9
9,0  35,7
23,3  10,0
626,5  - 33,5
XX




28,5  - 16,2
- lt,8  -74,2
- 6.8  -27.3
4.8.3.2 EC tobacco exports to third countries
So,rrcrr  Euroitat.
EUR 12T/238 TOBACCO
4.8.3.3 Imports and exports of raw tobacco
A. Imports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured  Burley
Light air cured Mayland
Fire cured Kentucky









Light air cured  Burley
Light air cured Mryland
Fire cured  Kentucky





























































































































































































I 989 | 990 l99l 1989 I 990 t 99l














Kaba  Kulak c.












762  7t'7  158
2934  -  9l
1222
471  -  2l
3472  1601  1650
1916  684  433
541 I  738  643
1100  26  54
3130  9  77
413  18  23
































4243 8258 32588 1.4 f9 l l,6
4.8.6.1 Quantities  of tobacco bought in
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4.10.5.1 Market  price for hops
,torrcej EC Commission,  Directorate  General  tor Agriculture
Zentler  = 50kg Vo TAv





2 l 5 6
EUR 12 (no contract)  ECU








- 64,8  1,8
0,0  - 4,2
t6l 165 196 - 15,8  -2,4
Belgique/Belgi€  BFR





United Kingdom  UKL
15062  7584  9769
466  380€  370@
22953  23619  21703
t773  1539  1569
235  222  233
25400  10039  33727
t46  160  t72
- 49,6  28,8
- 18,5  -2,6
)o  _R I
- 13,2  1,9
- 5,5  5,0
- 60,5  236,0
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+FIBRE FLAX, COTTON  AND SILKWORMS T/249





















-1,9  - i8,?
- 16,7  - 4,1
- 41,4  212,6











- 6,8  -2r,3
- 16,5  - 5,0
- 9.6  - 3,7
.t rrc?r  EC Commission,  Directorate-General  for Agriculture
4.11.3.1 Imports of flax straw into Belgium
















- 4,2  - 15,0
-9.2  - 40,0
,Sorr.?i  EC Conrmission,  Directorale-G€neral  for AgricultureT/250 FIBRE FLAX. COTTON AND SILKWORMS
4.11.3.2 lntra-EC trade and external trade in cotton fibre(r)  EUR 12
ll000t)










































































x  - 50,0
t2,2  - 21,4
x  - 33,3
4,5  -23,1
- I1,9  0,0
26,0  50,0



































































- 3,2  0,0
t2,2  0,0
- 3,3  - 1,0
- 10,3  - 23,1
-0  6  - 15
- 6,6  r2,9
3,8  - 1,6
- ?0,6  50,0
_t 5  10
























































(r) Cotlon, oiher  than  rendered  absorbent  or bleached.
(J) Based on entries-FIBRE FLAX, COTTON  AND SILKWORMS TI25I
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
Source  : EC Commission,  Directorate  ceneral  for Agriculture
(r) Calculated  on lhe basis of prices  in national  cunencies.
ECU/r  (') qO TA\








242,5  118,22  I 18,46




4.11.5.2 Flax tow prices
Source  : EC Conrmission,  Directofate-General  for Agriculture
(')  Calculated  on the basis of prices  in national  curencies.
ECUA O q. TAV













1468,6  757,3  745,2
1688,9  888,1  863,3





-)RFIBRE FLAX, COT'|ON AND STLKWORMS  T/253
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton,  world prices (1)
(ECU/t0o  ks)
1985 1989 1990 | 991 1992 1993
















































































a 173,9 111  5 t22,4 t19,4 86,0
7o TAV in relation
to preceding  yeat 23,0 ,t  5 - 8,4 -2.4 -28,0
(r) 'Mid. l-3l32'  in force rhe firsr day of each monrh.T/254 FEEDINGSTUFFS - 
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4.13.'7.5 Use of cereals by the compound  feedingstuffs  industry
Source: Fefrc.
(')  Grcece,  Luxembourg md the file  nN  Lird€r not included.
% of production of
compound  f eedingstuffs
t0001 1o TAY



















28,1 28,8 38.3 36160  30495  3022s - 0,9 -)L
23,7  11,8  10,9
38,1  25,4  26,3
24,2  2r,2  20,6
6l,8  42,1  38,4
4s,8  30,9  30,4
41,0  26,2  25,9
52,3  15,7  45,7
15,7  13,8  14,0
52.4  28,8  25,6
41,8  34,1  33,6
l 190  645  645
1650  1285  l5l5
4040  3630  3600
7920  5675  5250
6740  5880  5850
820  655  695
5550  5850  5800
2540  2165  2185
1350  925  995




















4.13.7.7 Production of dehydrated  fodder (excl. potatoes)
Safi 
"i 
EC Commi\sion.  Direcrorate-General  for Agricukure





































































4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder EUR  12
10001 % TAV





























Sorrc?i  Eurostat  md Ec  Commission,  Dirsto.ac-Cen€ral  for AgdcullureI
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NT/260 FEEDINCSTUFFS - 
FODDER
4.13.7.12  Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
(ECU/100  kg)
I 984 1985 1986 1987 r988 1989 l 990 l99l 1992 1993



























































































































Avenge  12 months i).)o 22.06 20,t6 18,94 23,86 23.38 16,82 t7 18 l7,06
9o TAY
compded with
previous  yetr t3.7 - 8.6 - 6,1 26,0 -tn _ rR I 2.1 - 0.7
Soarc?  r EurostatMEAT IN GENERAL  T/261
Relalive shde  % I 0001 CA TAV
























42,9  42,4  42,6
24,5  25,7  ?4,8
20,6  19,9  20,6
3,8  3,6  3,5
0,1  0,1  0,1
2,2  2,3  2,4
13515  14353  14387
77W  8705  8380
6486  6756  6963
1182  r22l  I l9l
42  46  44






94,1  94,0  94,r
5,9  6.0  5.9
29622  31848  3t758
1869  2020  1983 RI
- 0,3
- 1,8

















42,9  42,7  42,9
23,3  23,7  22,9
19,5  19,8  20J
4,7  4,5  4,5
0,7  0,6  0,5




- 2,3  0,0
-9,6  -7,7
4R  ) )
39,5  40,0  40,2
2l,5  222  21,5










86,2  87,9  87,9
6,0  5,8  5,8
2,0  0,0
- 3,0  - 0.1
100 100 100 92,2  93.7 93,8 11 0,0
4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and consumption  of meat (r)
Source : EC Commission.  DiEtorate-General  for Agriculture
(r) Ctrcass  weighr  for meat.
EUR 12T1262  I4.EAT IN GENERAL/BEEF
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external  trade (r) in meat (z) and self-sufficiency
Sorre r EC Commission,  Diretorate-General  for Agriculture
(r) Exports  minus  imports
(r) Including live  animals,  carcass weight equivalenl.
EUR 12
Net balance ( self-sufficiency
(:q")
I fixlt
I 990 199 | t')92 I 990 1991 1992

















489  567  477
315  790  751
290  326  361
-218  -:r,  -2s6
- 148  - l4l  - 129
-69  - 64  -- 58
t03.8  104.5  103.4
109.3  113.5  112.9
105.1  105.4  105.7

















505 t252 1124 102.4 104.9 104.  r
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers  (December of previous  year)
| fi10  head
o/. of EUR I






















































































Srrr.?  r Eurostat  and EC Commission,  Directorate  Ceneral  lbr AgricultureBEEFNEAL T/263
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beeflveal (adult bovine animals  and calves) (')
NB i These  figures  do not corespond to gross  domestic  production; for this  see  Table 4.14.1-l
Sodrc€  : Eurostat.
(r) Total  staughterings  of animals  including  those of foreign origin.
('z) Ctrcass  weighl.
| 000 t (r) 1o TAY




















7069  7881@  75566 -4 I I,O
272  316  293
230  2ll  2t6
1577  2104@  176l@
17  74  69
421  493  524
1553  is71  1588
481  554  564
966  967  1010
98',7
349  447  451
101  1 19  114
1027  1017  958
2,1  -7,3
- 2,4  2,4
4,3  - 16,3





- 6,1  - 12,5
4,6  0,8
3,1  - 4,2














842e 840@ 891 1,8  - 0,2
42  57  59
2ll
84  766  68s
6  8  ll
t4  1l  ll
346  289  289
000
206  2r4  207
000




- 15,9  0,0
- 4,8  - 10,5
- 5,9  0,0
- 4,3  0,0
0,0  0,0
0,8  - 3,3
0,0  0,0
- 1,0  4,5
7,5  28,6














7961  87256  8396s 1,2  - 3,8
314  373  352
232  2lZ  217
1662  2182@  1829€
83  82  80
442  504  535
1899  1860  1877
481  554  5&
rt71  1181  1218
987
531  623  635
107  126  123
1030  l0l9  960
2,5  - 5,6
_1 \  ) 4
3,7  - 16,2
- 0,6  - 2,4
3,9  6,2
- 0,9  0,1
3,1  1,8
0,4  3,1
- 6,1  - r2,5
2,8  1,9
- 0,9  - 5,8% 1000r 9o TAY
" 
1985 < I991 1992 1985 ., I 991 1992































































































































1,9  - 1,4
0,2  - 3,7
- 0,8  0,7
1,7  - 5,6
5,7  3,3
- 0,8  - 4,4
- 0,1  7,1
4,2  2,3
1,6  - 1,3
209  4,9
- 1,5  4,1
9;7  5,1
1,1  - s,0
- 1,4  - l5,l
34,5  - 0,4
0,7  2,8
1,5  5,7
0,4  - 6,1
- 0,1  -2,9
- 1,9  - 5,1
- 3,7  - 10,3
BEEFNEAL T/265
4.15.2.1 World production and production of principal beef/veal producing/exporting countries (r)
,9o&/ce  r FAO  and oth€r  international  organizations  (GATT).
(r) Net production.
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4.15.4.1 Supply  balance - 
beeflveal EUR 12
I 000 r (r) % -tA\











Intra-Community trade  (2)
Intemal use (total)











































Sorr.€i  Eurostat  and EC Commission.  Diretorate-Ceneral  for Agriculture.
(r) Tohl  trade,  with  the exception  of live  animals.
('?) All rade,  ;ncluding live mimals  (figures based on impons).
(r) Cilcass weight.BEEFNEAL T/269
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4.16.0.1 Pig numbers  (December of previous year)
Soercs:  Euroslal
I 000 head 7o of EUR 12 % TAY
























































































4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered (r)
Soffr.€,  Eurostal.
(r) Animals of domestic  and foreign origin
I 000 head % TAV weight in kg
% TAV
























158878 110592a l'110486 0,3 1,8 80,6  84,1o  84,1n 0,0 1.t
8864  10002 10428
16124 17065 18236
39291 435796 40764@
2371  2367  2403
20555 24619 24901
20526 21615 22458
2240  268'1  2971
11374 12189 12259
t32  104  95
r 9001  18764  | 8?89
2624  3l5l  3451
15773 t4444  14280
3,1  4,3
1,4  6,9










87,3  90,5  90,4
71,6  74,t  75,3
85,1  89,7 a  90,46
67,0  65,0  64,0
74,3  75,9  76,8
85,4  88,7  88,8
639  66,8  68,2
107,6  109,3  108,3
87,3  90,5  90,4
80,7  84,8  84,4
69,0  68,4  68,8
63.9  67,7  67,7
0,9  - 0,1
0,9  |,6
1,3  0,8




0,4  - 0,9
0,9  - 0,1
t,2  - 0,5
- 0,2  0,6




















12812  143366  143886 2,8 0,4
78s  915  951
I 154  1265  1372
3343  3910d  3684o
159  153  153
1529  1869  1912





























4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat  production (r)
Jbr/ce. Eurostal.
(r) Animals of domestic  ed  foreign origin
4.16.2.1 World production  and gross domestic production  of principal  pigmeat-producing or exporting
countries
o/o l0O0t












































12105  13338@  14368€
t7492  23820  25600
6594  6965  72s8
5853  6600  6094
1475  1855  2067
l53l  1555  1483
710  1150  1160
972  lt33  1t29
814  817  815
966  920  850
1059  1039  1 120






0,3  - 4,6
8,4  0,9
3,r  -0,4
- 1,3  -0,2
- 1,0  -7,6
- 0,4  7,8






SrxrcP:  FAOT1272  PIGMEAT
4.16.4.1 Supply  balance - 
pigmeat
Solfc?i  Eurostat,






















Gross consumption  in kg/head/year
Self-sufficiency (7o)
12869  14333  14388
33,6  6,9  1,6
1,0  10,4  1,3
44t  409  479
12836  t4336  14388
l0  -36  0
84  41  59
440  608  536
2101  2555  3007
12510  13801  13911
38,7  40,0  40,2
102.6  103.9  103,4
2,7  0,4
-32,7  -76,8
81,1  - 87,5
- 1,9  l7,l
2,8  0,4
XX
- 16,3  439




0,3  - 0,5
4.16.5.1 Market  prices for pigmeat (r)
Source  : EC Commission,  DirtrtoraE  Ceneral  for Agriculture
(r) Reprcsentative  milkets.
(2)  Slaught€r  weight 
- 
Class  I.
(3) calculated on fhe basis of prjces  in national  curencies.
(a) weighted A Ecu/lcoke.
ECU/loo  ks o % TAV (1.)



















137,1.29  137,459  142,355 - 9.8 i5. I
45,972  146,093  t49j62
22,589  I 19,861  127,179
33,091  139,251  140,384
54,425  142,459  161,595
40,827  t43,227  147,837
39,156  138,637  t4t,465
30,749  \23,017  131,890
58,444  163,424  173,'132
58,996  147,881  163,273
25,609  128,133  126,856
:  153,524  167,957





















lr 5SHEEPMEAT  AND GOATMEAT  T/273
4.1'7.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers  (preceding  December)
I 000 head ',6 of EUR  12 % TAV






































































































































































,Soarcer  EurosEtT/274 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.1'l .1.1 Sheep and goats  slaughtered
1 000  head % TAV Average  ctrcass weight in kg lo TAY





,198',7  < t99l 1992
,1991 <
> 1987  <
t992
irrr













70665  851646 83351o /.1  -) 
1 I4,l  14,26  14,16 0.2  - 0,1
331  345  316
42  85  90
l38l  24066 22666
11297 t2lL4  12492
19673 22333  22845
9149  10913  10005
2070  4215  4357
8163  9629  9755
507  697  723
1355  l5l I  1312
16098 20917  19130
1,0  - 8,4
18,4  5,9
tz,t  - 5,8
2,1  3,1
2,9  2,3





5.6  - 8,5
28,7  19,9  20.1
233  2t,2  36,1
20,3  20,7 a  19,3,
10,7  ll,0  ll,0
r1,2  10,8  10,8
fl,z  17,0  11 ,2
23,0  21,9  21,7
8,6  8,8  8,8
23,1  24,1  23,7
10,2  10,8  10,2
19,0  18,4  | 8,6
- 6,1  1,0
3,2  ',73,t
- 0,4  - 6,8
0,8  0,0
- 0,8  0,0
- 0,1  t,2
- r,2  -09
1,6  0,0
0,3  - 1;1
0,5  - 5,6
- 0,6  l,l
4.17.1.2 Gross internal  sheepmeat  and goatmeat production
I 00Ot
1987 r t99l 1992
















993  l22l'  1195€ 4,8  - 2,1
443
r22
25  636  456
l l9  'i24  129
222  232  242
157  169  ls6
49  9t  95
49  58  63
20  31  28
27  30  30
321  4t7  402
- 4,5  - 25,0
13,6  0,0








5,9  - 3,6
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+SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT  T/277
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat  (r)
EUR  12
() % TAV
















- Other  countries
Grmd total
213430  198872  209374
12357  8823  4580
18889  16837  16829
12834  14131  10823
3276  3638  2l4l
7975  5265  6511
2688  2786  3189
6611  4296  5025
572  477  507
4834  2792  2856
- 6,8  5,3
-28,6  - 48,1
- 10,9  0,0
l0,r  -23,4
11,1  - 41,1
- 34,0  23,7
3,6  14,5
- 35,0  17,0
- 16,6  6,3
- 42,2  2,3
283466  257917  26r83s - 9,0
Sdilrc€j  EC Commission,  DiMtoraE-Ceneral  for Agricolture  and Eurostat  Comext.
(')  Incl. live animals.
(1)  Tonnes  cdcass weight.
4.17.4.1 Supply  balance - 
sheepmeat  and goatmeat
Sorrc€:  Eurosot  and EC Commission,  Dirstorate-General  for Agriculture.
(i) Carcass weight.
(:) Carcass weighl - 
All trade  with  the exception  of live mimals.
(r) All rade in ctrcass weight, with  the exception  of live  animals  (figures based on impo(s).
EUR 12
10001 % TAV















Intra-Comunity  trade (r)
Intemal use



































4,8  - 2,r






r2,0  - 64,6
10,8  19,0
4,5  - 0,7
3,0  0,0
0,3  - 1,5T/278 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market  prices for sheepmeat (r)
ECU/ks (r) % TAV  (r)

































































Sowce : EC Commission,  Directorate-ceneral for Agricuiture.
(') Belgique/Belgia  : Average  price  :
l)  moutons  exra (carcass weight 30kg) 
- 
schapen  extra  (30k9 per stuk).
2) agneaux  extra  (carcass weight 16kg)  lammeren  extra  (16k9 per stuk).
Danmdk:  country O: lamb\ l{  qualiry.
Deulschlild: counry O: lambs  cucasses  of 'L'-Masdemmer  quality.
Ellada: counfy O:  767c  amnos galakto',
247. amnos.
Espda:
Frmce:  counry  Z  for'carcasses  d'agneaux  dc boucherie'.
lrelild:counlr)  @: 70', pnme qualiD.
109,  second quality.
Italia: average price:
1) agnelloni (r  20kg cdcass weigho = 36% (country U).
2) agnelli (l  lokg carcass weigh0 = 64%  (markets: Cagliari, Roma,  Napoli,  Firenze  - L'Aquila).
N€derland: counry  6  'Vese Lammeren'.
Pofrugal:
United Kingdom:  U market  prices  for  sheep qualifying  for  guaranteed  prices  (penc,e/kg nel on rhe hoo0
('z) Slaughter  weight.
(3.) Calculated  on the basis of prices  in national  cuffency.POULTRYMEAT T/279
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
.to&rc"r  Euroslat
| 000 head 7r TAV



















3054790 3398164 3597518@ 3647201@ 1.4
91869  109746  I 14593  125634
87458  99457  104808  I 14689
218993  237439  299596*+n  322843**
68700  7801 I  80315  83954
498383  522127  543669  529396
658344  804121  824012  843788**
38326  44r0E  48770  50025
373922  399571  413211  411739
300876  323199  340826  336406
r 18109  I 10558  178340  171808
599815  669833  649378  650919
7,6  9,6
6,2  9,4






4,2  - 1,3
t4,7  - 3,7
2,7  0,2
4.18.1.1 Gross internal  production of poultrymeat
tulot a/. TAV
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4.18.4.1 Supply  balance - 
poultrymeat
so,rrcei  Eurostat.
(')  Slaughter  w€ight
EUR 12
1 000 ( (,) % TAV
" 
1987 r I 990 1991 - 1992 -
, t99t  < .:
t992
;6i



















































0,0  - 33,3
- 34,r  - 50,0







-0,2  0,2T/282 P0ULTRYMEAT
ECU/Ks (?) 7. TAV ()





































































4.18.5.1 Market  prices for chickens  (')
.totrre-  EC Commission,  Dirtrtorate-General  for  Ag.icujture-
(r) Belgique/Betgie : Poule$ e 70qo, prix de gros  i  la vente.  Kuikens 707.,  groothandelsverkoopprijs.  A partir de juillet  1982 prix  franco frontidre. Vanaf  juli  1982 prijs
franco  grcns.
Dmmtrk  : Kyllinger,  ?0olo,  slagterie  til detailhandel.
BR Deutschland : Schlachterei Abgabepreis  frei  Empftinger,  ?0q.  gefroren.
Ellada  : Chondriki  timi ?07.  (prix  de grot.
Espana  I Precio  de mercado.
France  : Pds-Rungisi poulets.  classe A (moyens),83./.,  prix de gros  A la vente.
Ireland  : Chickens,  70./.,  wholesale  price.
Italia  : Milano: prezzi  d'acquislo all'ingrosso. 83%.
Nederland  : LEI:  Kuikens 707o -  croothandelsverkoopprijs.
Ponugal  :PreQoaprodugao.
United Kingdom  : London:  Chickens,  837.,  wholesalc  price.
(,) Slaughter  weight.
(r) Calculated  on the basis of prices  in national  curencies.EGGS T/283
4.19.0. 1  Laying hens, numbers
I 000 head




























10792  11445**  ll823xx
4327  3854  3950**
44419  58400@  56600@
16591  16329  t6072
_  44795*+  41615**
62100  64700  65671**
3163  3459  359't**
47657  50997  50589*+
40248  37085**  38605**
_  &05x*  7116**








- 0,6  - 0,8
- 1,0  4,1
x  ll,l
- 4,3  - 0.8
,to!/csi Eurostat
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks  hatched from laying hens
I 00O head % TAV


















234021  232684  2478026 2353356 1.9 - 5,0
8172  9906  10148  10576
4091  4tt7  4242  4946
33850  34283  42698**a  41862*xa
2781  3285  4706  3526
37954  36713  35773  29673
407'76  44613  46084  45854**
t5g7  l58l  1437  t474
31733  29876  31050  27658
3t372  3t285  3289t  32669
4777  3982  6072  5322
36918  33044  3270t  3t775
7,5  4,2
1,2  16,6
8,0  - 2,0
r9,2  - 25,1
-2,0  -t7,1
4,2  - 0,5
-1<  aa
-0,7  - 10,9
1,6  - 0,7
8,3  - 1.2,4
- 4,0  - 2,8
,toffrc?r  Eurostat.T/284 EGGS
| ofi)t 4o TAv






























182  186  2,00
11  8'2  84
721  69tZ  922@
128  12,8  123
671  6(18  641
891  9(t2  928
39  35  39
631  5Sr7  648
654  6:t2  652
88  95  98
802  721  646
3,2  0,5
2,9  4,8
6,)  - z.z
- 1,3  0,8
-  l,)  -  J,J
1,4  0,4
0,0  - 5,1
0,9  - 0,8
- 0,1  - 3,4
3,7  5,1
-1.0  - 1,1
4.19.1.1 Usable production of eggs (total eggs)
.t rrcgr Euro\tatEGGS T/285
s 5
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4.19.4.1 Supply  balance - 
eggs (total eggs) EUR 12
I 0001 % TAV
' 









































289  322  332  334
15  19  21  2l
19  16  t9  20
4489  4304  4498  M15
13,9  13,0  13,0  12,8
101,5  102,1  102,3  102,7
-1)
- 7,8  - 22,2
10,5  1,3
1,0  - 1,6





0,1  - 1,8
-J  J  -  | 5
0,3  0,4
soxrce:  Euros6lEGGS T/287
4.19.5.1 Market  prices for eggs (r)










































































Source  : EC Commission,  Dirutorate,ceneral  for Agriculture.
(r) Eggs:  Cl6s  IV -  weight 55-60 gr.  :
Belgique/Belgi6  : Kruishoutem:  prix  de gros  a I'achat, frdco m@h6
grmthand€lsenkoopprijs,  frmco mrkr.
Danmdk  : engrospris.
BR Deulschlmd  : Packst€llenabgab€preis,  frci Empfiinger.
Ellada  : Wholesale  prices.
Espda  : Prtrio de mercado.
Fmnce  : Prix d€ venae,  so(ie sadon.
Irelad  : Dublin I wholesale  selling pric€.
ltalia  : Milano: pr€zzo  d'equisto del commercio all'ingrosso, franco mercaro
Luxembourg  : Prix de gros  e la ven@, franco d6uillant.
Nederlmd  : Croothandelsverkmpprijs.
Ponugal  : Pre{os  de ovos.
United Kingdom  : Eggs  Authority:  packer  to pmducer price.
('?)  Calculated  on the basis of prices  in narional  curency.T/288 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.0.1 DairY herds and Yield
Dery cows
in Decembel





















26511**  22809*@  21822*a . <  -11
951  197  751*
913  '146  708
5452  5632@  5365@
219  214  205
1880  1516  1447
6506  4968  4&2
1495  1293  1262
3075  2536  2443
70  52  51
2333  l88l  182r
360**  394*  381+
3257  2779  2747
-)q  -5.8
0,5  - 4,7
- 0,4  - 4'2
- 3,5  - 4,6
- 4,4  - 6,6
-i 4  -2-5
- \,  -3.6


























4255*+  4691**a  4923**a 5,0 1,6
389  4266  4410
5379  6034  6173
4599  4574e  4970@
zg59  2944  3416
3335  4507**  4616**
4t0g  488?**  5096*x
3822  4037  4108**
3388  38't2  4037
4237  4509  4979
5 150  5763  5195
3138**  4386  4353
4867  511 I  5294
t7  3.4
1,9  2,3
- 0,1  8'7







5,7  - 0'8
0,8  3,6
Sorrce i Eumstat.
(r) Production  of the year  divided by the herd  in Dcember  of prevlous  year
('z)  1985: in September.MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/289
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
,torr.€r Eurostat.
(I) Excl. milk  for suckling.
(r) Incl.  deliveries  of cream  (milk equivaten!
Prcduction  of milk
from dairy cows(r)
| 0001 % TAV



















I I 5937**  I 14955**o  112292**a -0,f  -2.3
3796  3543  3514
5099  4640  4605
25674  290636  27ggt@
663  1n  nl
6258*x  7l0o**  7000*{
27?90  25759**  25316**
5823  5338  53t2**
10753  rw82  10236
301  265  260
t2550  ttuT  10901
I 114**  l'137  1?15
16117  14770  t47tl
- I,l  -0,8
- 1,6  - 0,8
2,t  - 3,7
|,2  2,8
2,1  - 1,4
- 1,3  - 1,7
- t,4  - 0,5
0,4  - 6,8
- 2,t  - 1,8
- 2,1  - 1,3
7,7  - 1,3
- r,4  - 0,4
Deliveries of
cows'  milk (r)



















l2 105845**  1053806  t037o4e - 0,1  - 1,6
3162  2961  2914
4899  4440  4402
23637  26422@  25579@
461  534  508
4761**  6000**  5900**
25476  23379  23062
5682  5212  5271
8596  9894  9946
294  253  254
12233  10570  10503
10574*  1584  1541
15587  l4l3l  t4028
- l,t  - 1,6
- 1,6  - 0,9
r,9  - 3,2
2,5  - 5,0
3,9  - r,7
- 1,4  - 1,4
- t,4  l,t
2,4  - 1,5
-?  5  -11
- 2,4  - 0,6
7,0  -2,7
- 1,6  -0,7T/290 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries  of cows' milk to dairies, as a proporlion  of cows' milk production (t) 
sa)
198? 1988 r989 r 990 t991 1992
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clT/292 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies  of butter and cheese
Soxrc?:  Eurostat.
(r) lncl.  butteroil manufactured  from cream  (bu$er  equivalent)
(2)  Processed cheese excluded-
Butrer (r)




















2033  l8l2*+o  1658*xo -lq
83  67  63
110  82  '78
515  554@  4746
,  tr*  3**
16+*  38  29
536  490  460
t64  144  134**
76  102  101**
843
263  204  l99x*
71617
202  \12  98
- 3,s  - 5,7
- 4,8  - 4,9
1,2  - l4'5
- l6,t  762,s
15,3  -72,9
- 2,9  - 6,1
- 2,2  -'l,0
4,9  - 1,1
- 13.2  -20,0
- 4,1  - 2,5
14,9  4,4





















42g6*x  5140**o  5280**o 3.1 2.7
51  64  69
256  287  292
913  12496  12936
125  94  94**
139**  139  137
1283  r47l  1485
j9  '14**  93
626  817  817**
344
525  616  642
30**  47  48




- 4,6  0,0
0,0  - 1,4
2,3  I,0





1.4  9;7MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/293
4.20.L.5 Productlon in dairies of milk powder (t)
Source:  Exrosat,
(r) Product  weight.
(r) Whole-milk  powdd,  pMly-skimmed-mitk  powder, cream-milk tDwder and butemilk  powder inctuded.
l(X)0t % TAV



















1948**  14786  1159o -2t,6
tt2  74  52
25  17*  13
549  539@  400s
000
274*  30  22
653  426  3't3
161  183  126
000
13  I  0
163  63  59
4**  12  12
241  133  t02
- 6,7  -29,7
- 6,2  - 23,5
- 0,3  -25,9
XX
1,7  -26,3
- 6,9  - 12,4
2,2  - 31,4
XX
- 38,1  x
-  147  -  5 7
20J  - 2,5
-q 4  _ r15
Other milk  powder  (r)



















837**  1080**o  1024**a 4,3
39  53  43
95  110  106
125  242@  228@
0  0**  0**
5**  17+  l0*
228  338  304
29  24  24**
3*  3  6**
I00*
245  212  2t2**
7*+  g  gx
61  734  84**

















JOT1294 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies  of concentrated  milk and casein (r)
Sorrce  i (a) Eurostat.
(b) EC Commission,  Direcbrate-General for Agriculture
(r) ftoducr  weighl.
(r) Including  that of'chocolate crumb'.
(r) Excl. caseinates produced  fiom casein.
lU)0r % TAV
Concenrated  milk (a) t1

















1511**  1287**o  1334**a '\'7 -2.6
11  24  22
8  13  ll
527  4746  503o
66**  40  29
t25  70  77
54**  60**  9l**
3  I  l*x
535  406  394
l**  2  I
l8l  i98  206
13,8  - 6.4
8,4  - 15,4
- r,8  6,1
- 8,1  -26,6
-9,2  l0'0
1,8  51,7
- 18,6  - 33,3
- 4,5  - 3,1
16,5  - 66,7
1.5  4,0
C6ein  (b) (r)
I 00Or
q" TAV











143**  I 10*xo  145**e ,L) 31,4
15  17  15
2I  16@  206
45  27  39
33  27  40*x
11**  )1+4  30**
311
2.t  - I 1,8
-3,7  22,O
-8,2  44,4
- 3,1  48,5
- 3,2  36,4
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o cjT1296 MTLK AND MILK PRODUCTS
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c.lMILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/297
4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products - 
EC share EUR 12
ll ant)
A. Expofrs t986 1987 r988 r989 I 990 t99l 1992


















































































































































































86* 99+* 80** 80+* 80* 75* * 89**T/298 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.3.1 (cont.)
B. lmpons t986 198? r988 t989 1990 1991 1992











































































25 26 29 36 63 58 54
Sourc?  : EC Commission,  Directorate-General  for Agriculture,  CATT and FAO
(r) Food  aid included.MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/299
| 986 1987 1988 1989 I 990 l99l 1 992































































1609 1403 t275 1054 1067 l 206 I 159

























772 473 l0 5 333 414 47
4.20.4.2 Detailed  supply balance (a) 
- 
skimmed-milk powder
Sorrc"r  (a) EC Commission,  Directorare-ceneral for Agriculture.
(b) Eurostar.
(r) Including  buttermilk powder incorporated  directly  in animal feed,  milk powder  for babies_
EUR 12
(l 000t)T/3OO MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance (a) 
- 
butter (t) EUR 12
(t un0
I 986 198? 1988 1989 1990 199t ** 1992  *+ o
I 2 5 7 8
Opening  stocks
- 











































3429 3360 2004 2008 2241 2041
Consumption
- 
at normal  prices
- 
at reduced prices ('?)



























I 730 1780 1895 1485 t456 l6l4 154'7
Exports  at world
market  pdces
Food  aid





















331 621 645 395 218 (4. 322
Closing stocks
- 


















I 366 958 202 124 335 302 240
.torr.€r  (a) EC Commission.  Directorate-General  for Agriculture  (including butteroil. buner  equivalent)
(b) Euro$at.
(r) Product  weight. Includes  burcroil made from cream  (butter equivalenl)
()  197?: Reg.  No 237017  (Christmas  butler),
1978: Reg.  No l90lr8.
1979: Reg.  No 1269/79.




Amed forces  and non-profit organizations
Butter  concenlrate
- 
Sales to food pr@essors
1986 t987  1988 1989 1990 l99l  t992
5  25  13  16  19  22  1',7
15  44  59  42  39  39  36
26  34  43  16  16  19  19
267  258  328  2"14 292  352  364
(a) Not including 42  000 t physically exponed  from the formcr  GDR to the Soviet UmonMILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/301
4.20.6.1 Intervention  measures  for butter and skimmed-milk powder (1992)
Source  : EC Commission,  Dirdtorate  cen€ral for Agriculture.
(r) In accordilce  wilh Regulation  (EEC) No 804/68,  Article  6.
(2) In accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC) No 8M/68,  Anicl€ 7.
(r) Including quantities  removed  under  Regulation  (EEC) No 2315,ry6 (Regulation  (EEC) No 220Ol87).
(a) Including quildties  refused.












































40al  8886  -  12950
16341  5000  -  2t341
1467  1467
48165  2100r  -  69266
2826  1323  -  4149














Taken  into storage


























322338  44931 367269
9M9  3000  -  12049
145315  t7g3t  - 
'Urrou
t9474  2000  -  21474
13834  3000  -  16634
126591  19000  -  t45s9l
g25  -  S2S
2088  2088
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NMILK AND MILK PRODUCTS  T/303

















































































































Sorr.?r EC Commission,  Directorate-ceneral for Agricukure.
(r) st@ks referred  to in Article  6 of Regulation  (EEC) No 804/68  (butter. public  and  privare  storage;  skimmed-milk  powder,  public  storage)
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